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Honoring the Class of 2019

Class of 2019 Procession
Faculty Procession
*Platform Party Procession
  Crown Imperial
  Composed by Sir William Walton
  The University of Michigan Commencement Band
  Richard Frey
  Interim Associate Director of the Michigan Marching and Athletic Bands

*The National Anthem
  The Star Spangled Banner
  The University of Michigan Men’s Glee Club
  The University of Michigan Women’s Glee Club
  Mark Stover
  Conductor

Welcome
  Martin A. Philbert
  Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Commissioning of Reserve Officers’ Training Corps
  Major General Troy D. Kok
  Commanding General, 99th Regional Support Command

Opening Remarks
  Elizabeth R. Cole
  Interim Dean, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

2019 Graduate
  Avraham Sholkoff
  Senior, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

Congratulations on Behalf of the Faculty
  E. Neil Marsh
  Chair, Senate Advisory Committee on University Affairs

2019 Graduate
  Bassel Salka
  Senior, College of Engineering

Statement to the Class of 2019
  Mark S. Schlissel
  President

2019 Graduate
  Yvonne Guadalupe Navarrete
  Senior, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy

Conferring of Honorary Degrees
  Mark S. Schlissel
  Randy W. Schekman
  Doctor of Science
  Mark di Suvero
  Doctor of Fine Arts
  Leslie Uggams
  Doctor of Fine Arts
  Gretchen Whitmer
  Doctor of Laws
2019 Graduate

Kayla Delores Williams
Senior, School of Information

Commencement Address

Gretchen Whitmer
Governor of Michigan

Conferring of Undergraduate Degrees and Recognition of Graduates of the Class of 2019

Mark S. Schlissel

Congratulations

Ellen Agress
Chair of the Board of Directors, Alumni Association

*The Alma Mater

The Yellow and Blue
Composed by Michael W. Balfe
The University of Michigan Commencement Band and the Audience
(see music and lyrics on page 139)

Closing

Martin A. Philbert

*University of Michigan Fight Song

The Victors
Composed by Louis Elbel
The University of Michigan Commencement Band and the Audience
(see words on back cover)

*Recession of the Platform Party

Proud Heritage
Composed by William Latham
The University of Michigan Commencement Band

*Those who are able are asked to stand for the portions of the program asterisked (*). At the conclusion of the program, the audience is asked to remain standing until the platform party has left the field.
### Regents of the University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Residence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jordan B. Acker</td>
<td>Huntington Woods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Behm</td>
<td>Grand Blanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark J. Bernstein</td>
<td>Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul W. Brown</td>
<td>Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shauna Ryder Diggs</td>
<td>Grosse Pointe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Ilitch</td>
<td>Bingham Farms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron Weiser</td>
<td>Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine E. White</td>
<td>Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark S. Schlissel</td>
<td>ex officio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Executive Officers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark S. Schlissel</td>
<td>President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin A. Philbert</td>
<td>Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas A. Baird</td>
<td>Vice President for Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally J. Churchill</td>
<td>Vice President and Secretary of the University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Royster Harper</td>
<td>Vice President for Student Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin P. Hegarty</td>
<td>Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Jack Hu</td>
<td>Vice President for Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy G. Lynch</td>
<td>Vice President and General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kallie Bila Michels</td>
<td>Vice President for Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravi Pendse</td>
<td>Vice President for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marschall S. Runge</td>
<td>Executive Vice President for Medical Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia H. Wilbanks</td>
<td>Vice President for Government Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan E. Borrego</td>
<td>Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domenico Grasso</td>
<td>Chancellor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

University of Michigan-Flint

University of Michigan-Dearborn
DEANS AND REPRESENTATIVES

Michael S. Barr  Joan and Sanford Weill Dean of Public Policy, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy
F. DuBois Bowman  Dean, School of Public Health
Elizabeth R. Cole  Interim Dean, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts
James T. Dalton  Dean, College of Pharmacy
Scott DeRue  Edward J. Frey Dean of Business, Stephen M. Ross School of Business
Thomas A. Finholt  Dean, School of Information
Alec D. Gallimore  Robert J. Vlasic Dean of Engineering, College of Engineering
David A. Gier  Dean, School of Music, Theatre & Dance
James L. Hilton  University Librarian and Dean of University Libraries
Patricia D. Hurn  Dean, School of Nursing
Jonathan Massey  Dean, A. Alfred Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning
Laurie K. McCauley  Dean, School of Dentistry
Elizabeth Birr Moje  Dean, School of Education
Gunalan Nadarajan  Dean, Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design
Jonathan T. Overpeck  Samuel A. Graham Dean, School for Environment and Sustainability
Lori Ploutz-Snyder  Dean, School of Kinesiology
Marschall S. Runge  Dean, Medical School
(represented by Professor Gilbert S. Omenn)
Michael J. Solomon  Dean, Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies and Vice Provost for Academic Affairs–Graduate Studies
Lynn Videka  Dean, School of Social Work
Mark D. West  Dean, Law School
## Marshals of the University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title and Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mika LaVaque-Manty</td>
<td>Arthur F. Thurnau Professor, Associate Professor of Political Science and Philosophy, Director, Honors Program, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, Chief Marshal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valeria Bertacco</td>
<td>Arthur F. Thurnau Professor, Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, College of Engineering, Associate Dean for Physical Sciences and Engineering, Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies, Assistant Chief Marshal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen West</td>
<td>Professor of Music, School of Music, Theatre &amp; Dance, Assistant Chief Marshal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nobel Laureate Randy Schekman, professor of cell and developmental biology at the University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley), and a Howard Hughes Medical Institute investigator, is one of the world’s preeminent biologic scientists. In 2013, he, James Rothman, and Thomas Südhof shared the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine “for their discoveries of machinery regulating vesicle traffic, a major transport system in our cells.” Professor Schekman, who was born in St. Paul, Minnesota, and grew up near Long Beach, California, earned a B.A. degree in molecular biology (1971) from the University of California, Los Angeles, and a Ph.D. in biochemistry (1975) from Stanford University, where he studied the enzymology of DNA reproduction. A UC Berkeley faculty member since 1976, Professor Schekman investigates the mechanism of membrane protein traffic in the secretory pathway in eukaryotic cells. Beginning with a genetic and biochemical dissection of the pathway in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, he discovered the mechanisms by which eukaryotic cells transport proteins from point of origin to where they perform their functions. The genes and proteins his laboratory discovered in yeast have counterparts in all eukaryotes and have been implicated in several human genetic diseases. His research has encouraged the biotechnology industry to use yeast as a platform to produce clinically important human secreted proteins, including recombinant human insulin. The world’s supply of recombinant hepatitis B vaccine is made in vesicles produced in yeast. Because hepatitis B infection is the major cause of liver cancer, the vaccine promises to reduce the incidence of liver cancer by 90 percent. In recent years, his lab has turned from yeast to mammalian cell culture to investigate other aspects of human physiology and disease. Professor Schekman, founding editor of the open access online journal eLife, previously edited Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences and is a past president of the American Society for Cell Biology (ASCB). He also is an exceptional teacher known for conveying complex information in an engaging way, and has trained leading scientists now working at the world’s top academic institutions. An enthusiastic supporter of basic biological research, he donated his Nobel Prize proceeds to UC Berkeley to create the Esther and Wendy Schekman Chair in Basic Cancer Biology in memory of his mother and sister, who both died of cancer. He is a charter member of U-M’s Life Sciences Institute Scientific Advisory Board and authoritative spokesperson on the important role public universities play in advancing science. Professor Schekman is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Philosophical Society, and the National Academy of Sciences. Among other honors, he has been recognized with the Albert Lasker Award for Basic Medical Research, the Canada Gairdner Foundation International Award, and the E.B. Wilson Medal from the ASCB.

Professor Schekman, you are transforming molecular biology and the life sciences with your distinguished contributions as a researcher, educator, academic publisher, and champion of public universities and basic research. Students and younger colleagues are inspired by your success in identifying important research questions and addressing them with innovative approaches and scientific rigor — actions that have generated pioneering breakthroughs and new fields of discovery. The University of Michigan is delighted to welcome you back to campus and proud to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Science.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

Mark di Suvero
Doctor of Fine Arts

Internationally renowned sculptor and peace activist Mark di Suvero is one of the most celebrated artists of his generation. His sculptures, assembled from industrial materials and found objects, occupy museums and outdoor public settings around the world, including at the University of Michigan. Located near the Museum of Art, Shang (1984-1985), a kinetic sculpture with a suspended element that swings, and Orion (2006), named after the constellation, are among Michigan’s most recognizable landmarks. Mr. di Suvero, the son of Italian parents, was born in Shanghai, China, in 1933. He immigrated with his family to the United States in 1941. After earning a B.A. degree in philosophy (1956) from the University of California, Berkeley, he moved to New York City. Shortly before his first solo exhibition at the Green Gallery in 1960, he was injured in a construction accident and confined to a wheelchair for two years, during which time he refined his steel-working skills. A self-trained welder and licensed crane operator, Mr. di Suvero maintains studios in Petaluma, California, and in Long Island City, New York, next to Socrates Sculpture Park. The community park and exhibition space, which he helped establish in 1986, has supported more than 1,200 artists. An outspoken critic of the Vietnam War, he collaborated on the Peace Tower in Los Angeles in 1966 and left the United States in 1971. Upon his return in 1975, the Whitney Museum of American Art honored him, in New York City, with the first retrospective and American citywide exhibition of his work. For the Whitney Museum’s biennial in 2006, he spearheaded creation of a second Peace Tower, in opposition to the Iraq War. Mr. di Suvero is the first living artist to exhibit in Tuileries Garden and Les Esplanades des Invalides in Paris and Chicago’s Millennium Park. In 1995, in conjunction with the 100th anniversary of the Venice Biennale, seven of his pieces were installed along the Grand Canal. His creations — many with moving elements that invite viewer participation — are in more than 100 museums and public collections, including the J. Paul Getty Museum, the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, the Museum of Modern Art, the National Gallery of Art, and the Storm King Art Center, where he has had three major exhibitions. In 2011-2012, U-M’s Museum of Art organized “Mark di Suvero: Tabletops,” showcasing 15 of his rarely exhibited smaller scale pieces. As part of the exhibition, School of Music, Theatre & Dance students performed in movement dialogue with Orion and Shang. Among other accolades, Mr. di Suvero has been recognized with the International Sculpture Center’s Lifetime Achievement Award in Contemporary Sculpture and the Heinz Award for Arts and Humanities. He received the National Medal of Arts in 2011 and an American Academy of Arts and Letters Gold Medal in 2013.

Mr. di Suvero, you inspire us with your unparalleled talent and indomitable spirit, reflected in your pioneering use of steel in public sculptures worldwide. You have demonstrated through your art, support of other artists, and acts of conscience how resolute individuals, by harnessing imagination and creativity, can build community and promote peace. Additionally, each day you enliven the University’s cultural landscape with your iconic sculptures Shang and Orion. The University of Michigan is excited to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Fine Arts.
Award-winning performing artist and civil rights activist Leslie Uggams is internationally acclaimed as a singer and actress of stage, television, and film. Renowned for her willingness to embrace new challenges throughout her career, Ms. Uggams, a native New Yorker, debuted on television at age six in a supporting role on the program *Beulah*. As a youth, she appeared on TV shows hosted by Milton Berle and Arthur Godfrey and opened for Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, and Dinah Washington at the legendary Apollo Theater. Ms. Uggams graduated from the Professional Children’s School in Manhattan and studied at The Juilliard School. She released her first hit single “Morgan” in 1959, and two years later became the first African American to perform regularly on a prime-time television series when she joined Mitch Miller’s *Sing Along with Mitch*. An audience favorite, she overcame behind-the-scenes struggles, from the reluctance of southern stations to air the program because it featured a black performer to bomb threats at the production studio. She launched her nightclub career with a national tour in the mid-1960s, and in 1967 opened at New York’s Martin Beck Theatre in the musical *Hallelujah, Baby!* She won both a Tony Award and Theatre World Award for best actress in a musical. In 1970, she became the first African American woman to star in her own TV variety series, *The Leslie Uggams Show*, and used the opportunity to advance the hiring of people of color on her show and in the entertainment industry. She also advocated for racial equality as a consultant on civil rights to Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson. Ms. Uggams made her film debut opposite Charlton Heston in 1972 in the MGM hit film *Skyjacked*. She starred in the TV miniseries *Backstairs at the White House*, among others, and is perhaps best known for playing Kizzy in Alex Haley’s television series *Roots*, which won her worldwide recognition, including the Critics Choice Award for Best Supporting Actress in 1978. She also won an Emmy as co-host of the NBC-TV series *Fantasy*. Contemporary audiences know Ms. Uggams as Leah Walker, mother of Lucious Lyon in the Fox drama series *Empire*, Sadie in the HBO movie *The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks*, and Blind Al in the 20th Century Fox Marvel movie series *Deadpool*. In 2014, she became the first African American woman to play Mama Rose in *Gypsy*, directed by U-M Musical Theatre Department Chair Vincent J. Cardinal at the Connecticut Repertory Theatre. She maintains an active schedule of concerts and television guest appearances and has appeared in concert halls with major symphony orchestras, including the National Symphony Orchestra. She has been recognized with several AUDELCO (Audience Development Committee, Inc.) Awards, and received the Arena Stage American Artist Award in 2011 for her significant contributions to theater.

Ms. Uggams, you are a woman of remarkable achievement and an exceptional role model for all who aspire to become leaders and the best they can be. After decades of groundbreaking performances, you continue to enthrall audiences, inspire new generations of performers at Michigan and beyond, and challenge precedent within the entertainment industry and society more broadly. The University of Michigan is delighted to recognize your many advances in the performing arts and race relations and to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Fine Arts.
The Honorable Gretchen Whitmer, Michigan’s 49th governor, is widely admired for her integrity and work ethic, political acumen, and focus on fundamentals such as accessible health care, roads, schools, and water quality in municipal systems and the Great Lakes. She visited all 83 counties during her campaign, listening to citizens’ concerns and aspirations for the state. A lifelong Michigander, she was born in Lansing and grew up in Grand Rapids and East Lansing. Her parents, one a Democrat and the other a Republican, instilled in her and her siblings a strong work ethic and deep belief in the dignity of every human being. Gov. Whitmer, a graduate of Forest Hills Central High School outside Grand Rapids, earned a B.A. degree in communications (1993) from Michigan State University, where she graduated magna cum laude, and a J.D. (1998) from the MSU Detroit College of Law. She represented East Lansing in the Michigan House of Representatives from 2000 to 2006, and served four years as the ranking Democrat on the House Appropriations Committee. As a first-term legislator, Gov. Whitmer cared for her ailing mother at the end of her life and gave birth to her first daughter. Those caretaking experiences taught her the importance of access to affordable health care and paid family leave — both of which she vigorously supports. Elected to the state Senate in 2006, she served on the Agriculture, Government Operations, Health Policy, and Judiciary committees, as well as the Michigan Legislative Council, and the Board of Governors of the Senate Fiscal Agency. In 2010, her colleagues unanimously elected her Senate Democratic leader, the first woman to lead a Michigan Senate party caucus. As Senate Democratic leader, she worked with Gov. Rick Snyder to shepherd the passage of expanded health care coverage to more than 680,000 Michiganders through Healthy Michigan and negotiated raises in the minimum wage. Term limited in 2014, she was unable to run for re-election. Her ambitious agenda as governor includes, among other priorities, improving drinking water quality, stabilizing school aid funding, fixing the state’s roads, and enhancing government transparency. In addition to serving in state government, Gov. Whitmer has taught at MSU and the University of Michigan, where she was the Harry A. and Margaret D. Towsley Foundation Policymaker in Residence, and taught the course Running, Serving, and Leading at the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy. In 2016, she stepped up to serve as Ingham County prosecutor, restoring faith in the office that had been hit by scandal. In that role, she established a new Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Unit in Ingham County, and sped up rehabilitation of nonviolent first-time offenders.

Gov. Whitmer, you have earned the respect of fellow Michiganders with your energy, leadership skills, and ability to bring business and civic leaders, educators, and elected officials with diverse points of view together to work for the common good. We are inspired by your passion for public service and determination to chart a course that improves the lives of current residents and strengthens our state now and for future generations. The University of Michigan celebrates your contributions to effective government and proudly presents to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Laws.
STUDENT SPEAKERS

Yvonne Guadalupe Navarrete
Senior, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy

Yvonne Navarrete, who was born in Mexico and grew up in Detroit, Michigan, is co-founder, former lead director, and now undergraduate adviser to La Casa, a Latinx umbrella organization representing more than 2,000 students. She also founded the Student Community of Progressive Empowerment, which supports students who are undocumented or have Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals status. She serves on several boards, including the Vice President for Student Life Advisory Board. In 2018, she received a Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Spirit Award, recognizing her leadership in the Latinx community and contributions as an immigrant rights advocate. Yvonne plans to pursue a master’s degree program in education policy and a career in public service that includes promoting educational reforms in Detroit and other large cities.

Bassel Salka
Senior, College of Engineering

Bassel Salka of Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, winner of the College of Engineering Mildred and Steele Bailey Prize for academic excellence, leadership, and service, is active in multiple student organizations. He founded and served as co-president of Michigan Lean Consortium Consulting, led a service trip with the Muslim Student Association, and advocated for halal dining options as Muslim Coalition co-president. As past president and now ex officio leader of the Arab Student Association, Bassel expanded the annual Arab Xpressions cultural show and advocated for Arab voices on campus. He has conducted research at U-M’s Center for Healthcare Engineering and Patient Safety for three years, and in July will begin work at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory on improving health outcomes at U.S. Navy hospitals.

Avraham Sholkoff
Senior, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

Avraham (Avi) Refael Sholkoff of Los Angeles, California, is a history major in the Honors Program with a Spanish minor, and studied at the Universidad de Sevilla. He is a two-term James B. Angell Scholar, an Honors Summer Fellowship recipient, and worked as an undergraduate research scholar for the Michigan in the World program. His honors thesis explores concepts of physical confrontation and masculinity within the context of the Jewish Defense League. Avi is a sports writer and senior sports editor at The Michigan Daily, and raises funds for Michigan Hillel, as a phonathon caller. He also enhances the well-being of fellow students as a mentor and group leader for Wolverine Support Network. He plans to join Oracle as a business development consultant in June.

Kayla Delores Williams
Senior, School of Information

Kayla Williams of Southfield, Michigan, is passionate about making technology more accessible to minorities and people with disabilities. As a software developer at the Shapiro Design Lab, she created a website that supports the University’s accessibility goals. She is a resident adviser at West Quadrangle and outreach director for U-M’s student-run nonprofit Seven Mile Coding, which introduces students in Detroit’s Brightmoor neighborhood to computer coding. She also serves on the outreach committee for Girls in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, a student organization that encourages the professional, academic, and social development of women in technology. Kayla is active in disability advocacy groups, including Disability Culture @ UM and the Initiative for Inclusive Design. Upon graduation, she will join Eli Lilly and Company as a software developer.
UNIVERSITY FLAGS AND FLAG BEARERS

The flags behind the platform are arranged in the order in which the schools and colleges they represent were founded. As the audience faces the flags, the arrangement from left to right is the following:

College of Literature, Science, and the Arts
Medical School
Law School
School of Dentistry
College of Pharmacy
College of Engineering
Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies
A. Alfred Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning
School of Education
Stephen M. Ross School of Business
President’s flag
University flag
Regents’ flag
School for Environment and Sustainability
School of Music, Theatre & Dance
School of Nursing
School of Public Health
School of Social Work
University of Michigan-Flint
University of Michigan-Dearborn
School of Information
Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design
School of Kinesiology
Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy

Katherine Eleanor Martin
Fitz Tavernier, Jr.
Brandon M. Warrington
Brenna Slovak
Emily E. Morin
Adam Zachary Konig
Allison J. Kemmerle
Bailey C. Surbrook
Krystle Rose Bednark
Madison MacRitchie
on stage
on stage
on stage
Alexandria (Lexi) Brewer
Audrey Shepherd
Rachel Sabin
Thomas Hardy
Stephen Sean Krygier
Nick Bhardwaj
Jacqueline Hollier-Jackson
Madison Marie Willihnganz
Emanuel Papageorgiou
Madeleine Grace DeClercq
Zoha Qureshi
THE UNIVERSITY MACE

The University’s mace is a symbol of academic scholarship, integrity, and authority. It is carried by the chair of the University Senate at the head of academic processions on such important ceremonial occasions as commencements, convocations, and inaugurations, representing the connection of all faculty members to important academic rituals. The mace being used today was given to the University in 1968 by the Senior Board, representing all the undergraduate schools and colleges. Crafted of red oak and trimmed with silver, the mace features the seals of the University and of the State of Michigan. Also engraved on the mace are the names of the University Presidents.

ACADEMIC COLORS

The colors of the various disciplines are as follows:

Architecture and Urban Planning  blue violet  
Business Administration  drab  
Dentistry  lilac  
Education  light blue  
Engineering  orange  
Environment and Sustainability  russet  
Fine Arts  brown  
Information  lemon  
Kinesiology  sage green  
Law  purple  
Literature and Arts  white  
Medicine  green  
Music  pink  
Nursing  apricot  
Pharmacy  olive green  
Philosophy  dark blue  
Public Health  salmon pink  
Public Policy  peacock blue  
Science  golden yellow  
Social Work  citron

Mingled colors distinguish combined curriculums.
ACADEMIC DRESS AND CUSTOM

The colorful gowns and hoods worn by faculty members at commencement and other academic ceremonies represent the degrees, disciplines, and alma maters of the wearers. The American academic costume tradition, imported from England, dates to Colonial days.

Gowns

Bachelor’s or master’s degree gowns traditionally are black, as are many doctoral gowns in the United States. Some universities prescribe that their graduates wear gowns of another solid color such as blue, crimson, or green. Gowns differ in sleeve cut and trim. For example, the bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves while the master’s gown has oblong sleeves. Doctoral gowns, with their distinctive bell-shaped sleeves, feature velvet panels down the front and around the neck, as well as crossbars of velvet on the sleeves. Colored trim denotes the field or discipline in which the degree was earned. Usually only a single degree from one institution is indicated by a garment. If more than one degree is held, the gown and hood of the higher or highest degree usually are worn.

Hoods

The hood most precisely describes the wearer’s level of degree earned, the major field of learning, and the alma mater. The level of the degree held is indicated by the hood’s shape and size and the width of its velvet or velveteen trimming. The bachelor’s, master’s, and doctor’s hoods are 36 inches, 42 inches, and 48 inches long, respectively. The velvet trim is two, three, and five inches wide, with the narrowest being for the bachelor’s hood and the widest for the doctor’s hood. The color of trim on the hood, as on the gown, identifies the major field of learning in which the degree was awarded. The hood is lined with the official colors of the college or university conferring the degree.

Caps

Caps vary in style from the traditional black mortarboard to eight-, six-, and four-corner tams, and Elizabethan-style caps. The mortarboard may be of any appropriate material, such as cotton, poplin, rayon, or silk, to match the gown. Velvet is reserved for holders of doctorates.
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OF THE UNIVERSITY

The order of presentation is by the year of founding.

**College of Literature, Science, and the Arts**
The College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, founded in 1841, was the first duly constituted college of the University of Michigan. Today, with more than 15,000 undergraduate and 2,000 graduate students, LSA is the largest of the University’s schools and colleges, and it is still the heart of the campus. Distinguished in the humanities since its earliest years, the college became preeminent in the natural sciences during the early 20th century and went on to become a world leader in social science research. The college has always been dedicated to providing a richly diverse liberal arts education that prepares students to lead fulfilling lives as responsible citizens within a wide range of professional careers.

**Medical School**
Since opening its doors in 1850, the Medical School has been a leader in medical education, patient care, and biomedical research. In addition to its professional doctor of medicine program, the Medical School offers master’s and doctoral degrees in the basic medical sciences. The school established the nation’s first university-owned and -operated teaching hospital and created the first departments of pharmacology and human genetics in the United States. It also played an important role in the development of the electrocardiogram and in the development of iodized salt as a goiter preventive. The Medical School was among the first major American medical schools to graduate women and African Americans; today there are more practicing M.D.s from the University of Michigan than from any other medical school in the United States.

**Law School**
Founded in 1859, the Law School awarded its first bachelor of laws degrees in 1860. In 1870, the school became the second in the nation to confer a law degree on an African American candidate and the first major law school to admit a woman. In 1871, one of the school’s graduates became the first woman with a law degree to be admitted to the bar. A national law school from its earliest years, the school’s graduates work in every state of the union and in more than 73 countries, in business, as practitioners and professors, as legislators and members of Congress, and as distinguished civil servants and members of the judiciary.

**School of Dentistry**
Established in 1875, the School of Dentistry first granted the professional degree, doctor of dental surgery, the following year. A national leader in the training of professional dentists and long active in oral and craniofacial research, the school offers the doctor of dental surgery, master’s degrees, and graduate clinical programs in several dental specialties and general dentistry. A doctoral degree is offered in oral health sciences and in an interdepartmental program in biomaterials. The School of Dentistry also offers baccalaureate and master’s programs in dental hygiene.

**College of Pharmacy**
Established as a department in 1868, Pharmacy became a college in 1876, the first in any university in the United States. Today, the college has an average annual enrollment of 260 doctor of pharmacy and 70 graduate students, and is consistently ranked among the top pharmacy schools in the nation. The college offers the doctor of pharmacy degree; baccalaureate programs in medicinal chemistry and pharmaceutical sciences; and doctor of philosophy programs in medicinal chemistry, pharmaceutical sciences, and social and administrative sciences. Major areas of research include the biological, chemical, clinical, genomic, economic, and social aspects of drugs and therapeutic agents.
College of Engineering

Instruction began with a class in civil engineering in 1854. Historically, the College of Engineering has been a leader in establishing departments in emerging fields, including metallurgical engineering, naval architecture and marine engineering, electrical engineering, chemical engineering, aeronautical engineering, nuclear engineering, and computer engineering. Today, the college and its 60,000 alumni provide leadership in various technologies, health care, business, and the sciences, improving the quality of people’s lives around the world.

Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies

The Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies oversees and coordinates graduate education, bringing together graduate students and faculty from across the institution to experience and take full advantage of the University as a scholarly community. The University awarded its first master of arts degree in 1849, first master of science degree in 1859, and first doctor of philosophy degree in 1876. Organized as a department in 1892, the School of Graduate Studies became an autonomous unit in 1913. In 1935, a generous gift from Horace H. and Mary A. Rackham included the site and construction of the Rackham Building for graduate studies and a substantial endowment for carrying on graduate work and research.

A. Alfred Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning

Michigan offered its first courses in architecture in 1876. The program became a department in 1913, and by 1931, the College of Architecture was established as a separate entity. During the 1940s, the college was one of the few schools in the country to consider research a necessary part of architectural education, and in 1946 it became the first to introduce a graduate program in urban planning. The college offers master of architecture, master of urban planning, and master of urban design degrees; bachelor of science and master of science degrees in architecture; and doctoral programs in architecture and in urban and regional planning. In 1999, the college was named in honor of A. Alfred Taubman, founder and chairman of The Taubman Company, Inc., and a longtime friend, supporter, and adviser to the college.

School of Education

The School of Education was founded in 1921, 42 years after the University established the first chair in any United States collegiate institution devoted to the “science and art of teaching.” The school prepares students for professional careers in teaching and administration, and offers advanced training for researchers and practitioners at all levels of education. Teacher diplomas were first offered in 1874; the first master’s degree in education was conferred in 1891, the first Ph.D. in 1902, and the first Ed.D. in 1938.

Stephen M. Ross School of Business

Building on faculty and course offerings that began in the latter part of the 19th century, the school was formally established in 1924. Today, at all levels of instruction—bachelor’s, master’s, doctoral, and executive education—it programs rank in the top five among American institutions. Each year nearly 1,000 new School of Business graduates enter careers as business professionals and teacher-scholars, joining the approximately 37,000 who already serve in leadership positions in business, government, and academic institutions throughout the world.

School for Environment and Sustainability

The clear-cutting of Michigan’s densely forested wilderness was well under way when the University of Michigan began offering courses in forestry in 1881—the first university in the United States to do so. The year 1903 saw the creation of a Department of Forestry, forerunner of today’s School for Environment and Sustainability (SEAS). The school’s students and faculty organized the famous 1970 Teach-In on the Environment (the prototype of Earth Day), and incubated the scholarly disciplines of Environmental Justice, Environmental Education, and Environmental Informatics. From its inception as a forestry school to the interdisciplinary institution it is today, SEAS has always prepared leaders to understand and solve the major environmental challenges of the era.
School of Music, Theatre & Dance

Consistently ranked among the top performing arts schools in the nation, and one of the oldest, the School of Music, Theatre & Dance is committed to creating an environment of educational and artistic excellence, nurturing creativity, academic integrity, and professionalism in its students and faculty. With degrees offered at the bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral levels, the School is deeply engaged in the creation, practice, scholarship, and pedagogy of music, theatre, and dance. It fosters a spirit of social responsibility and principled entrepreneurship, and serves the community and State of Michigan through public performances, cultural resources, arts education, and outreach programs.

School of Nursing

The University of Michigan School of Nursing (UMSN) is an international leader in the advancement of nursing knowledge and strategies to improve health care. In addition to the four-year BSN program and the second career in nursing program, UMSN has a robust offering of graduate programs. Students are prepared to be leaders in advanced clinical practice through our M.S.N. and post-baccalaureate Doctorate of Nursing Practice (DNP) programs. Students can also lead and effect change through the M.S.N. or post-masters DNP programs in systems, populations, and leadership. UMSN’s prestigious Ph.D. and postdoctoral programs prepare nurse scientists to develop the knowledge necessary to support and advance nursing practice.

School of Public Health

Founded in 1941 and ranked among the country’s top public health schools, the University of Michigan School of Public Health educates more than 1,000 graduate and undergraduate students each year. With over 170 faculty and researchers across six departments and numerous collaborative centers and institutes, the school brings interdisciplinary, innovative solutions to complex health challenges, including chronic and infectious diseases, obesity and food insecurity, health care quality and cost, climate change and environmental factors, and socioeconomic inequalities and their impact on health. Compassion, innovation, and inclusion drive the faculty, staff, students, and 15,000 alumni of Michigan Public Health to pursue positive change and lasting impact on the health of the world.

School of Social Work

The program in social work began in 1921, and was granted the status of a school in 1951. Faculty maintain high research productivity while teaching an innovative curriculum. At the master’s level, the school prepares professional practitioners for work with individuals, children and their families, the aged, organizations, and communities. Students may focus their studies in the fields of substance abuse, mental health, education, child welfare, program evaluation, and public policy. The joint doctoral program in social work and social science is one of a kind and prepares students for academic and research careers. Graduates of both programs are found in leadership positions around the world. The School of Social Work consistently ranks as one of the best in the nation.

School of Information

A formal program began in 1926, when the Department of Library Science was created in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts. In 1948, offerings became entirely graduate and a doctoral program was inaugurated. Establishment of an independent school, committed to the interdisciplinary study of information and library principles, came in 1969. In response to the rapid change brought on by present technology, the school broadened significantly further in the 1990s. It now pursues a highly interdisciplinary approach to educate professionals who will serve as leaders in the information age. Recognizing this broader mission, the school was renamed the School of Information in 1996.
Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design

The Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design traces its history at the University to visual arts education in the late 19th century, awarding its first degree in 1960, and becoming a University of Michigan school in 1974. In 2002, the school launched a unique curriculum that prompted the National Association of Schools of Art and Design to report, "The School of Art & Design and the University of Michigan have created an opportunity to lead the academic conversation in art and design in this country." The school prepares graduates for a broad range of creative professions through its undergraduate and graduate programs. Commitment to the integration of art and design, community engagement, international experience, connections to the academic resources of the University, interdisciplinary pursuit, and public presentation of creative work are required of all majors.

School of Kinesiology

Kinesiology has been part of the University of Michigan curriculum since the turn of the 20th century and joined the ranks for the schools and colleges as an independent unit in 1984. Concentrations have the common thread of human movement and span a wide range including movement science, physical education, sport management, and athletic training. Kinesiology prepares undergraduates for careers as diverse as medicine and physical therapy to athletic administration, marketing, and law. Master’s and doctoral students expand their opportunities in higher education, research, health care, public health or medicine, business, and law.

Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy

The School of Public Policy prepares graduates for distinguished careers in policy analysis and management, and promotes improved public policy through research. Its curriculum combines rigorous grounding in contemporary social science, opportunities to develop expertise in a variety of policy domains, and practical experience. Graduates work in government and the private and nonprofit sectors, using their knowledge, judgment, and new ideas to solve social problems, both domestic and international. The school traces its history to the Institute of Public Administration, established in 1914 as one of the first programs in municipal administration in the United States. In 1999, the regents approved the naming of the school in honor of Gerald R. Ford, the 38th President of the United States and a 1935 graduate of the University.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES

The following is a list of the candidates for degrees to be granted upon completion of formal requirements. A candidate is listed alphabetically by degree, and in some cases also by field of specialization, under the school or college that awards the degree. In this program, candidates are presented in the order of which their respective schools or colleges were founded.

The Executive Board of the Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies awards doctoral, master’s, and some graduate professional degrees (e.g., master of public policy, master of urban planning), although most graduate professional degrees, such as doctor of medicine, master of social work, etc., are awarded by the respective schools or colleges. The Graduate School does not offer course work, and advanced studies are conducted within the school or college of a candidate’s area of specialization.

This program presents as complete and accurate a record of candidates for degrees as is possible as of the publication date.
Candidates for degrees granted May 3, 2019

Doctor of Musical Arts


Doctor of Philosophy


Sukhmani Kaur Bedi, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: The Roles of Viral and Host Proteins in Influenza A Virus Assembly and Budding in Infected Cells.


Mathieu Bray, Field of Specialization: Biostatistics. Dissertation: Advances in Methods, Algorithms and Software for Optimization and Simulation of Kidney Paired Donation Programs.
Doctor of Philosophy

Autumn Jade Bullard, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Feasibility of Using the Utah Array for Long-Term Fully Implantable Neuroprosthetics Systems.

Peter Burby, Field of Specialization: Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology. Dissertation: Mechanisms of DNA Repair and DNA Damage Dependent Cell Cycle Control in Bacillus subtilis.


Kristin Carlson, Field of Specialization: Toxicology. Dissertation: Evaluating the Risk of Ototoxicity Due to Metals Exposures.

Rodney Alan Caruthers II, Field of Specialization: Near Eastern Studies. Dissertation: Jewish Authors Writing in Greek: How and What They Learned During the Hellenistic and Early Roman Periods.


Yi-Jun Chang, Field of Specialization: Computer Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Locality of Distributed Graph Problems.


Ainash Childlabayeva, Field of Specialization: Anthropology and Toxicology. Dissertation: Effects of High Altitude and Inorganic Lead (Pb) on DNA Methylation in Andeans.


Doctor of Philosophy


Matt DeMonbrun, Field of Specialization: Higher Education. Dissertation: ‘Will They Revolt?’: An Examination of Student Response to Types of Instruction in the Engineering Discipline.


Lindsey Renee Drake, Field of Specialization: Medicinal Chemistry. Dissertation: Novel Approaches to PET Imaging Neuroinflammation.


Megan Dunn, Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering. Dissertation: Orthogonal Chemistries in the Directed Assembly of Complex Molecular Architectures.

Allison Jade Dupzyk, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: Mechanism of Membrane Penetration by Nonenveloped Polyomavirus and Papillomavirus.


Michael Fang, Field of Specialization: Public Policy and Sociology. Dissertation: Three Essays on the Relationship Between Social Ties and Mental Health.

Maia Farrar, Field of Specialization: English Language and Literature. Dissertation: Desiring Discord: Political Conflict in Medieval Romance.


Chelsea Rose Fisher, Field of Specialization: Anthropology. Dissertation: Maya Farming Communities and the Long View of Sustainability at Tzacaui.


Leanna Lauren Foster, Field of Specialization: Macromolecular Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Combating Bacterial Infections Through Polymer-Bacteria Interactions.


Erin Gallagher, Field of Specialization: Medicinal Chemistry. Dissertation: Modulating the elf4E-elf4G Protein-Protein Interaction in Human Disease.


Carolyn Sara Giroux, Field of Specialization: Educational Studies. Dissertation: How Do Youth Engage in Engineering Literacies?: A Study of Literacy Learning in Middle and High School Engineering design.
Doctor of Philosophy

Amelia Ann Glazier, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Integrative Physiology. Dissertation: Protein Turnover and Quality Control of Cardiac Myosin Binding Protein C in Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy.


Danielle Erin Goodman, Field of Specialization: Cellular and Molecular Biology. Dissertation: The Roles of eIF2 Kinases PKR and GCN2 during Mouse Adenovirus Type 1 Infection.


Sierrah Marie Grigsby, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Cellular Pathology. Dissertation: Interrogating DOT1L Recruitment by MLL-Fusion Proteins MLL-AF9 and MLL-ENL Towards the Development of Novel Targeted Therapy.


Allegra Graciana Hawkins, Field of Specialization: Cancer Biology. Dissertation: Wnt/Beta-Catenin Signaling and the Tumor Microenvironment in Ewing Sarcoma Progression.


Vivienne Hazzard, Field of Specialization: Nutritional Sciences. Dissertation: Family Risk and Protective Factors for Binge Eating-Related Concerns in a Nationally Representative Sample of Young Adults in the United States.


Elsa Hinds, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Development of Strategies for the Synthesis of Heterocycles and Carbocycles; and Investigation of Chemistry Course Placement on Undergraduate Students.


Rebecca N. Huffman, Field of Specialization: English Language and Literature. Dissertation: ‘Ye that heres and sees this vision’: Imagined Readers, Imagined Reading in Late Medieval English Devotional Writing.


Houtan Jebelli, Field of Specialization: Civil Engineering. Dissertation: Wearable Biosensors to Understand Construction Workers’ Mental and Physical Stress.


Doctor of Philosophy


Tom Jurkowski, Field of Specialization: Biological Chemistry. Dissertation: Mechanism and Specificity of Human DNA Ligase I.


Jenny Deborah Kohn, Field of Specialization: English Language and Literature. Dissertation: Debating Difference in an Age of Reform: Liberal Praxis and Representation in Mid-Nineteenth-Century Britain.


Brittany Nicole Kuhn, Field of Specialization: Neuroscience. Dissertation: Elucidating the Role of the Paraventricular Nucleus of the Thalamus and Cortico-Thalamic Circuitry in Cocaine-Seeking Behavior.

Andrew Patrick Lapointe, Field of Specialization: Kinesiology. Dissertation: The Relationship Between Repeated Subclinical Head Impacts and Electrophysiological Indices of Brain Function.


Jeonghyo Lee, Field of Specialization: Medicinal Chemistry. Dissertation: Chiral Phosphoric Acid Catalyzed Regioselective Functionalization of Carbohydrates.


Hao Lei, Field of Specialization: Mechanical Engineering. Dissertation: Developments and Applications of Laser-Based and X-Ray-Based Biomedical Thermoacoustic Imaging Techniques.


Qiaochu Li, Field of Specialization: Electrical Engineering. Dissertation: Photoacoustic Technologies beyond Medical Imaging-PASA and LGFU.

Yige Li, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Monopolar Acoustic Pulses in Histotripsy and Other Applications.
Doctor of Philosophy

Jiajun Lin, Field of Specialization: Macromolecular Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Dehydrofluorination Induced High Piezoelectric Poly (Vinylidene Fluoride) and Applications.


Hao Lin, Field of Specialization: Physics. Dissertation: Searches for Resonant and Non-resonant Higgs Boson Pair-production in the bbar+- Decay Channel with 36.1 fb-1 PP Collision Data at Vs = 13 TeV with the ATLAS Detector.


Dana Kathryn Loll, Field of Specialization: Health Behavior And Health Education. Dissertation: Reproductive Autonomy and Sexual and Reproductive Health Outcomes among Young Women in Ghana.

Jeffrey S. Lowe, Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering. Dissertation: First-principles Modeling of Anode/Electrolyte Interfaces in Beyond Li-ion Batteries.


Haoheng Lu, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Integrative Physiology. Dissertation: The Role of Transcription Factor EB in the Vascular Wall Biology.


Theresa Mau, Field of Specialization: Immunology. Dissertation: The Effects of Early-Life Drug and Dietary Interventions on Late-Life Disease Development.

Tyler Edward Mayo, Field of Specialization: Classical Studies. Dissertation: Research and Experiment in Early Greek Thought.


Justin Russell McNally, Field of Specialization: Biological Chemistry. Dissertation: Kinetic Analysis of Human DNA Ligase III.


Doctor of Philosophy


Felicitas Katharina Mittereder, Field of Specialization: Survey Methodology. Dissertation: Predicting and Preventing Breakoff in Web Surveys.

Valentina Montero Román, Field of Specialization: English Language and Literature. Dissertation: Interrogating the Mind of Modernism: Gender, Race, and Modern Cognitive Citizenship.


Sarah Wendy Paleb, Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering. Dissertation: Promoting Molybdenum Carbide for Biofuels Upgrading.

Olivia Palmer, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Non-Invasive Venous Thrombus Composition and Therapeutic Response by Multiparametric MRI.

Ziheng Pan, Field of Specialization: Mechanical Engineering. Dissertation: Design and Control Optimization of Hybrid Electric Vehicles: from Two-Wheel-Drive to All-Wheel-Drive Vehicles.


Maria Robles Gila, Field of Specialization: Romance Languages and Literatures Spanish. Dissertation: Broken Filiations: Bodies, Language and Mourning in Twentieth-Century México.


James Patrick Ropa, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Cellular Pathology. Dissertation: Epigenetic and Transcriptional Regulation of Self Renewal in Acute Myeloid Leukemia.


Doctor of Philosophy


William Gertz Runyan, Field of Specialization: Comparative Literature. Dissertation: Global Form and Fantasy in Yiddish Literacy Culture: Visions from Mexico City and Buenos Aires.


Emma Margaret Sachs, Field of Specialization: Classical Art and Archaeology. Dissertation: Style and Variety in the Art of the Roman Domestic Sphere.


Jordann Alyse Smak, Field of Specialization: Cellular and Molecular Biology. Dissertation: Cell Cycle-Specific Functions and Regulation of the DNA Nuclease SNM1B.


Sarah Ashley Snyder, Field of Specialization: Materials Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Biological Applications of Surfaces with Extreme Wettabilities.


Austin Jonathan Jerome Stewart, Field of Specialization: Music: Musicology. Dissertation: The Opera is Booming. This is a City.: Opera in the Urban Frontier of Denver, 1864-1893.


Doctor of Philosophy

Stephanie Yiin-Ling Su, Field of Specialization: Physics. Dissertation: Search for the Neutral Long-Lived Kaon Rare Decay KL -> p0 v v.


Chun-Chen Tu, Field of Specialization: Statistics. Dissertation: Enhancing Prediction Efficacy with High-Dimensional Input Via Structural Mixture Modeling of Local Linear Mappings.


Duygu Ula, Field of Specialization: Comparative Literature. Dissertation: Towards a Local Queer Aesthetics: Queer Cultural Productions from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Turkey.


Guihua Wang, Field of Specialization: Business Administration. Dissertation: Driving Precision Health Care through Heterogeneous Outcome Analysis.


Emily Mulas Wilson, Field of Specialization: English and Education. Dissertation: Restoring in the Discourses and Literacies of Military-Connected Students.

Steven Richard Wilson, Field of Specialization: Computer Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Natural Language Processing for Personal Values and Human Activities.

Doctor of Philosophy

Mason Davis Wright, Field of Specialization: Computer Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Stable Profiles in Simulation-Based Games via Reinforcement Learning and Statistics.


Certificate of Graduate Studies

Complex Systems
Alana Reiter Guiney
Kelsey Marie Hallinen

Computational Discovery and Engineering
Federica Cuomo
Amin Ghadami
Yiling Zhang

Critical Translation Studies
William Gertz Runyan

Data Science
Yuheng Cai
Jingwen Cao
Dima Leila Chaar
You-Ning Chang
Zhiduo Chen
Cathy Cui
Kaiwen Deng
Robert Joseph Fonti III
Yipeng He
Xinhui Hu
Mengyao Huang

Yuki Imai
Akio Kakishima
Alex James Kremzier
Yari Li
Derek Alexander Lief
Menglan Liu
Yizhi Liu
Xiaofeng Nie
Ivie V. Okieimen
Evan Lee Reynolds
Vandita Singhi
Shruthi R. Subramaniam
Ryo Togami
Jing Wang
Xuwei Wang
Shaocheng Wu
Yukai Wu
Xiaoxue Xin
Miying Yang
Haoran Zhang
Shidong Zhang
Siyu Zhao
Weiqi Tori Zhou

Healthy Cities
Brianne Faith Brenneman
Michelle Iqbal

Industrial Ecology
Davied Cordero
Michael Scott Kinzler

Museum Studies
Megan Berkobien
Tori Grace Cox

Real Estate Development
Lori Gjoni
Yuan Han
Kazi Najeeb Hasan
Snehalatha Reddy
Ryan Kendrick Schell
India Solomon

World Performance Studies
Megan Adele Hillman Bascom
Elaine Cassandra Chen
Rebecca Jane Selin
Kaleigh Michele Wilder

Master of Science

Applied and Interdisciplinary Mathematics
Joseph Ballardo
Esteban Jesus Coronel Balcazar
Uzziel Cortez
Jianrui Liang
Yiqing Lu

Chemical Biology
Erinma Mgborie Elibe
Lauren Louise Hoff
Kyle Medley
Arth Patel
Courtney Lynn VanDam
Zirui Zhu

Data Science
Chunyu Hou
Ben Sadis

Survey Methodology
Chen Chen
Wenshan Yu
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS
Founded in 1841, Elizabeth R. Cole, Interim Dean

Bachelor in General Studies
Malik Michael Amine
Teddy Bettencourt
Keith Wayne Bouschors, Jr.
Nicholas John Carlson
Joseph Cecconi
Tarik Octavio Dobbs
Bradley Charles Ebenhoeh
Kathleen J. Eick
Everest Guerra
Brock Keener
Tyree Elliott Kinnel
Davonte W. Mahomes
Lindsey Marie Medd
Michael Joseph Melillo
Beau David Mourer
Bryan Christopher Pall
Bailey Jay Rudolph
Elliott Hunter Schinella
Cecilia A. Scotta
Dyshon Aaron Toxey, Jr.
Christine Lily Weng
Cornelius Wright
Paige Noel Zaziski

Bachelor of Arts
Amir Gibran Abbasi
Alyssa Maria Abbate
Rasha F. Abduljaber
Azhar Aboulbaker
Robert Joseph Abraham II
Giavanna Accardo
Sydney Grace Adler
Samantha Jaye Agin
Selena Maríné Aguilara
Samuel Fraser Ahearn
Roksana Ahmadzadeh
Ayan Mohamed Ahmed
Amina Aamir Ahsan
Naveed Ajam
Sabrina Ajjour
Sophia Yinme Akatue
Mina Sarah Al-Ansari
Alyiah Al-Boniqim
Salma Al-Midani
Mokhtar Al-Yamani
Ahmad Albed
Neeka Shirin Alae
Morgan Irene Alexis
Iman Ali
Muhammad Hamza Ali
Frank Robert Allen
Sophia Minouche Allen
Brandon A. Almeda
Amal F. Alzendi
Oliver Otto Ambros
Sally Florentina Amilcar
Ashlei Lee Anderson
Matthew Joseph Anderson
Gretchen Isabelle Andrews
Trevor James Andrews
Amy Alison Androw
Andrew Jeremy Angel
Sabrina Lynn Angel
Harrison Drew Angoff
Marisela Angulo
Jessica Elaine Ankley
Wahaj Ansari
Mitchell Harrison Apollonio
Brittney Aileen Arafat
Lily Kaye Arnett
Tal Maayan Aronoff
Anthony Charles Aronovitz
Elijah Hallock Arons
Naina Arora
Charlyn Arredondo
Arhum Muhammad Arshad
Arielle Arslani
Timothy D. Arvan
David Robert Asch
Rishi Asija
Stanton L. Aspelund
Daisy Mojica Astudillo
Jarrett Russell Atkinson-Warren
Peter Allen Augier
Corey Richard Aurentz
Katherine Austin
Samuel Jameson Avery
Salma Awad
Stephanie Elise Baar
Taylor Jennifer Babcock
Paula Elizabeth Babula
Soyoung Back
Zachary Joseph Backer
Emily Louise Bacon
Ryan William Baehre
Keely Joan Baer
Sydney Alexandra Bagnall
Andrea Mishel Bahena
Hyung Jun Baik
Alexandra Christine Baker
Serena Baker
Tabitha Rose Baker
Robert M. Bakerian, Jr.
Gretchen Elizabeth Bakker-Arkema
Diego Israel Barcala-Delgado
Louise Nelson Barnard
Waverlee Mae Baron-Galbavi
Javier Barrena Lorofio
Lydia Jennie Barry
Sarah Therese Barton
Mathieu Bashi
Lily Catherine Basile
Abigail Bass
Amber Loren Bates
Christopher Gregory Bates
Martin James Bauer
Reema Baydoun
Mohammad Bazzi
Adam Jacob Bean
Joshua D. Beard
Emily Ann Beaver
Reis Granadall Becker
Fabiola Maria Belaen
Brittany Elizabeth Belding
Sydney Marie Bell
Alec Below
Emily Jordyn Benderoff
Nathaniel Gray Benedict
Jason Andrew Beneducci
Leah Rayn Benge
Elizabeth Anne Bennett
Emma Jeanne Benninghoff
Victoria Lynn Berels
Jacqueline Joy Berens
Colin Beresford
Riley Katherine Berg
Carly Berger
John Daniel Bergeson
Breanna Alexis Berka
Melissa Shira Berlin
Alexis Hope Bernstein
Abbie Rebecca Berringer
Alexis Berry
Lauren Elisabeth Berty
Anson Peter Berzkalns
Carli Hannah Betman
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Beukema
Zainab H. Bhindarwala
Starr Rose Bialk
Samantha Bica
Heather Rose Leanne Bigelow
Kevin Michael Biglin
Michael William Bila
Olivia Binke
Kate Elizabeth Bishop
Quinn Charles Blackledge
Brendan Cleary Dee Blees
Jessica Bleiweis
Abbey Blender
Emily Bluestein
Jesse Carolyn Blumberg
Benjamin Andrew Blythe
Joy Twumwaa Boakye
Brett Andrew Boehman
Caleb L. Bohn
Jami Jo Bohrer
Nicholas Allen Boka
Jacob Augustus Bone
Britty Bonine
Nicholas Boose
Michael Patrick Borda
William Bradford Borden
Lea Isabelia Boreland
Victoria Bortfeld
Peter Walter Bos
Bachelor of Arts

Justin Botesazan
Eliza Bourke
Kenna Shaye Boyd
Caroline Frances Bracey
Rowan James Brady
Shira Brandhandler
John Ryan Brandon
Riley Elizabeth Brantley
Alayna Shae Brash
Sarah Bratton
Connor Joseph Brazeau
Carly Jordan Breakstone
Jack Bredeson
Robert Newman Brewer
Victoria Morgan Bridges
Hailey Angelica Briscoe
Scott Edwards Brock-Wilson
Jordan Adam Brodsky
Meghan Kate Brody
Grace Elizabeth Broesamle
Jeffrey Scott Brooks
Taylor Janae Brooks
Amanda Marie Brown
Christina Nicole Brown
Devon Neal Brown
Rebecca Lynne Brown
Yael Brown
Zachary Jordan Brown
Sara Renee Bruce
Alexandra B. Bruck
Will Buckfire
Ryan Michael Buckingham
Kevin Buckley
Alma Ruth Bueno
Aaron Patrick Buie
Danielle Sparber Bukacheski
Charles Bunge
Brynn Walker Buonocore
Colton James Burge
Erin Elizabeth Burke
Ryan Joseph Burke
Skylar Elizabeth Wheeler Burkhardt
Sirena Lee Martinez Burks
Benjamin Connor Burlage
Tyler Jordan Burmeister
Jack Walter Burney
Ash Renee Burns
Gabrielle Elizabeth Burns
Megan Elaine Burns
Halley Marie Burnside
Natalie Sturtevant Burr
Tia Antoinette Burton
Carly Jo Burwell
Calahna Camille Butler
Giovanna Maria Buttaazzi
Laney Byler
Piaofan Cai
Ashley Frances Calcagno
Aarel T’Love Calhoun
Julia Allison Calma
Christopher Ulises Camacho
Aaron Campbell
Grace Aisling Canfield
Charles Douglas Cannell
Dominique E. Cannis
Heidi Cano
Gabriel Kagan Canter
Sean Matthew Cantrell
Yulin Cao
Matthew Aaron Caplan
Ellie Katherine Carli
Annemarie Janer Carlson
Emily Catherine Carlson
Cole Thomas Carnick
Ruth Adina Carp
Katelyn Marie Carroll
Aisha Akilah Carter
Denyne J. Carter
Haley Carter
Will Simpson Carter
Jacob Paul Caruso
Zachary Andre Cascalho Cox
Colin Rafferty Case
Jacqueline Renate Caserio
Mario Jonathon Cassem
Diana Elena Castellanos Williams
Courtney Kay Caulkins
Jacob David Chajson
Madison Rachel Chajson
Nandini Chakrabarty
Samuel Alexander Chalfin
Elizabeth Gurchrnan Chander
Aisvaryah Chandranthan
Sandra Eve Charipper
Melanie Kay Chasseur
Annie Lin Chen
Wenyi Chen
Duo-Yan Cheng
Miriam Michel Chesterman
Amy Cheung
Olivia Choi
Maria Alexa Cholack
Sera Christian
Sophia Chistos
Allison Chu
Briana Marie Church
Amber Marie Cicalo
Frances Ann Ciolek
Kara Ciorciari
Zachary Cipa
Ciara Wynne Clare
Danielle Elise Clark
Meghan Leigh Clark
Hebe Amazon Petra Clarke
Jacqueline Clemente
Nathanael Clyde
Quintella Olivia Cobb
Makenzi Mary Cochran
Jackson Alan Codiga
Ariana Zoe Cohen
Brett Michael Cohen
Caroline Hayley Cohen
Joseph Cohen
Matthew William Cohen
Rachel Ilana Cohen
Timothy Frederick Cohn
Lauren Colburn
Destiny Lasette Cole
Emily Anne Cole
Empyre Bryson Cole
Natasha Marie Collet
Avery Mitchell Collins
Nicholas Stephen Collins
Yvonne Combs
Bailey N. Compton
Sydney Farren Concoff
Claudia Maria Consuegra
Sarah Conwisar
Emma Marie Cook
Savannah Latulippe Cook
Carlie Celine Cooper
Emily Price Coplan
Emily Marie Cornelius
Spencer Arthur Cormman
Matthew R. Correa
Lilly Ann Coryell
Dominic Anthony Coschino
Carli Nicole Cosenza
Sara Ellen Couchman
Isabelle Jane Coudal
Nathan Craft
Alex Michael Crane
Megan Leslie Crane
Emma Laine Creamer
Andrea Marie Cremonesi
Leah Marie Crockett
Anthony Michael Cronder
Nathan Hershman Cronin
Owen Crowl
Brendan Michael Cullen
Heather Sue Cummings
Paige Devin Cupelis
Rachael Sarah Curry
Ryan Thomas Cybulla
Mary E. D’Angelo
Barbara Alyse Dahlmann
Kyla Shay Dahring
Rowan Daiksel
Lindsey Dale
Andrea Marie Dalmontoe
Theodore Daniels-Kolin
Matthew Michael Dargay
Alexandra Marie Darvish
Chanelle Davis
Delesiya Davis
Elizabeth Roberts Davis
Karina Noel Davis
Lindsey Davis
Margaret Lange Davis
Micaela Laura Davis
Nikole Davtyan
Marten David de Boer
Isabella Jules de Cardenas
Bridget DeGiorgio
Madeline Jade DeLamielleure
Nicole R. de la Montanya-Hatfield
Bachelor of Arts

Angela Lynn-Perkinson de Leon
Catherine DeLoof
Daniel DeLuca
Julia Christine DeMarco
Nicholas Thomas DeRoos
Collin Patrick DeShaw
Jason Michael Dean
Nicolette Danielle Dean
Joshua David Debel
Kayla S. Deering
Maximilian G. Degener
Claire E. De Heus
Alexander Deighton
Rebecca Leah Deitch
Jacqueline Delgado
Paige Alison DeMet
Hannah Elizabeth Denenberg
Joseph A. DePetrillo
Dylan Himanshu Desai
David Benjamin Deutschman
David DeVries
Marielle Remy Dewicki
Alexa Makris Di Luca
Steven Michael DiMare
Daniel Jonathan DiTommaso
Fernando Diaz
Melissa Diaz
Rene Diaz
Mary Charlotte Dick Godfrey
Joe Andrew Dickstein
Emma Alanna Dietz-Jacob
Carolyn Dimity
Mitchel Heath Dipzinski
Cameron John Dobler
Emily Ching Mei Dodge
Trevor Patrick Dominique
Da Ae Doo
Liam Thomas Dougherty
Matison Douglas
Joel Dowuona Hammond
Sophia Eloise Draper
Jillian Leigh Dresher
Cole Douglas Driver
Alexa Floretta Druckmiller
Yan Du
Emily Christine DuChene
Clare Elizabeth Duckworth
Ashley Nyceka Dudley
Jacob Dean Duerst
Jackson Kennedy Dumas
Alexandra Mia Dunn
Aidan Katsuki Dunning
Laura Dzubay
Raven Dunaj Amuachechukwu
Eaddy
Justin Eagy
Eryn Earl
Mikayla Nicole Easley
Nicholas Michael Eberhardt
Sydney Edelstein
Anna Noel Edgington
Chase Sica Edwards
Kaitlyn Lily Eisenshtadt
Jacob Paul Eisenstein
Moustafa Hussam El-Kashlan
Katelyn Rose Elder
Robin David Elihu
Kristen Olivia Ellison
Sobhi Mohammad Elmenini
Spencer Grant Emanuel
Alana Beth Entin
Danielle Marlee Epstein
Harry Francis Epstein
Rebecca Claire Epstein Boyle
Michelle Lindsay Espiritu
Tia Gaetana Esposito
Elizabeth Claire Alison Estes
Derek Allyn Esty
Mark Francis Eulner
Sylvie Evarts
Justine Marie Ezell
Mariah Elizabeth Fabiano
Gabrielle Fabre
Alyssa Fabrizio
Jamie Fadden
Katharine Teresa Fahey
Mamam Faq
Molly E. Farber
Lydia Judith Marie Farina
Clara Alexis Farley McFarlin
Jonathan Farran
Eva Paloma Farrell
Isabelle Sage Farrell
Taylor Rose Feinerman
Nolan Andrew Felcicidario
Leslie Monroe Fellwock
Joshua Meir Felsher
Cordelia Anne Fenwick
Anna Irene Ferguson
Rachel Nicole Fernandes
Grace Anne Finerman
Adam Fink
Nadia Sarah Finkel
Alexander Paul Fischer
Andre Onel Fisher
Parker James Fisher
Rebekah Fisher
Emily Jane Fishman
Rachel Julia Fishman
Emily Rose Ladd Fitzgerald
Sarah Rae Flanigan
Alora Dawn Fleenary
Natalie Fleisher
Mia Flint
Vianney Flores
Emily Catherine Fobes
Caleb James Foerg
Gabriela Fernanda Font
Austin Michael Foss
Caitlin Brooke Forbes
Chloe Jane Fordree
Kenneth David Forrest
Bryan Joshua Foster
Sherilyn Rose Foster
Alexa Rae Fox
Kayla Lynn Fox
Sydney Ann Houser Foy
Kyle Howard Frank
Charles Walter Frederick IV
Jennifer Rose Freedman
Evan Dorfman Friedland
Avery Friedman
Emma Fruchtman
William Robert Frush Jr.
Harrison James Furey
Tyler Gabbay
Peter Fitzgerald Gaffney Jr.
Grace Gagliardi
Taylor Li Galdi
Matthew Chase Gallatin
Jackson Garey
Skylar Elizabeth Garrett
Anthony Paul Garvey
Marliasa Gashaj
Madeleine Maryse Gaudin
Victor Marek Gaur
Amadeusz Gawronski
Isaac Frederick Gaynor
Sydney Reed Gayton
Camille Louise Gazoul
Abby Jill Geden
Jay Patrick Geiss
Michelle Elizabeth Gelband
Charlotte Mary Gemma
Adele Seayov Gendron
Elizabeth Hardy George
Sophia Denise Georginis
Kevin Gerbie
Cole Joseph Gerlach
Jayden Louise Gerrity
David Jerome Gertler
Yosief Gheresus
Victor Leon Gian
Zachary Viktor Giannetti
Justin Sam Gibbons
Alec Jason Giese
Keegan Rose Giffels
Cara Giles
Brianna R. Gilland
Noah Peter Gillen
Jake Gilhespy
Jaime Michelle Gilman
Audrey Marie Gilmour
Alexa Merlot Ginsberg
Arooshe Pahooja Giroti
Trina Dionne Girty
Leo Gitelman
Isabel Glass
Skylar Marie Gleason
Jessica Gloger
Kalei Glotzer
Dhrue Ketankumar Goda
Robin Emily Goldbaum
Dylan Nicole Goldberg
Jack Goldberg
Noah Aaron Goldberg
Bachelor of Arts

Samantha Olivia Goldberg
Jack Norton Goldman
Zachary Tyler Goldman
Jacob Weise Golshlag
Alexis Gonzalez
Gladys Aimee Gonzalez
Heriberto Gonzalez
Meagan Julia Gooding
Hannah Elizabeth Goosen
Carley Ann Gordon
Mitchell Alan Gornto
Jordan Elizabeth Gottlieb
Blair Nicole Gould
Connor Edward Grady
Megan Ruth Graham
Natalie JoAnne Gratsch
Hannah Elizabeth Grauze
Natalie Michelle Gray
Erin Patrice Greenberg
Ethan Daniel Greenberg
Joshua Spencer Greenberg
Dorothy G. Greenfield
Gabrielle Marie Gregg
Jasdeep Singh Greval
Blake Lucius Griffey
Amelia Adeline Griffith
Isabelle Bruch Griffith
Morgan Groendyke
Colleen Ruth Grogan
Kathryn Grace Grotto
Jennifer Nicole Gryka
Amanda Kay Guarino
Giuseppe Giovanni Guarino
Sara Marcela Guevara Hernandez
Olivia Diane Gunther
Jiazhi Guo
Lei Guo
Nitya Gupta
Katypanna R. Guthrie
Meghan Elizabeth Gutknecht
Iris Hadziegric
Stephen E. Hagen
Paul Hagopian
Clara Hahn
Rachel Hai
Claudia Ingrid Haimovici
John Hobart Hale IV
Kevin Steven Hall
Melissa Gabrielle Hall
Sarah Elizabeth Hall
Christina Macha Hallmann
Amanda Lauren Halper
Joseph Dennis Halpern
Jessie Ann Patricia Halstrom
Bailey Alexis Hamill
Anna Marie Hamilton
Rebecca Tedra Hamilton
Soo Jeong Han
Margaret Elizabeth Handlan
Sara Mary Hanna
Amanda J. Hardy
Felicity Ruth Harfield
Meghan MacKenzie Harrington
Celena Elizabeth Harris
Stephanie Josephine Harris
Annalise Faith Perpetua Harrison
Maia Ilyse Harrison
Tabatha Hart
David E. Harte
Siobhan Bernadette Haughey
Meredith Hawkins
Mya Laticia Haynes
Kevin James Hecht
Matthew Dov Hecker
Robert Andrew Hefter
Lauren Hagedus
Claudia Grace Heidenreich
Emily Sarah Hein
Carly Regan Heine
Kaitlyn Paige Heiss
Andrew Nicholas Hejka
Jessica Angela Hejka
Grace Elizabeth Hemmer
Caroline Grace Hendershot
Kennedy Mikayla Henderson
Michael Henderson
Carlos Lee Henderson, Jr.
Jean Anne Heng
Kathryn McQuillan Hennessey
Rebecca Claire Herman
Elizabeth Anne Herr
Jennifer Drew Herrman
Jordan Frederick Heuser
Rachel Louise Heuser
Michael Heyward
Cydney Marie Hill
Katherine E. Hill
Parker Bennett Hill
Sophia Carmen Hillesland
Eve Emily Hillman
Dajjah Marie Hills
Josiah Elsha Himmelman
Sabine Hirano
Zoe Hirsch
Gabriela Renee Hirschler
Kirstin M. Hockaday
Natalie Ann Hodgkiss
Sarah Hodgman
Hunter Kline Hoensheid
Grayson Dondis Hoffman
Brandon James Hogan
Jennifer Grace Hogue
Matthew R. Holman
Breanne Robin Holton
Jenny Hong
Phoebe Aidan Hopp
Elijah Joe Hoppes
Jolie Isabel Home
Kathleen Horsfall
Anna Jane Horton
Alaina Kristine Horwood
Jacob Daniel Howard
Zachary Howard
Andrew J. Howell
Chase Manchester Howell III
Vivian Yuanyuan Hu
Cindy Fan Huang
Justin Huang
Judy Huang
Martin Milton Hubbard
Lauren Hudson
Giuliana Andrea Huerta Mercado
Carreño
Emma D. Huez
Alex Hulka
Emily Elizabeth Hunt
Heather Lynn Hunt
Danielle Bowman Hunter
Owen Michael Hurley
Hailey Hurn
Jillian Leslie Hurst
Meagann Elizabeth Ibarra
Rachel Ignace
Danielle Blair Immerman
Alexis Ann Inbody
Sabrina Miski Inoue
Alexandra Kay Isabell
Sakila Islam
Alexander James Ivacko
Daniel Michael Ivanov
Madison Darby Jaber
Isabella Renata Jabra
Beth Jackson
Haley Johanna Jackson
Natalie Jeanee Jackson
Lukke Edward Jacobs
Madeline Jill Jacobson
Zachary Thomas Jahn
Danielle Christine Jahnke
Shannon Kathryn Jayko
Josephine Jakary
Dimitar Aco Jakimovski
Nikola Jaksic
Nicole Ashby James
Kyla Elizabeth Jamison
Hayley Michelle Jautakis
Tara M. Jayaram
Asia Amiya Patrice Jefferson
Cooper Charles Jenkins
Hann Jiang
Elisa Jimenez
Raquel Jimenez
Tegwyn Eleanor Pema John
Aquina Jenae’ Johnson
Cameron Mackenzie Johnson
Victoria Gabrielle Johnson
Emily Elizabeth Jones
Sharice Jones
Trevor Michael Jones
Charles William Jones III
Robert James Joseph
Sally Kafeghazal
Carly Palmer Kahan
Rachel Kahan
Aviva Rachel Kahn
Bachelor of Arts

Kristina Diane Kalcic
Lilah Rachel Kalfus
Claire Rozann Kaliban
Emma Taylor Kalimian
Sylar Lucile Kallklick
Angela Louise Kalogeridis
Tarun Kalyanaraman
Juliana Lauren Kammerzell
Harrison James Kane
Ji Soo Kang
Shoshana Kaplan
Timothy Paul Kaplan
Madhav Kapur
Olivia Smith Karas
Abigail Rose Karol
MiKayla Lynn Kasparian
Kayla Marie Kaszyca
Hadi Katebi
Jonathan Sidney Katz
Joshua Sam Katz
Joseph Ryan Kaufman
Suzanne Kaufman
Alexandra Armina Kazarian
Emma Jenine Kaznowski
Elizabeth L. Keeler
Dareein Michael Keeler
Marissa Keep
Darcy Camille Keh
Peter James Kelly
Sean Sargent Kelly
Mary Kate Kemp
Tyler Austin Kempf
Abigail Elizabeth Kennedy
Reilly Kennedy
Ethan James Kenney
Courtney Scott Kerester
Megan Elizabeth Kerr
Shaelyn Julie Kerr
Aleksi Benjiro Kershaw
Noah Ian Kerwin
Jaci.Keaning Joy Kessel
Jordan Khalaf
Samuel Robert Kidd
Claire Lucille Kieffer-Wright
Angela Killian
Benjamin Kim
Jeanyoo Kim
Evelyn Kim
Jun Bum Kim
Jung Kim
Nina Kim
Peter Michael Kim
Preston B. Kim
Seungtae Kim
Tae-Pyo Kim
Yon Joo Kim
Yuhyun Aeille Kim
Cayla Ylton King
Samuel James Kingsley
Carter David Kinsey
Isabel Anna Kipke
Connor Graham Kippe

Molly Kathleen Kirkland
Ivy Austyn Klee
Madison Jo Klee
Katie Klein
Sierra Klein-Kassab
Colter Knight
Janae Elise Knight
Ryan Tomas Kobakof
Dominika Katarzyna Kocz
Mikaela Marie Koelzer
Allie Koestler
Sophie Ponsot Kofoid
Liza Joy Kohlenberg
Shigeta Komatsubara
Monika Lauren Kornd
Alexander James Kopko
Brandon Reed Koretz
Dylan Thomas Koschtial
Corey Richard Kosmin
Jesse Kozler
Alison Frances Kraft
Colby Arianna Kranz
Rebecca Anne Kraus
Travis Krause
AK Krauss
Jessica Lynn Krawczyk
Noah Henry Kretchmer
Ilina Krishna
Jesse Harris Krislov
Natasa Krstevski
Hailey Elisabeth Kruger
Conner Krumholz
Alex Jacob Kubie
Joseph Kudla
Lydia Kudret
Matthew Karl Kurkmelis
Emma Nicole Kuske
Dylan Andre-Joseph LaCroix
Sarah Ann LaSata
Michele K. Laarman
Joseph Paul Lacy III
Elizabeth Clare Lake
Ryan Blaire Lakin
Wing Tung Lam
Isaiah LaRon Land
Natalie Faye Langnas
Josh Lank
Richard Joseph Lantz
Guyot Lapointe
Taylor Lass
Amanda Susan Leasure
Alexandra Rachel Leav
Regan Leavitt
Brianna Rose Ledbetter
Amanda Rose Lee
Da In Lee
Davida Ruthann Lee
Sophie Hyunju Lee
Jae Heon Lee
Jamie Lee
Kevin Junwon Lee
Sion Lee

Songeun Lee
Soo Ji Lee
Jessica Autumn Leininger
Anne Phyllis Lemberg
Sophia Abigail Leon
Morgan Paige Lerner
Christian Angel Lespier
Micah Levey
Jodi Levin
Marco Prentis Lewis
Robert S. Li
Yanying Li
Amy Liang
Leon Liberman
Margot Alessandra Libertini
Andrew Logan Librot
Kelly Lichter
Sydney Hannah Lieberman
Na Hyun Lim
Sarah McDonald Lime
Julia Lauren Linder
Ingrid Ita Lindquist
Max Harrison Linhardt
Molly Nicole Lippitt
Scott Lippitt
Andrew Joseph Liskowitz
Alexander Litchfield
Michelle Liu
Minnie Liu
Shimu Liu
Cameron Livernois
Janaya M. Livingston
Madeleine Elizabeth Livingston
Bridget Eileen Lockman
Maren Charlotte Longnecker
Daniel Antonio Lopez
Lindsay Pauline Lore
Johnny Lorenzana
Alexis Christine Low
James Anthony Lowell III
Noah Stark Lowenstein
Wenxi Lu
John C. Luby
Peter Joseph Lucido III
Annabelle Drew Luscher
Ania Kazimierka Lukasinski
Christy Ly
Sofia Lynch
Rachyl Elyzabeth Lyons
Hannah Zhuohui Ma
Samuel Thomas Mayberry
MacDuffie
Noah Samuel Machlin
Matthew MacMichael
Byron Macrides
Brody Whaley Maczir
George Joseph Madson
Sihues Maganti
Lucas Lee Mainman
Megan Nicole Makarewicz
Joseph Louis Mancina
Jennifer Ann Mancini
Bachelor of Arts

Alexandra Rae Mangus
Zoe Scarlett Manke
Gabriel Lucien Mann
Erika Leann Mannie
Benjamin Paul Mansky
Charles Amory Manuel
Elizabeth Marics
Nicholas Marion
David Victor Markey
Austyn Jade Marks
Sam Ariel Marks
Sarah Preminger Marks
Carly Ann Martin
Ian Patrick Martin
Katherine Eleanor Martin
Madeline Kate Martin
Margaret Walker Martin
Reilly Paige Martin
Ben A. Martinez
Michelle Martinez
Tyler James Marx
Kai Isadora Mason
Frances Carole Master
David Albert Matassa
Mackenzie Jane Mathias
Sophia Claire May
Christian Alexis Mayen
Stella Mayer
Joshua Scott McAllister
Mitchell Jay McAllister
Jack McCaffrey
Anthony McCallum
Riley Jean McClain
Cullen Michael McCormick
Jared David McCourt
Susan Denise McCrary
Melissa Mae McCurry
Nicole Michele McDowell
Kurt E. McEwan
Riley Evan McFarlin
Molly Alice McGaan
Peter Jacob McGearry
Margaret Ann McGeehan
Aine McGehee Marley
Elizabeth Ann McGowan
Michael August McGrath
Anabelle Stewart McGuire
Jenna Christine McGuire
Kirsty Ann McNees
Kayla Janay McKinney
David McLeod
Robert Kieran McMahon Gibson
Kerianne Rose McManus
Karlly Frances McMorrow
Micaela Ciena McMurray
Mary Katherine Phelan McNamara
Bradley Carlyle McPherson
Chloe Imogen McQuiston-Lane
Victoria Paige McShane
Jennifer Kera Meer
Sarah Ariel Mehlan
Hayley Marie Mehr
Anand Mehta
Liam James Meisner-Driscoll
Miguel Angel Mendoza
Jazmine Mercado
Katherine Elizabeth Mercer
Molly Elizabeth Meyer
Maggie M. Mianecke
Yaoying Miao
Stevie Jean Michaels
Stevan Andrija Micic
Kelly Margaret Miklas
Henry Joseph Milek
Andrew Kyle Milen
Chanelle Satrena Miles
Paityn Marie Miles
Miranda Rebecca Miley
Ethan Daniel Miller
Kevin Lawrence Mills II
Catherine Grayson Ming
Anna Louise Minnebo
Drew Lauren Mirman
Stephanie Lynn Misevich
Francis Cristobal Misra
Amber Mitchell
Margaret Erin Mitchell
Steven Graham Mitchell
Michael L. Mitchell, Jr.
Emily Jordan Mittleman
Zoe Rose Mittman
Emily Miu
Rio Mizuno
James Mogilever
Atheerah Binti Mohd Azmil
Muhammad Naufal Bin Mohd Zani
Yoon Su Mok
Eduardo Amadeus Molon Batista
Carly Mondry
James Elwood Montgomery III
Sunny Jiseon Moon
Jacqueline Ann Mooney
Gaylin Marie Moore
Sean Moore
Spencer Conrad Moore
Taniya Renee Moore
Taylor Lenae Moore
Britney Moreira
Anna Christine Morgan
Ishihito Mori
Jasmine Michelle Morigney
Alexa Jordana Moss
Nadia Marie Mota
Krisha Kaul Motta
Theodore Charles Mourad
Shema Mugabo
William Zachary Muir
Daniel Ntumba Mukuna
Katelyn Rose Mulcahy
Ashley N. Munger
Nicole Jordan Murphy
Anja Carolyn Murray
Kayla Rae Musil
George Mytilineos
Noreen A. Nader
Divya Nair
Alexandra Mihyuan Nam
Sunji Nam
Kunsang Namdol
Alpana Nandi
Anuja Amit Nandi
Zacharie Isiah Terrapin Napont
Daniel Stanley Nathan
Dana Rose Nathanson
Hui-Yuan Neo
Emma Neuwirth
Andrew Taylor Nevin
Jason E. Newman
Jonah Daniel Newman
Cydney Newton
Cassie Ng
Van Ngoc Thuy Nguyen
Juliette Ni
Rizzo Nichols
Matthew Riley Nickerson
Kaleigh Teneill Niles
Madison Taylor Nirenstein
Chase S. Niziatk
Constantine Bloodworth Nolan
Matthew Henry Nolan
Shannon Wajma Teresa Noori
Daisy Theobald Noriega
Allison Elizabeth Norton
Claire Novak
Taylor Gabrielle Null
Pablo Jaime Nuñez
Maureen Makiko O’Bryan
Anne Elizabeth O’Connell
Madison Paige O’Donnell
Maurice O’Sullivan
Katya Tita Obrez
Forrest Frederick Oh
Seung Chan Oh
Rachel Farrah Ohayon
Mohammed Abdul Ohid
Nathaniel Ojo
Emily Hannah Olin
Oshri Daniel Olsberg
Zachary Ian Olsen
Catherine Elizabeth Olson
Christopher Norman Olson
John Donovan Olson
Riley Burke Olson
Carmelia Ong
Rachel Harry Ordan
Josephine Shannon Oren
Bobak Movaghar Ossareh
Kyle Logan Otis
Nathan Louis Overend
Austen Pace
Joseph William Pace
Isabelle Pagano

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts

Gabriela Paniagua
Alec Pantaleo
Victoria Christine Pappas
Sai Chandra Parchuri
Ben Paris
Adela Park
Sang Jun Park
William Eun Park
Ashley Starr Parker
Collin Gerald Parks
Caroline Marie Passal
Nicholas Allen Pastore
Ana Wiita Patchin
Dhaval Nilesh Patel
Isha Patel
Mitesh Bipin Patel
Sahil Pyush Joop Patel
Graehm Jenner Patrell-Fazio
Julia Joan Patton
Mitchel C. Pattullo
Olivia Nicole Paul
Shauna Nichole Paulson
Shivani Pawar
Mia Lanyece Pearson
Aidan Blue Pelsh
Donna Marie Peppard
Serena Alberta Perigla
Collin Christopher Perozich
Anna Rose Perrier
Catherine Perry
Michael David Persak
Dean Mark Persichetti
Rachel Olivia Persky
Jamie Elise Pescovitz
Benjamin Anthony Peters
Natalie Denise Peters
Cooper Jeffrey Peters-Wood
Kyle Scott Petrovich
Leo Edward Petrowski
James Pew
Amelia Anne Pezzetti
Stephen George Philippou
Reilly Marie Clement Philippi
Marion Phillips
Sarah Marie Pieciak
Jennifer S. Pieczynski
Jacob Austin Pierce
Akash Sajeet Pillai
Doug Piper
Maeve Rose Poggensee
James Anthony Polidori
Rebecca Sarah Polinsky
Katie Jennifer Pollack
Julia Pollock
Brandon Bingham Pope
Gabriel Zeph Porter
Patrick R. Porter
Noah Benjamin Post-Hyatt
Pallavi Arvind Prabhu
Elizabeth Merrill Pratt
Elizabeth Prieskorn
Anthony Joseph Priscianardo
Salvatore Joseph Profaci
Sophia Noelle Prokos
Alexander Anthony Prosi
Ryan Joseph Ptak
Peter Michael Pujols
Michael William Pullen
Emily Nicole Purdy
Wenhui Qi
Wenyi Qu
Rachel Savits Rabinovitz
Chelsie Mei Racelis
Allison Radman
Anne Louise Rainey
Fatimah Nur-Zahra Raisa
Taylor Renee’ Rajter
Varchas V. Raman
Cindy Ramirez
Ava Rose Randa
Seth Randall
Manasvini Marpally Rao
Benjamin Harry Rappaport
Annie Rose Rashes
Alexander Haddad Raveane
Dylan Ray
Trina Ray
Charlotte Rose Reader
Samuel Reck
Shely Redding
Venkatasa Reddivari
Arlyn Elizabeth Reed
Olivia Reiben
Alexander Jordan Rein
Clar Anne Reinikemeyer
Samuel Irving Reisman
Daniel Reiver
Ao Ren
Aliyah Jameelah Yvette Renfro
Caroline Resnick
Maya Alexandra Reyes
Rebecca Esther Reznik
Jocelyn Danielle Rice
Margot Parsons Rice
Alec Adrian Leander Richards
Lainee Richards
Madison Blayne Richardson
Aliah Richter
Emma Louise Richter
Grace Katherine Ridings
Shannon Michelle Riedel
Gerrit Rietsema
Sarah Katherine Ringwood
Madeline Taylor Risius
Torin Rittenberg
Brittany Lynn Rivera
Jose E. Rivera Collazo
Ramisa Fairrroz Rob
Crystal Robertson
Cailean Annette Machree Robinson
Grace Robinson
Stephanie Lucy Robinson
Paul Michael Rock
Isabel Claire Rodgers
Allyson Jaymes Rodriguez
Kyle Matthew Rodriguez
Haley Roell
Christine Renee Rogers
Vincent E. Rogers
Sophia Angela Rogg
Melissa J. Rolando
Olivia Rollinger
Jacob Franklin James Roodvoets
Makenna Carolyn Rooker
Bethany Grace Rookus
Ryan Joseph Roose
Alina Patris Rosales
Carlos Rosales
Eva Rosen
Alayna Bess Rosenbaum
Carly Rosenberg
Olivia Bea Rosenberg
Spencer Michael Rosenberg
Ali Michelle Rosenblatt
Ryan Alexander Rosenthal
Ellery Morgan Rosenzweig
Julia Elizabeth Ross
Marina Emilia Ross
Samuel Dylan Ross
Ariana Christine Rost
Daniel Roth
Michael John Roth, Jr.
Jaime Sara Rotsky
Katelyn Elizabeth Rourke
Katherine Patricia Roush
Bailey Rousseau
Jason Ellis Rowland
Anupama Roy-Chaudhury
Alec Mathew Rubin
Evan Jacob Ruderman
Lorena Ruiz
Makenzie Rupert
Cambria Elise Rush
Elaine Jacqueline Russo
Christopher David Ryan
Delaney Ryan
Abraham Bajracharya Rycus
Jehyeok Ryu
Si Joon Ryu
Emily Sara Sabia
Elleanna Saco
Shima Sadaghiyani
Emma Louise Saffell
John Joseph Safko
Ryan Eleanor Sahijdak
Mubarka Saifee
Jacob Daniel Salih
Matthew Saik
Aanya M. K. Salot
Ariella Cecilia Salter
Gabriel Gershon Salter
Cem Mehmet Samed
Rachel Samitt
Kelsey Rose Samson
Kamaaria Sanders
Naveen Kaur Sandhu
Bachelor of Arts

Yezenia G. Sandoval
George Louis Santangelo
Taylor Michelle Sardoff
Danielle Moy Sarns
Julian Sarrola
Amy Todorova Sasleková
Aki Satouchi
Ariana Sauber
Kallan Muriel Sawyer
David T. Sawyers
Safia Khadija Sayed
Elizabeth L. Schaffer
Ryan Thomas Schaller
Jordan Ruth Schenker
Max Joshua Scher
Jared Helman Scherrer
Jared Jules Schiffman
Zachary Michael George Schinske
Jacqueline Marie Schlein
Jordanna Schmidt
Kylie Maria Schmidt
Matthew Karl Schmidt
Alice Elizabeth Schmitz
Autumn R. Schmitz
Derek Curtis Schmitz
Allison Schneider
Charles Schneider
Jamie Erin Schneider
Abigail Christine Schoettesy
Jordan Schore
Seth Schostak
Eli Sachse Schrayer
JC Schroeder
Jamie Brooke Schulman
David Michael Gosen Schulte
Anne Elaine Schultz
Erica Lanie Schuman
Joseph Sidney Schuman
Samuel Kenefick Schuman
Lauren Nicole Schwabe
Audrey Marie Schwartz
Neil Arthur Schwartz
Olivia Frances Sciore
Jacob William Scott
Olivia Lenore Scott
Nicholas Steven Sear
Summer Kristin Segar
Julia Ann Sellers
Jessica L. Selzer
Madeleine Filia Setiono
Hailey Fae Seymour
Clare Megan Shafer
Sahil Parsh Shah
Swapnil H. Shah
Haleemah J. Shajira
Devon Danielle Shalom
Jacob Leon Shames
Andrew Jason Shaw
Brennan Shechtman
Tanisha B. Shelton
Mingyu Shen
Caryn Rebecca Sherbet
Meredith Beatrice Sherbin
Arielle Sheres
Peining Shi
Harrison Ambrose Shiel
Marvin Sonting Shih
Brandon Lane Shima
Seongyeon Shin
Avi Sholkoiff
Taylor Nicole Shotwell
Tatyana Anastasia Shoudy
Zachary Noah Shulman
Elizabeth Anne Shults
Kendall Mae Sidnams
Abigail Mollie Siegal
Jamie Siegel
Luke M. Siemienkiewicz
Nicole Sara Silberman
Eric Simmons
Jacob Alexander Simmons
Benjamin Ernest Simon
Grant Aubrey Simon
Rebecca Ethel Simonov
Madeline Paigeinder
Maxwell Singer
Lavi Singh
Jeevan Netraaj Singh Sidhu
Srujana Sinha
Morgan Sinkind
James Sitarski
Aliza Joelle Sitrin
Jack Isaac Sitt
Patrick Gregory Skelly
DeLon McKinney Slaughter
Emily Mara Slavkin
Taylor Autumn Slayton
Amanda Gabrielle Smith
Ashya Christian Janaye Smith
Kali Ann Smith
Nicole Smith
Skylar Marie Smith
Margerie Louise Snider
Sarah Jean Snyder
Rachel Elizabeth Sokolov
Jack H. Somers
Heidi Marie Sommers
April Her Song
Alexa Sonnenblick
Emily Mi Soong
Nathan Bo Sorensen
John Cornell Sorenson
Kimberly Sorenson
Naseeb Allie Souweidane
Luke Henry Spencer
Giacomo Edward Squatrito
Teetat Srethbhakdi
Jessica Beth St George
Alexa Marie St. John
Briana Lorraine Frances Staggers
William Paul Stampfl
Natalie Marie Staudacher
Briana Anne Stauder
Josh Evan Stein
Samuel Stern
Mahal Stevens
Luke Albert Stevenson
Vesal Stoakley
Samantha Cole Stoddart
Samantha Megan Stoloff
Madison Stoms
Stephanie Christine Stoneback
Olivia Marie Stoops
Martin James Strech
Amani Tykea Strong
Cole Patrick Stuart
Emily Joy Stumpo
Megan Clarke Sugrue
SngHee Sul
Perie Jane Sumner
Linda Sun
Ryan Timothy Susterich
Christiane Taylor Suzuki
Ellen Orla Victoria Svärdh
Nate Svoboda
Hope Swantko
Aaron Brian Sygiel
Sarah Marie Sykes
Enrique J. Szerer Loevenstern
Julia Szylowski
Liliana Ziolo Talwatte
Jia Yi Tan
Emma Targett
Marcella V. Taslim
Allison Taylor
Jillian Sutton Taylor
Nicole Ashley Teddone
Sarah Rose Teich
Madison Max Tenebaum
Luna Marie Terauchi
Francesca Rose Terzoli
Jazz Ellys Testé
Lee Pace Thalhammer
Kaela Delaney Theut
Austen Lynn Thomas
Jessica Mary Thomas
Katherine Elizabeth Thomas
Hallie Diane Thome
Hannah Marie Thoms
Xinge Tian
Tyler Gerard Tick
Blake Kallen Timmerman
Zachary David Tingley
Gabriel Lee Tishman
Tess W. Tobin
Josephine Tolin
Martin Tong
Paige Elizabeth Tornow
Sergio Torres
Cheok In Tou
Sarah Beth Toubman
Kathryn Tozer
Zachary Scott Tractenberg
Samantha Trammel
Phy Khanh-Phuong Tran
Elizabeth A. Travas
Bachelor of Arts

Aidan M. Traynor
Alexander James Trouba
Margaret Alice Trudeau
Anthony Nathan Trumbull
Vivian Trutzl
Sarah Tsung
Nico Yoshiko Tsuno
Bailey Auburn Tuczak
Jessica Jordan Tundo
Madeline Maude Turner
Ann May Tushman
Adrian Twiss
Francesca Tysse
Kristina Rose Udell
Grace Molinari Uhl
Emily Unger
Sophia Vagnone
Matthew James Francis Vaillancourt
Dean Foster Valente
Lyndsey Van
Elodie Anne C Van Dievoet-Van den Bosch
Steven David VanIwaarden
Jeremiah Len Vanderhelm
Breanna Shakeela Varner
Brenda Vasconcelos-Ramirez
Joseph Vassallo
John H. Vaughan, Jr.
Abigail Irene Vaughn
Julia Kathryn Veeseer
Nithin Sri Vejendla
Olivia Michelle Velarde
Michelle Sarah Velasquez
Abigail Dyanne Veldhoff
Teona Velehorschi
Katherine Naeve Velguth
Ryan Thomas Vennard
Barbara Ann Venson
Matthew R. Verdi
Ariana Victoria Vespa
Erica Marie Villafranca
Maxim Alex Vinogradov
Elise Irene Vocke
Paige Elizabeth Voefray
Ellyse Leandra Vogel
Ryan Anthony Voisich
Sophie Voltz
Alexander Christopher Votta
Jordan Alexandra Vroman
John Thomas Wacnik
Amanda Jane Walker
Corey Walker
Ryan Wesley Walno
Alyssa Walters
Kara Marie Waluk
Julia Wang
Xinglin Wang
Zhonghan Wang
Sierra Michele Wanger
Gloria Winona Wangsadarma
Kevin Douglas Watt
Emma Taylor Way
Brandon Donald Weber
Kyle Andrew Weber
Jenna Gloria Weberman
Zoe Webking
David Michael Webster
Paige Alyssa Weidner
Kevin Patrick Weimer
Samuel Joseph Weinberger
Leah Weinstein
Jordyn Marlee Weiss
Mickey Weiss
Ian Wells
Megan Linn Wenzlaff
Ryan Michael Werner
Robert James Westfall III
Therese Mary Westman
Lauren Elizabeth Westphal
Sydney Whack
Meaghan Anne Wheat
Maxwell Douglas Whipple
Matthew Aaron Whitaker
Olivia Ranae White
Steven Fredrick White
Elizabeth Margaret Wilberding
Elan Spencer Wilkenfeld
Kennedy Lynn Willett
Briahna Nicole Williams
Khadija Gloria Williams
Talynn Janelle Williams
Timothy Michael Williams
Rachel L. Willis
Marlee Catherine Willshire
Caroline Carleton Wilson
Eleanor Marie Wilson
Jana Wilson
Kaila Alexis Wilson
Kristol Athena Wilson
Nathan Ross Wilson
Rachel Marie Wilson
Eli Benjamin Winer
Austin J. Witt
Patrick Burr Wojtala
David Bradley Wolf
Charley Rae Wolfe
Emily Lewis Wolfe
Ariana M. Wong
Lauren Wong
Younghyeon Woo
Caroline Grace Wood
Holly Marie Wood
Lucy Elizabeth Wood
Candice Nicole Woodcock
Cooper Scott Woodruff
Tristan Woodsmith
Tiffany Wu
Vivian Wu
Olivia Christine Wujek
Alexander Joseph Wyse
Michael Anthony Wysong
Brian Xiao
Gabrielle Eve Xilas
Elizabeth Yinan Xiong
Jing Xu
Esme Xu
Zijing Xu
Bangzheng Xuan
Yifan Xue
Danielle Yacobson
Lucia Gabriella Yacono
Sandra Mansour Yacob
Myko Jo Yamasaki
YaoLin Yang
Huda Yasan
Eunice Wen Xi Yau
Carmen Ye
Deidre Yeoh Xue Ying
Brianne Nicole Yeskey
Gary K. Yeung
Jamie Zhen Mei Yeung
Sunghoon Yoon
Andrew Lachlan Young
Jacob Bryan Young
Jason Charles Young
Kelly Kali Yu
Vivian Yu
Yifan Yu
Alexander Zapien
Paul James Zavell
Cassandra Lynn Zavislak
Cody Broderick Zeisler
Jalen Scott Zeman
Haoyi Zhang
Jack Zhang
Jiaqi Zhang
Ziyi Zhang
Yang Zhao
Xiaoya Zhu
Daniel Aaron Ziegelman
Lana Rae Ziegler
Emily Ruth Zonder
Danielle Lauren Zuckerman
Ian Hunt Zylstra
Bachelor of Science

Andrew George Abdallah
Dania Abdulhamid
Yasmine Abushukur
Romeo Bismarck Acevedo, Jr.
Brycen William Adams
Kayva Adiga
Jesse N. Adler
Rachit Agrawal
Anna Li Huan Aguirre
Zahraa N. Ahmad
Lamia Tabassum Ahmed
Nabil Ahmed
Riya Ahuja
Kiran Ajani
Waleed Al Rawi
Boni Y. Al-Haruni
Rommy Munther Alaiwat
Hussein Alazawi
Max VanWagoner Albert
Lama Aldeeb
Abdulla Omar Alhalmy
Hannah Ali
Salma Ali
Osama Adnan Alkhaliili
Noah Samuel Allanoff
Sarah Hasan Alogaili
Ethan Altschuler
Louise Valentine Amat
Farrah Mary Ameen
Lahin Malik Amlani
Margaret Elise Anderson
Anthony Carman Andre
Sarah Wyler Andrews
Alex Andrzejewski
Sydney Aileen Angel
Eva Antebi-Lerman
Fadi Y. Antwan
Sabrina Rayne Archer
Akul Arora
Hiba Asad
Arjun Ashok
Brandon Bassam Askar
Bonnie LeAnne Atterberry
Trey Davine Austin
Guadalupe Esther Avila
Ruthvik Preetam Avvari
Eden Nicole Axler
Ruth D. Azaria
Waqs Azhar
Adam Azlan
Paige Alexandra Baal
Gunmar Bach
Madison Skye Bachman
Olivia Ellen Bachtel
Kian Bagheri
Anna Harrington Bahle
Christopher David Bahr
Susumtha Rupa Baidya
Nathan L. Baker
Mayura Balakrishnan
Aaron Dalmaz Balestrero
Tara Ballouz
Novonil Banik
Matthew David Banister
Rishi Nitin Barad
Alana Brooke Barofsky
Abigail Pauline Barondess
Sophie Barterian
Brenna Barton
Nomin Bat-Otgon
Lauren Frances Battle
Emma Jean Bauer
Alexandra Jane Baum
Christopher Jacob Baur
Willa Bautista
Dena Bazzi
Steve M. Beattie
Peter Carl Christian Beck
Katharine Reilly Beckering
Cassidy Louise Behnke
Noha M. Belkhayat
Dina Cheryne Belhasan
Niccolo Anthony Beltramo
Daria Belyaeva
Andrew Joseph Benjamin
Andrew Jordan Bennet-Belch
Emma Aisling Bergman
Kallie C. Bernas
Malika Marie Berner
Zachary Laurence Bernstein
Arthi Dhatreecharan Bhairadwaj
Ramsey Bialek
Nolan Roger Bick
Katherine Hailey Biggs
Mitchell Reid Bigland
Andrew James Bingham
Travis Jacob Birgy
Maya Bishop
Lance Tyler Bitner-Laird
De’sia Marie Blackwell
Alexandria Blakeslee
Sabrina Arlene Blanchett-Anderson
Hailey Blinkiewicz
Blake David Bloomfield
Jack Anthony Blumberg
Kate Goldie Marie Blumenstein
Joseph Thomas Bogart
Gabrielle Kelly Boisture
Murai Krishna Bollampally
Sarah Elizabeth Bonello
Meghan Taylor Bonomi
Sierra M. Bowden
Samuel Bower
Jessica Elizabeth Bowser
Bria Imran Braswell
Michael Connor Breed
Giuliana Bresnahan
Jocelyn Brickman
Emily Michaela Brines
Ryan James Britton
Zachary Brodkey
Katherine Nicole Bromm
Aaron Michael Brown
Brieann Mary Brown
Jordan Faith Brown
Kaela Danielle Brown
Camille Renae Bruin
Khalil Jorel Bryant
Nikitha Bujala
Amanda Grace Burcroff
Christian Burns
Carolyn Elizabeth Busch
Karl Ji Cai
Zixin Cai
Alexander M. Cam
Abigail Daone Camiener
Sydney Charlotte Canfield
Robert Cleo Canfield III
Daphne Cay Deniña Cantuba
Boyuan Cao
Kimberly Cao
Mengyang Cao
Xinhai Cao
Giuliano Ivan Capicchioni
Ryan James Capouellez
Jack C. Carter
Julie Marie Carter
Ethan Michael Cartwright
Alexander Michael Cashman
Eric S. Cass
Daniel Joseph Cecil
Patrick Ryan Cecil
Isabel Margaret Centner
Ivo H. Cerdas
Rachel Jo Cevisney
Timothy Sung sik Cha
Chelsea Chai
Rachael Marisa Chait
Sydney Jane Chambers
Ruchica Chandnani
Anjali Chandra
Aaruran Anthony Chandrasekhar
Gowri Chandrashekar
Evan Jan Chang
Jerry Chang
Greeshma Chapalamadugu
Alexandra Elise Chapdelaine
Derrell Kevin Chapman
Olivia Scout Chapman
Grant Alexander Chaskin
Nicholas Tristant Chavez
Andy Chen
Jie Chen
Lingding Chen
Shibo Chen
Rex Chen
Tiffany Youling Chen
Zechun Chen
Anna Jaeun Cheong
Kellie Dewreille Chestnut
Richard Avery Cheung
Sonya Chhabra
Kevin Chien
Alan Ching
Nikolaus William Chinn
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Bachelor of Science

Mia Destinee Choe
James Choi
Gloria Choi
Jenny Eonsuh Choi
Martina T. Cholagh
Madeleine Jia-Chee Chong
Grace Chu-Yuan Chu
Ian Chu
Angelina Soojin Chun
John C. Chung
Steven Cioffi
Margaret Minjie Ciolino
Kayla Rene Clark
Jeffrey Paul Clemence, Jr.
Bradley Clinansmith
Kennedy Abbott Clothier
Myra Cobian
Maxwell Peter Cocco
Kendall Michelle Coden
Gregory Adam Cogut
Ethan Henry Cole
Johnny Lee Cole III
Emme Coleman
Rachel Ann Coleman
Lilliana Cristina Colon-Sanchez
Margaret Claire Colosimo
Emily Nicolina Grace Coniglio
Andrew Ryan Connelly
Reilly A. Coombs
Brennan Thomas Corcoran
Eric Dean Cousineau
Olivia Frances Cross
Emily Victoria Crowley
Adam Crutcher
Tatiana Marie Cuevas
David Gabriel Cui
Cole Allen Curl
Nicholas Bernard Cusmano
Noah Samuel Cutler
Juliana D’Avanzo
Rania Daboul
Amogh Krishna Daduvai
Andrea Dai
Ellen Alexandra Dailey
Joseph Imad Dakki
Oana Eleonora Danciu
Chaitanya Dandu
Mahima Brar Daniel
Steven Daniel Danko
Mackenzie Kay Farr
Malini Dasgupta
Erin Alexa Day
Veronica Christine Day
Alexander A. de France de Tersant
Savannah Lynn DeMil
Nicole Marie DeSana
Lauren Christine DeSantis
Jacob Michael Deering
Andrew William Demko
Solomon Jacob Meagher Demmessie
William Dempsey
Nicole Elizabeth Denha
Hrush Desai
Aditi Uday Deshpande
Erica M. DesJardins
Frankie Desmond IV
Robin Marie Deyarmond
Jacob James Dibbet
Alexander Thomas Dils
Daphne Fenny-Xiaofen Ding
Shouri Dirks
Shaan Ashish Diwanji
Elizabeth Porter Dixon
Amani Shamseddie Dobbs
Sheba Dodaballapur
Alexander Christian Doherty
Jacquelin Marie Doman
Kristin Marie Dona
Yichen Dong
Tatum Eiko Doyle
Marjan Antoni Dresaj
Elizabeth Paige Drippe
Madison Nicolle Drye
Matthew Rashid Dunn
Ty Dunn
Ronald Carrier Duquette
Alexandra M. Dutton
Nash Russell Easterday
Samuel Jon Ebbitt
Rami S. Elrahim
Breann Edwards
Corey Maxwell Efros
Graham Robert Eger
Noah Harrison Ehrlich
Logan Max Eisner
Zena Abdallah El-Saghir
Alison Rose Elgass
Kelli Christiana Elmore
Dabel Cynthia Emebo
Jenna Claire Endsley
Jordan Leigh Ensz
Jake Matthew Erba
Jessica Nicol Erickson
Noah Pajarillo Erikson
Elizabeth Suzanne Erkkinen
Sarah Patricia Erpenbeck
Elena Lawton Essa
Gabrielle Elizabeth Essayan
Ethan Alexander Evans
Tabitha Jane Faber
Anna Celeste Fabrizio
Austin Anthony Falco
Rebecca Elizabeth Falzon
Mahmoud Sherif Farghal
Ali Ahmad Farhat
Sebastian James Fasanello
Julianne Marie Fava
Sara Fayad
Princess Felix
Harrison Li-Chao Feng
Samuel Dunbar Fennelly
Paige Elizabeth Ferguson
Michael John Ferrin
Kenneth Lynn Ferris, Jr.
Kazuhisa Bruce Fetters
Tyler Addison Feuerstein
Juliet Filbin
Cole Harrison Findling
Matthew Robert Finnigan
Alexander Mark Finsterwald
Graham Thomas Fischer
Matthew Richard Fischer
Emily Rachel Fisher
Evan Fisher
Eliana Jean Fishman
Elena Maria Folguerias
Kayla Marie Fong
Hannah Elizabeth Foster
Jessica Anne Foster
Katherine Lee Foug
Lexi Estelle Frank
Kyle Everett Franson
Allison Marie Franz
Mason Scott Friend
Michael Christian Fuhsht
Hannah Rose Fuller
Tasneem Gaballah
Natalie Grace Gaines
William Griffen Galardi
Shiliang Gao
Tiffany Gappy
Anusha Garg
Logan Robert Garlo
Michael Gascon
Kaitlyn Mikail Gates
Dalia Penina Gatoff
Xueling Ge
Brendan Thomas Genaw
Laura Lynn Genesee
Alexander Paul George
Melissa Marie George
Rachel Natsumi Gerth
Noor Ghali
Anastasia Gibson
Thompson Young Gilhuly
Mark Roman Gladsteyn
Andrew Gobis
Anne Marie Goettemoeller
Cedric Goh
Daniel Gomez Jr.
Erica Gonzalez-Paramo
Tyric Trey Goode
Andrew E. Goodrum
Trevor Hendrik Goodrum
Alex Benjamin Gordon
Kyle Justin Gordon
Lauren Gorny
Anne Marie Goettmoeller
Cedric Goh
Daniel Gomez Jr.
Erica Gonzalez-Paramo
Tyric Trey Goode
Andrew E. Goodrum
Trevor Hendrik Goodrum
Alex Benjamin Gordon
Kyle Justin Gordon
Lauren Gorny
Leno Kusumoto Gottner
Taylor Ashton Hayes Graffia
Lindsay Catherine Grajek
Cullen Hercules Gray
Noah James Green
Casey Greenbaum
Mia Gregory
Andrew Heinrich Greidanus
Lauren Marie Greifenberg
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Bachelor of Science

Trevor Reed Greissinger
Andrew James Gretkierewicz
Matthew Paul Greydanus
Emanuelle Grody
Joshua Bryce Gruber
Xin Gu
Erica Ray Gumkowski
Amanda Lestari Gunawan
Trevor Reed Greissinger
Andrew James Gretkierewicz
Matthew Paul Greydanus
Emanuelle Grody
Joshua Bryce Gruber
Xin Gu
Erica Ray Gumkowski
Amanda Lestari Gunawan
Amina Guo
Zhihao Guo
Kanav Gupta
Natalie Gurevich
Alim Habib
Kendra Paige Hackett
Nicole Michelle Haggerty
Tala Ali Haidar
Nicole Katharine Hallacy
Nathan John Halquist
Brittany Ann Hamama
Leslie McLaren Hamar
Reema Hamasha
Josephine Anais Ewing Hamilton
Alexandria Lynn Hamlin
Margaret Baines Hammond
Xinran Han
Zhuang Han
Robert Harrison Handa
Joshua Max Handler
Henry Thomas Haner
Nicholas Scott Hansen
Sara Elizabeth Hansen
Edward Samir Harake, Jr.
Anthony Harden, Jr.
Alexander James Harding
Fiona Elain Harkin-Newsome
Lia Claire Harrington
Daniel Philip Harris
Kiara Harris
Benjamin M. Harshberger
James Hartunian
Zaina Nabil Hassan
Andrew M. Hataway
Michael Joseph Haynes
Joseph Boyden Hazelton
Case Elijah Hazewinkel
Zhaoying He
Benjamin Heath
Jared Heddinger
Bailey Nicole Hedman
Sara Margaret Heidenreich
Julien Elizabeth Heidt
Bradley Heintzelman
Allison Hellman
Madeline Claire Helser
Ryan James Hennessey
Bridget Henney
Rheanna Samantha Henney
Brandon Tyner Herman
Julianna Jane Herrmann
Jaylin Alana Herskovitz
Andrew Hill-Carruthers
Kevin Jeffrey Hinkle
Bryan Chi-Hao Ho
Duy Anh Ho
Sharon Ho
Thomas Player Hoang
Kayla Pearl Hobby
Mallory Anne Hoevent
Zachary William Hoisington
Olivia Jane Holler
Brianne Marie Holt
Madalyn Louise Holzapfel
Daniel Jacob Honet
Kelly Min Hong
Evan Hoopinganer
Justin Anthony Hopgood
Ryan James Horwitz
Michael James Hostetler
Sean W. Hou
Apete Stanislas Epiphaniou
Hongbo
Jessie Marie Hoxie
Benjamin Hsu
Qiaoyu Hu
Shiwei Hu
Ailun Huang
Elliott Desselle Huebler
Laura Llamin Huerta Sanchez
Samantha Jane Hund
DeAnna Monique Hunt
Mariela Hurtado Garcia
Aaz Hussain
Chloe Jewell Hypes
Maria Ibarra
George Youl Ishmail
Ayah S. Issa
Farris Jaamour
Carolyn Shaniqiu Jackson
Dylan Thomas Jackson
Jonathon Robert Jacobs
Jordan June Jacobs
Joseph Jafari
Sara Maheen Jafari
Aditi Jagadish
Sarina Jagem
Parth Jain
Kushal Koundinya Jaliqama
Eleanore Savannah James
Lydia Jang
Caroline Elise Jankowski
Naveen Jasti
Rasha Muhammed Jawad
Asya H. Jawad-Makki
Daniel Christopher Jenkins
Han Seol Jeong
Veer M. Jhaveri
Siyu Ji
Yingsi Jia
Lucy Jiang
Sandy Jiang
Nicholas Jividen
Elizabeth Mary John
Kirsten Rose Keeling
Aaron Carl Kelley
Shannon Edain Kelley
Lauren Kelsey
Hunter Dean Kendall
Bridget L. Kennedy
Philip Thomas Kerek
Haley Renee Kerner
Elle Carrothers Kersten
Courtney Louise Kessler
Samantha Ketha
Amy Allane Keyes
Tali Khan
Richard N. Khalily
Aliya Renee Khan
Humza Ali Khan
Cyra Yezdi Kharas
Bassam B. Khatib
Carolina Mae Khouri
Mercy Wathithi Kiambuthi
Elizabeth Annekieover
Sinduja Maruti Kilaru
Jacob A. Kilby
Brendan Thomas Killian
Clara H. Kim
Elaine Sojung Kim
Eri Grace Kim
Eung Keun Kim
Hyunj Kim
Jesse Hokyun Kim
Jenni Kim
Suzie Kim
Madison Fay Kirby
Harsha Kishore
Nikolas A. Klampfl
Noah Alan Johnson
Ben Johnsrude
Cassandra Blair Jordan
Amir Gehad Joseph
Tarana D. Joshi
Dora Juhasz
Mina Juma
Luca Juuhl
Naji Kabbani
Caleb Joseph Kaczmarek
Julia Noelle Kahn
Daniel Kaiser
Tyler E. Kalanquin
Alyssa Grace Kalsbeek
Nikit Kapila
Jeremy Benjamin Kaplan
Aditi Kappagantu
Aniruddha Kappagantu
Brandon J. Karczewski
Holden Farnsworth Kardos
Catherine Marie Karns
Winfred Alice Karoub
Lauren Catherine Kasmikha
Sebastian E. Kasparian
Isha Katheria
Emily Nicole Katz
Rushil Kaul
Catherine Rose Keeling
Aaron Carl Kelley
Shannon Edain Kelley
Lauren Kelsey
Hunter Dean Kendall
Bridget L. Kennedy
Philip Thomas Kerek
Haley Renee Kerner
Elle Carrothers Kersten
Courtney Louise Kessler
Samantha Ketha
Amy Allane Keyes
Tali Khan
Richard N. Khalily
Aliya Renee Khan
Humza Ali Khan
Cyra Yezdi Kharas
Bassam B. Khatib
Carolina Mae Khouri
Mercy Wathithi Kiambuthi
Elizabeth Annekieover
Sinduja Maruti Kilaru
Jacob A. Kilby
Brendan Thomas Killian
Clara H. Kim
Elaine Sojung Kim
Eri Grace Kim
Eung Keun Kim
Hyunj Kim
Jesse Hokyun Kim
Jenni Kim
Suzie Kim
Madison Fay Kirby
Harsha Kishore
Nikolas A. Klampfl
Noah Alan Johnson
Ben Johnsrude
Cassandra Blair Jordan
Amir Gehad Joseph
Tarana D. Joshi
Dora Juhasz
Mina Juma
Luca Juuhl
Naji Kabbani
Caleb Joseph Kaczmarek
Julia Noelle Kahn
Daniel Kaiser
Tyler E. Kalanquin
Alyssa Grace Kalsbeek
Nikit Kapila
Jeremy Benjamin Kaplan
Aditi Kappagantu
Aniruddha Kappagantu
Brandon J. Karczewski
Holden Farnsworth Kardos
Catherine Marie Karns
Winfred Alice Karoub
Lauren Catherine Kasmikha
Sebastian E. Kasparian
Isha Katheria
Emily Nicole Katz
Rushil Kaul
Catherine Rose Keeling
Aaron Carl Kelley
Shannon Edain Kelley
Lauren Kelsey
Hunter Dean Kendall
Bridget L. Kennedy
Philip Thomas Kerek
Haley Renee Kerner
Elle Carrothers Kersten
Courtney Louise Kessler
Samantha Ketha
Amy Allane Keyes
Tali Khan
Richard N. Khalily
Aliya Renee Khan
Humza Ali Khan
Cyra Yezdi Kharas
Bassam B. Khatib
Carolina Mae Khouri
Mercy Wathithi Kiambuthi
Elizabeth Annekieover
Sinduja Maruti Kilaru
Jacob A. Kilby
Brendan Thomas Killian
Clara H. Kim
Elaine Sojung Kim
Eri Grace Kim
Eung Keun Kim
Hyunj Kim
Jesse Hokyun Kim
Jenni Kim
Suzie Kim
Madison Fay Kirby
Harsha Kishore
Nikolas A. Klampfl
Bachelor of Science

William Paul Klinenberg
Myiah Renae Klinger
Jacob Tyler Klobuchar
Nolan Timothy Klunder
Riley Lauren Knaepk
Christina Sehee Ko
Hassan Koberissi
Elizabeth Claire Kody
Claire Julie Koehler
Emily Koffler
Milen Kocieh
Daniel Conrad Kollar-Gasiewski
Vineeth Reddy Kommidi
Justin Leonard Korfhage
Devki Bharat Kothari
Alesha Kotian
Shuhan Kou
Meghan Sarah Kowaleski
Anne Sarah Kozak
Kyle William Kramer
Payton Jeffrey Krause
William Steven Wannamaker Krause
John Paul Krcmarik, Jr.
Joshua Davis Kremers
Tomas Andreas Krepotman
Athinaya Shree Krishnaraj
Kyle Kroom
Elizabeth Anne Kruse
Rachel Margaret Kubiak
Kaitlyn Renee Kuder
Connor Herbert Kuhlmann
Sanika S. Kulkarni
Nicholas Jerome Kunnath
Thomas Yuan Tang Kuo
William Sambrook Kutler
Dana LaBuda
Benjamin Patrick LaCombe
Kaitlin Christina Labiak
Cody T. Ladd
Megan Lillian Sizer Lakkides
Lahn Karim Lalani
Brian Chak Hei Lam
Benjamin Joseph Lamantia
Huagang Lan
Annalise Kathryn Lane
Sean Gerrit Lang
Carissa Lao
Zoe Korrina Lapham
Derek Doug-Kit Lau
Andrew Ryan Lawrence
Patrick Joseph Lawton
Jordan Lazarus
Lisa Le
Edina Yerim-Holly Lee
Jessica Jean Lee
Jong Hyun Lee
Seungyoun Lee
Brittany Jean Legwen
Xiaoyu Lei
Jessica Marie Leone
Jenna Lerg
Jessica Natalie Leviton
Micah A. Levy
Charlotte Rose Elizabeth Lewis
Jordan Rachel Lewis
Megan Ruth Nowak Lewis
Miles C. Lewis
Patrick Graham Lewis
Huaxua Li
Jenjie Geng Li
Jiaxu Li
Jinghan Li
Lu Li
Xiang Li
Yiming Li
Zixi Li
Wenlin Liao
Rachel Michele Liebergall
Bridget Christine Liesman
Kah Jun Lim
Lily Lima
Albert Lin
Ellaina Lin
Xiwen Lin
Yaoyang Lin
Yeqing Lin
Yu-Chen Lin
Hunter James Linton
Savanah Littin
Christopher Stephen Litts, Jr.
Mingda Liu
Yunqi Liu
Eris Llangos
Caroline Ellen Lo
Elizabeth Angeline Lohr
Bradon Longman
Kyle J. Lough
Bethany M. Louria
Jiayue Lu
Naichang Lu
Yi Lu
Adriana Lynn Lucas
Kun Luo
Sophia Luo
Yuanhang Luo
Nathan Shan-Pei Lwo
Renae Catherine Lyons
Chung Lam Charmian Ma
Jingie Ma
Muhammad Asraf Bin Ma Aris
Ryan Elizabeth MacDonald
Jianella Diño Macalino
Jed Vincent Macatula
Merissa Wynne Maccani
Emily Christine MacQuarrie
Erin Elizabeth Madden
Ethan Sean Madison
Allison Solonga Maebius
Martine Clare Maes
Sarah Zaha Mafouda
Sarah Ali Mageed
Arushi Prashant Mahajan
Dana Mahinbakht
Arhum Mahmoud
Savannah Ryann Major
Rohini Majumdar
Nejra Malanović
Nicole Manga
Jaskaran Singh Mangat
Ariana A. Mann
Laurita Anna Mansour
Matthew Mansour
Spencer James Marlow
Elliot John Marshallsay
Katherine Elizabeth Martin
Shawn Singh Matharu
Vikram Mathias
Neal Sai Matta
Claire Nicole Mattson
Mohamed Nachaat Mazeh
Mitchel Walter Mazurek
Brandon Nicholas McCann
Sarah McColm
Bobby P. McGovern
Keegan McGuire
Jordan Marie McKaig
Kaitlin Elizabeth McKennan
Kaden Lee McKinley
Kyle Justin McLaughlin
Kylee Alison McManus
Sarah Rebekah McNair-Wilson
Ryan Stewart McNassor
Noah Alexander McNeal
Brendan McCarthy
Callie Julia Meath
Tariq A. Mekkoui
Nicholas Melkian
Keith-Allen Licyayo Melong
Jenna Victoria Menard
Lloyd Joseph Mercier
Emily Cotell Merrick
Madison Olivia Mervis
Catherine Marie Meyerhoff
Elaine Miao
Alyssa Michaud
Hannah Elise Michelakis
Ian Sandler Michelson
Kristen Nicole Miele
Jessica Marie Miletic
Alexandra Marie Miller
Hannah Inglis Miller
Sarah A. Miller
Hillary Morgan Minkoff
Nevin Rahul Mittal
Megan Ann Mitchell
Danielle Mitro
Tim Mladenovic
Anang Modi
Sarang Priten Modi
Malay Mody
Sai V. Mohan
Yoonseo Mok
Nathan Arman Monahan
Meaghan Patricia Mones
Elizabeth Anne Morrison
Joshua Isaac Moss
Bachelor of Science

Alaa Omar Mouhajer
Matthew Douglas Mueller
Anthony Jiries Mufarreh
Anushka Mukhopadhyay
Megan Rose Mulhinch
Saloni Sunil Mundhra
Katie Munson
Adrian Daniel Munteanu
Colin John Murphy
Junius Leon Ronald Murphy
Logan Phillip Murphy
Garrett Charles Muscott
Anna Marie Mychalowych
Chan Jong Na
Riaz Nabi
Vidyha Nadarajan
Graham A. Nagle-Deamer
Vivek Nair
Sowmyaw Nakina
Ravir Jawahar Nanderimar
Erica Tiffany Nanni
Ashta Narain
Jay Ishan Nautiyal
Michaela Rossi Navone
Alyssa Justine Nedell
Owen Neild
Brett Thomas Nelson
Julian Michael Neshewat
Brenda Anh Thu Nguyen
Emily Nguyen
Richard A. Nguyen
Nan Ni
Natalie Renee Nichols
Hailee Anne Nielsen
Garrett Ronald Nitschke
Daoheng Niu
Vihangi Lavanjana Niyangoda
Colin Michael Nolan-Charter
Timothy Michael Nold
Nicholas Michael Noles
Chloe Sophia Noto
Claire Novelly
John Clark Nowland
Emeka Nriagu
Matthew Lawrence O’Brien
Patrick Scott O’Brien
Rachel Lois O’Connell
Kyle O’Connor
Rory Daniel O’Donnell
Helen Chin O’Leary
Carla Obeid
Ivy Akinyi Ochieng
Danielle Nicole Ochocki
Elise Anne Odell
Jacob Ogle
Andrew Yoonseok Oh
Chalse K. Okorom-Achuonye
Ellie Rae Marie Olds
Reinholdt Holly Olson II
Michael Thomas Ong
Roi Orzach
Caroline Diana Oska

Bianca Desiree Oteng
Kelsey Marie Owen
Tristayn Owen
Carlos Jamal Owens
Boluwatife Anthonia Oyediji
Genesis R. Pablo Mendoza
Sherri Elizabeth Packett
Dell Paddinge
Luis Ernesto Padron
Kevin Jerome Paggeot
Deeksha Mandarke Pai
Maxine Pak
Angelina Guadalupe Palacios
Monica Ajit Palande
Alessio Palladino
Fawnnie Pamenan
Jane Pan
Gregory Gabriel Pandelis
Isabel Marie Panepento
Sreehari Baiju Panicker
Elle Marie Paquet
Rachel Park
Yeaun Park
Ethan Schroeder Parr
Neha Paruchuri
Rithvik Pasumarty
Meha Virendra Patel
Nikesh Vimesh Patel
Nilay Patel
Catherine Anne Patton
Tara Nicole Pawloski
Sebastian Paz Kitchke
Angad Pela
Sarah Catherine Pelton
Jonathon Penix
Cameron Aaron Peres
Olivia Ross Perfetti
Naomi Sima Perlman
Robert Perrone
Victoria Rose Peruski
Caroline Zoe Peschansky
Avery Britvec Peterson
Michael Riley Peterson
Minh Anh H. Pham
Camille Victoria Phaneuf
Trace Christian Phillips
Katie Lynn Piispanen
Lizzie Pijanowski
Lyndsey Rae Pike
Sirawich Pipatprathanporn
Taylor Lynn Piper
Piriyakorn Piriyatamwong
Jennifer Plascencia Lopez
Kendall Morgan Plummer
Paulina Lynn Podsiadlik
Armella Diane Poggi
Allison Sarane Poles
Dominic Louis Palsinelli
Rose M. Popma
Quinn Maichaella Powell
Deeparsi Prasad
Olivia Preissle
William Thomas Presley II
Olivia Anne Priedeman
Paul Nicholas Prin
Brooke Emily Propson
Abigail Celeste Provenzano
Adam John Psarouthakis
Sean Psenka
Izabella Zuzanna Puchalski
Samantha C. Pulgini
Jasmine Marie Purcell
Alexis Faye Puruleiski
Austin Hana Qasawa
Matthew Jacob Rabinowitz
Thejas Raghava
Ana Rakovic
Siddharth Ramanathan
Aditi Ramaswamy
Akil Narayan Ramgopal
Ravin Emanuel Randall
Jibraan Mazhar Rashid
Alexander Bennett Raskind
Gregory Raskind
Nayna Tara Rath
Sneha Rathi
Rama Rathore
Kristen Reacht
Maxwell Todd Recknagel
Mariam Hassan Reda
Karan K. Reddy
Aubrey Celina Reed
Shane M. Reed
Michael John Reh
Jarrett Edward Reichel
David Max Reiter
Tom Young Ren
Sarah Michelle Resnick
Matthew Harris Rice
Jordan Miller Rich
Nathaniel Parker Rich
Taylor Lynn Richards
Haley Marie Richardson
Tianna Irene Richardson
Caroline Elizabeth Richburg
Joshua David Richmond
Marissa Frances Rhtarshich
Michelle Ripari
Rachel Worth Ritter
Katherine Genieloise Robbins
Kendra Deanne Robbins
Brett Roberts
Emily Diane Roberts
Emma Laine Robinson
Larissa Jean Etta Robinson-Cooper
Julian Salvador Rodriguez
Rebecca Alicia Rodriguez
Kathleen Roe
Alexandra Katharina Rogers
Hannah Leigh Rojeski
Jacqueline Angelina Rola
Claire Allison Rolfe
James P. Roschefski, Jr.
Julia Rosenson
Bachelor of Science

Allyson Susan Rosenzweig
Stephanie Marie Roskowski
Lillie N. Ross
Cole Michael Rossato
Thomas Jay Rothwell
Alison Joy Rousseau
Rachael Elizabeth Rowley
Elizabeth Ann Roy
Sally Ruan
Malone Ruggeri
Cory Russell
Jamie Russo
Michael James Ryan
Murrah Sabouni
Michael Elias Sacchetti
Malika Singh Sachdev
John Michael Sack
Divyansh Saini
Bennet George Sakelaris
Anah Marie Salgat
Ray Salhadar
Alexis Evelia Salinas
Ali Samman
Kaitlyn Jacinto Sanchez
Lisset Sanchez
Arshpreet Kaur Saraan
Swara Manasa Sarvepalli
Ujjawal Bipin Savani
Mohak Prem Saxena
Tyler Austin Schaffer
Nicholas John Schafer
Jack Schaffer
Erin Baily Scheftz
Isaac Schickert
Brennan Mark Schilling
Noah Michael Schlachter
Bailey Nicole Schneider
Amanda Dreyfuss Schnell
Serena Scholz
Jacob Aaron Schroff
David Schuberth
Claire Isabel Schwartz
Ean Chase Schwartz
Mitchell Schwocho
Caitlin Marie Scroggins
Madeleine Rose Sena
Jenna Sesi
Tyrone Sgambar
Cuilee Sha
Corey Alexander Shafer
Amy Shah
Miloni Anand Shah
Shivang Sarju Shah
El Hussain Shamsa
Yinan Shao
Malika Sharma
Upamanyu Sharma
Ryan D. Sharrar
Omar J. Shaukat
Jamiing Shen
Nathan Zhixuan Shen
Roy Shen
Michelle Sheng
Mena Shenouda
Eric Brandon Sherman
Udit J. Sheth
Sujay Subay Shetty
Yuan Shi
Yucheng Shi
Eugene Shim
Yaroslav Shipilov
Noah Bar Shoshana
YunWen Shu
Kennedy J. Shuck
Zena Shunnar
Starr Jessica Silver
David Evan Silverman
Nathan Simon
Hanna Elaine Simmons
Samantha Rose Simonetti
Grant Richard Simons
Keith Hayes Sims, Jr.
Avaneesh K. Singh
Gurnoo Singh
Manak Singh
Cassandra Singler
DaMario Fitzgerald Sloan
Jacob John Smellie
Amber Smith
Emily Joan Smith
Hannah McKenzie Smith
Sierra Jessica Smith
William Eliot Smith
Zealand Rae Smith
Brooke E. Smoes
Kyle Mitchell Smola
Emma Parr Snyder-White
Alexandria Sobczak
Amir Ali Soleimany
Chaet Frost Solyis
Yanneng Song
Hannah Kathryn Sorensen
John Soukar
Renée Souliere
Julia Estee Speiser
Ari Michael Spellman
Allison Paige Spilman
Aakash Srikanth
Emma Catherine St. Pierre
Paul Andrew Steffes
Madeleine Marie Steiger
Daria Stelmak
Anika Devi Stephen
Alexandra Marie Stevens
Brooke Taylor Stewart
Liam Conrad Stewart
Alexander Joseph Stoitsiadis
Meike Kristin Stoldt
Abigail Elizabeth Stolz
William P. Strickland
Pearl Hui Strieter
Ashton Chenonceau Strother
Evan D. Stuber
Jacob Sturgis
Allysun M. Sullivan
Nikhil Sundaram
Elena Sung
Lester Suo
Shriya Suresh
Brian Sutherland
Shuta Suzuki
Dzenana Svraka
Trevor Alan Swartz
Layeth Sweidan
Shabber Haider-Hamdani Syed
Elizabeth Szeles
Catherine Barbara Szkop
Brandon Scott Taijfel
Kelcye Lauren Talbi
Erina Iris Tamada-Wu
Pao Koon Colin Tan
Rachel Jane Tanenbaum
Michael Jaming Tang
Alexandra Morgan Tannerbaum
Maxine Shira Tannerbaum
Jacob Forrest Tanner
Jared Simon Tao
Rebecca Tarnopol
Olivia Grace Tartaglia
Julia Paige Tayabji
Elijah Lavon Taylor
Adrienne Tenney
Yonathan Tessema
Beatrice Dolores Thaman
Joshua Daniel Thelen
Samantha Anne Theuer
Charlotte Ann Thill
Diamond Jer’ee Thomas
Jacque Thomas
Jonathan Thomas
Charlie Thompson
Emily Louise Thompson
Andrew Jonathan Tian
Hannah Jane Timmons
Jacob William Tirey
Tommy Stanford Tjandra
Josue Toledo
Montana Tomlin
Samantha Caroline Toor
Maximilian Tomás Topel
Reno Torres
Tiffanie Diane Totten
Khang Bao Tran
Alison Elizabeth Trapp
Michael Richard Tratt
Sydney Nicole Treichel
Sawit Trisrisatyawong
Julia Rose Trombley
Coleen Truong
Erica Tschirhart
Demetrios Iason Tsirukis
Eli Joseph Tukel
Destane Chanell Turner
Tori K. Turpin
McKenna Turrill
Jack James Twarozynski
Bachelor of Science

Sarah Abigail Twinney
Grant Edward Tyburski
Matthew David Tyl
Rahil S. Ukani
Shontinique LeChelle Uqdah
Kristopher A. Urrea
Taylor Urrutia
Nina Vafa
Dominic Joseph Valentino
Abigail Vallie
Kaitlyn Nicole Van Riper
Derek Van de Bovenkamp
Madeleine Jane VandenBrink
Paul Vander
Morgan Diane VanDevelde
Sarah Ellen VanDiepenbos
Emily Angela Vanerian
Vicenta Del Rocio Vargas
Christopher Jacob Varlamos
Ishan Vashishta
Miller Vaughan
Christopher Steven Vensand
Julia Claire Vespoli
Gabriel Sean Rojano Villa
Aleksa Vinta
Sabrina Vitale
Michael Volyanyuk
Daniel Joseph Vonarburg
Jennifer Anne Vosters
Madeline Emily Waara
Ashley Nicole Wade
Susan Gries Wager
Christine Ann Wagner
Olivia Ellen Wagner
Noah Charles Waldman
Emily Waldner
Avni Walia
Deontay William Walker
Troyer Arthur Wallace-Evans
Margarete A. Wallner
Caitlin Walrath
Aaron Matthew Walt
Jennifer Eileen Waltz
Anthony Wang
Hannah Faith Wang
Hao Wang
Kevin Wang
Mengxi Wang
Shuyuan Wang
William Patrick Warner
Paulo Pinzon Warren
AJ Warzecha
Blake Miles Washington
Carolyn Anne Watson
Maddy Weber
Maxwell James Weide
Justin D. Weilbach
Robert Jacob Weinbaum
Lauren Elizabeth Weinberg
Lauren Susan Weinberg
Nicholas G. Weinberg
Julia Faye Weiss
Kelly Leigh Weiss
Lauren Elizabeth Weiss
Jacqueline Welday
Laurel Elizabeth Young Wellman
Kennedy Star Werner
Jacob Kenneth West
David Whalen
Lydia Whitbeck
Rebecca White
Erica Lynn Whiting
Allyson Elizabeth Whitsett
Caroline Leah Whitty
Eileen Electra Wieber
Alex Bloomdahl Wilf
Raymond Arthur Wilger
Jacob Anthony Wilk
Keantae Lamar Wilkie
Travis Wilkinson
Iman William
Benjamin M. Williams
Danielle Nicole Williams
Jessica Nicole Williams
Miranda Lynn Wilson
Eric Dale Winsor
Benjamin Johnston Wireman
Matthew Wise
Seth Wisotsky
Lauren Alexandra Withrow
Jordan Bernard Wolff
Emmeline Nicole Wolowiec
Jason K. Wong
Sabrina Wong
Shannon Marie Wood
Jessica Worley
Michael John Wright
Aliah Rahelle Wright-Johnson
Jieqi Wu
Maylyn Wu
Nancy W. Wu
Yufan Wu
Alice Wynn
Hongyi Xia
Shang Zhou Xia
Yao Xiao
Zhicheng Xie
Zijian Xie
Alexandre Jia Wei Xu
Jingxue Xu
Vamsi Krishna Yadav
Jessica Yan
Johnathan Yan
Aneesha Sunil Yande
Chang Yang
Eric Suhuyun Yang
Katherine Y. Yang
Tianyu (Justin) Yang
Isabella Susan Yardley
Ariana Yea
Rachel Ann Yee
Claire Lillie Yerman
Brian Yi
Olivia Yin
Sienna Yoo
Maya Youness
Ally Grace Young
Reza S. Yovan
David Frank Yu
Gregory Yining Yu
Zhenfei Yue
Tatiana Yugay
Lauren Yurko
Ina Zaimi
Shannon Nicole Zandee
Telia Zanders
Juliana Laurenne Zang
Ali K. Zarrabi
Maryellen Catherine Zbrozek
Matthew David Zeilbeck
Christopher Zhang
Jessica Lee Zhang
Junbo Zhang
Ray Tang Zhang
Robin Zhang
Yifan Zhang
Yiwei Zhang
Yu Zhang
Yuwen Zhang
Jessica Zhao
Xijian Zhao
Xinyue Zhao
Zhongyi Zhao
James Guan Zheng
Michael Zhong
Vivian Ann Zhong
George Zhou
Han Zhou
Yi Zhou
Yuci Zhou
Kevin Yue Zhu
Eleanor Hope Zinn
Elvan Ziyalan
Henry Zou
Osman Mohammad Zuberi
Lynus Li Zullo
Tingting Zuo
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry

Sara Nicole Alektiar
Ethan Robert Curtis
Adam Jeffrey Eckburg
Abigail Elizabeth Ellis
Emily Beth Fish

Ammar F. Ibrahim
Robert Frederick Moeller
Hannah Poisson
Ethan Jacob Strobel
Carolyn Eunjin Suh

Alex Vidro
Jake William Wilson
Nancy Wu
Carrie Yu

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE

Bachelor of Arts

Paulina Marie Hodges Adams
Mari Alvarez
Heather Lynn Barnell
Anna Leah Bergson
Angelina Kathleen Bielby
Rachael Lorraine Bittick
Adam McErlean Bowen
Victoria Ann Bullock
Kathryn Anne Cammell
Kristin Elizabeth Cimmerer
Brandy Lee Clymer
David Andrew Conzelmann
Claire M. Denton Grenchik
Hannah Maureen Dougherty
Amelia Grace Feuka
Hannah French
William Dennis Fuerst
Josephine Mae Gardner

Naomi Gottschalk
Katherine Emma Hall
Alona Henig
Allie Elizabeth Hodge
Kasey Leigh Hunter
Brett Joseph Ivey
Shelby Teresa Kassab
Kelly Jaclyn Kendro
Kathryn Marie Kubitskey
Sarah Anne Kushner
Kyle Calin Lachance
Abraham David Lofy
Hannah Rose Lupi
Peter Apostolos Michaelides
Julia Walpole Moss
Michael Robert Orrange
Zoe Rae Pappas
Collette Anthony Patel

An Pham
Emilia Louise Prado
Shashank Keshav Rao
Lauren Reveal
Samuel Jesse Rosenberg
Kathryn Marie Schubert
Riley Jay Simmington
Griffin Teresa St Onge
Elizabeth Bates Stanley
Emma Martine Thomas
Lydia Rose Thornburg
Anne Traver Tsaloff
Joseph Wagner
Brianna Paige Wells
Victoria Wystepek
Heather Young

Bachelor of Science

Vivienne Chi
Jacob William Crouch
Hwui Khim Goh
Megan Elizabeth Greenwood
Emily Ethel Jameson
Nora Kuo

Tansy Anna Massey-Green
Anna Christine Morrison
Konstandina Eleni Stavropoulos
Jeffery Torano
Anthony Torres
Johanna R. Tuthill

Nupur Mayank Vora
Lydia Hargrave Wandmacher
Ko-Chien Wu
Zi Yang
Danielle Alexis Ziaja

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

African American Diasporic Studies
Aixa Daphne Marchand
Kristal K. McGregor
Hayley O’Malley

African Studies
Colleen Purcell Hill

Cognitive Science
Sammy F. Ahmed

Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender Queer Studies
Duygu Ula
Certificate of Graduate Studies

Medieval and Early Modern Studies
Anne Katherine Heminger

Screen Arts and Cultures
Dominic Michael Garzonio

Women’s Studies
Mary R. Renda
Elena Amelia Simpkins

Master of Arts

Applied Economics
Paula Dafne Avila Palomares
Xinhe Bao
You-Ning Chang
Beli Han
Chunyu Hou
Alex James Kremzier
Ruby Sophia Lee
Yicheng Lin
Guanzhang Lu
Pedro Felipe Magana Sánchez
Yue Qu
Ryo Togami
Timothy Ray Fritz Trollope
Xiao Yan
Sijia Yu

Arabic Studies
Dillon Fuad Odeh

Asian Languages and Cultures
Narith Vann Ta

Asian Studies: China
Hanyu Hou
Raymond Hsu
Weiwei Lu

Asian Studies: Japan
Robin Elizabeth Griffin
Ruipeng Lu
James Michael McDonough
Hannah Rachel Muniz
Hanna Doyle Peterson
Yichen Yang

Classical Art and Archaeology
Ariel Genevieve Regner

Economics
Hayley Elizabeth Abourezk-Pinkstone
Sihang Cai
Brian Javier Cevallos Fujiy
Xinzhu Chen

English Language and Literature
Jasmine Noel An
Zoey Catherine Dorman
Sarah Jane Kerwin
Bryan Kim-Butler
LaVelle Ridley
Katherine Eleanor Rossing

Germanic Languages and Literatures
Kristina Bruening

History
Jisoo Lee

History of Art
Michelle Maria Al-Ferzly
Haely Chang
Chanon Praepipatmongkol

Linguistics
Rachel Elizabeth Weissler

Modern Middle Eastern and North African Studies
Sarah Christine Gerges
Derek Alexander Lief
Bryon Evon Maxey

Philosophy
Josh Hunt

Romance Languages and Literatures French
Jess Allen

Romance Languages and Literatures Spanish
Susan Shoshana Abraham

Russian, East European, and Eurasian Studies
Anthony David Castaneda
Nora Dolliver
Mark Augustine Dovich
Michael Brien Fealey, Jr.
Jonathan Stuart Poser
Paul Rizik

Slavic Languages and Literatures
Jamie Lynne Parsons

Sociology
Darion N. Blalock
Shoshana Shapiro

South Asian Studies
Sierra LaPoint

Southeast Asian Studies
Samuel Rice Farris
Rebecca Jane Selin

Statistics
Robyn A. Ferg
Rafail Kartsioukas
Dan Kessler
Inah Ko
Feichen Shen
Fan Zhang
Jia Zhou
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Master of Fine Arts

Creative Writing
Akosua Afriyie-Hwedie
Elinam Vanessa Agbo
Oluwapemi Odunayo Aguda
Justin Alexander Balog
Samantha Bares
Katarina Rose Bishop
William Styne Brewbaker IV
Thea Alexandra Chacamaty
Eirill Alvilde Falck
Rachel Ann Girty
David Daniel Gutierrez
Coleen Herbert
Erika Ryan Nestor
Gerardo Francisco Samáno Cordóva
Talin Elizabeth Tahajian
Kenneth David Wade II
Leah Yan Xue

Master of Science

Applied Physics
Bolaji Paul Eniwaye
David J. Geroski
James Lester Collins
Ashlee Jeanette Davis
Giacomo Di Mauro
Gloria Elizabeth Diaz
Jinpeng Gao
Yilin Han
Ram Rashed Hourani
Mina Jafari
Hassan Diab Jafer
Nicholas Alexander-Francis LaFave
Nhat Hoang Van Le
Menglan Liu
Joshua Lane Martin
Austin Tyler McFarlin
Sara Marie Medfisch
Karen Montoya
Angelar Kanini Muthike
Steven Michael Quarin
Alan Etienne Rask
Federica Ricci
Carolina Rojas Ramirez
Elvin Valerio Salerno
Dylan Thomas Slizewski
Taylor Soucy
Hannah Leslie Vonesh
William Andrew Walker
Mengshijie Yang
Eleni Katherine Zotos
Kaila Rose Boldt
Clinton Michael Levi
Christian McDonald
Shadae Shari Sutherland
Grace Edith Chesmore
William Dean
Xinyang Dong
Jacob Andrew Lampen
Yihao Yang

Applied Statistics
Yang Cai
Andres Cambronero Sanchez
Pin-Yu Chen
Samatha Edds
Naomi Robin Giertych
Shengchen Hao
Xin Hu
Alexander Edward Kellner
Eric Kim
Andrei Kopelevich
Mark Thomas Kurzeja
Zetan Li
Joseph Robert Lipa
Rui Ma
Jawad Mohamad Mroueh
Yunbin Peng
Bo Qu
Eli Kuznetsov Schultz
Mengjie Shi
Huan Tan
Jieni Wan
Shunjii Wei
Katherine Steel Wilkinson
Ruikun Xiao
Yuming Yang
Mengyi Yuan
Xiaotian Zhan
Lei Zhang
Yingdan Zhang
Xiaodan Zhou
Zirun Zhu

Chemistry
John Stephen Andre
Michael Kevin Bellas
Taylor Bramlett
Conor Brigham
Takunda Chazovachii

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Camden Douglas Gowler
Karl Romanowicz
Meagan Alicia Simons
Anthony J. Wing

Mathematics
Nancy Hong
Josh Hunt
Ruofan Jiang
Xunjie Lu
Julio Cesar Soldevilla Estrada
Weitao Sun
Yuxin Wang
Jingchuan Xiao

Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Kaila Rose Boldt
Clinton Michael Levi
Christian McDonald
Shadae Shari Sutherland

Physics
Tremell Goins, Jr.
Yuyan Han
Reeya Arvind Patel
Zachary Alexander Reese
Cristina Salvador
Akemi Tsutsumi Riobóo
Nicholas Waters

Psychology
Tremell Goins, Jr.
Yuyan Han
Reeya Arvind Patel
Zachary Alexander Reese
Cristina Salvador
Akemi Tsutsumi Riobóo
Nicholas Waters

Quantitative Finance and Risk Management
Hui Cai
Josh Cai
Zhiduo Chen
Yuan Gao
Mengyao Huang
Beixi Jia
Yari Li
Yifei Lu
Xiaofeng Nie
Xiaoxiao Tang
Masaya Tsukamoto
Baixiang Wang
Xiaoxue Xin
Yuankang Xiong
Yuan Yin
Jiayi Zhang
Yao Zhou
MEDICAL SCHOOL

Founded in 1850, Marschall S. Runge, Dean

Doctor of Medicine

Mariam Abdulghani
Tessa Adzemovic
Lauren Agoubi
Neal Al-Attar
Hassan Ali
Genevieve Allen
Jennifer Angell
Alexis Antunez
Aliasghar Arastu
Mariam Ayyash
Phillip Azouz
Ali Bacharouch
Sarah Banks
Cortney Barbica
Andrew Beech
Sydney Behrmann
Charlotte Boudillon
Arthur Brannon III
Julia Brennan
Naomi Briones
Johnathan Brown
Owen Brown
Christina Capriccioso
Jacob Cedarbaum
Robert Cesaro
Mayuri Chandran
Yimin Chen
Kathryn Chilton
Hannah Cottrell
Nicole Cremer
Kristen Cross
Adam Cruz
Christina DeBenedictus
Stephanie DeBolle
Sagar Deshpande
Isadore Dodard-Friedman
Anthony Duncan
Andy Eggleston
Maya Faison
Ilana Fischer
Emily Flagler
Charles Frank
Lynze Franko
Nasia Frattaroli
Benjamin Froehlich
Brian Fry
Emily Geerlings
Catherine Gilbert
Rachel Goodman
Erin Gray
Rebecca Grossman-Kahn
Mary Guan
Vinay Guduguntla
Rahael Gupta
Rachel Gutfreund
Karlie Haug
Gerard Heath
Shaun Heward
Hannah Hill
Sara Hinds Anderson
Alexander Hjelmaas
Michael Ho
Connor Hoban
Timothy Hoffman
Emily Hogikyan
Ryan Hoogmoed
Michael Inadomi
Hilary Iskin
Rahul Iyengar
Neena Iyer
Ismayne Jackson
Chrystina James
Rana Kabeer
Lakshmi Karra
Grace Keeney-Bonthrone
Toby Keeney-Bonthrone
Eric Kersjes
Daniel Kim
Yeo Won Kim
Daniel Klarr
Jeanne Kochkodan
Christy Ky
Joseph Larson
Jean Lee
Kelsey Lemmen
Patrick Li
Joseph Linzey
Jerry Liu
Joyce Loh
Conor Lucas-Roberts
Lisa Ly
Colleen Macke
Marisa Martin
Andrea Matthew
Lauren Merz
Jessa Miller
John Muller
Michelle Munk
Jeffrey Nadel
Novis Naom
Daniel Nelson
Jennifer Neva
Rebecca Nguyen
Susan Nourse
Kelsie Oatmen
Kiki Ogu
Patrick O’Hayer
Uchenna Okoro
Amro Omari
Kemi Omotoso
Annemarie Opipari
Norman Orabi
Eddie Pantzlaff
Adish Parikh
Hillary Paulsen
Lauren Phillips
Rebecca Pilkerton
Xi Du Plummer
Kaustubh Prabhu
Niema Razavian
Alixandra Ridering
Nathan Rietberg
Natalia Rosculet
Crystal Rui
Yijing Russell
Alexandra Rzepecki
Amr Sabbagh
Sally Salari
Anjali Saripalli
Gabriela Sauza
Angeline Sawaya
Andrew Schuler
Shaina Sekhri
Daniel Semaan
Gabrielle Shaughness
Jonathan Silverberg
Sunny Singh
Josiah Smiley
Rebecca Smiley
Chelsea Smith
Joshua Smith
Max Sokoloff
Ann Soliman
Sudarshan Srivatsan
Stefanie Stallard
Raymond Strobel
William Sturdavant
Jennifer Sun
Julianne Szczepanski
Owen Thompson
Wala Tout
Catherine Eve Vogt
Jaclyn Walker
Brian Weiland
Natasha Weiser
Morgan White
Gregory Woods
Shin-Rong Wu
Megan Yanik
Nyousha Yousefi
Megan Zakerski
Alexander Zheutlin
Natalie Ziel Bichucher
Katie Zurales

Master of Health Professions Education

Renato Verayo Samala
MEDICAL SCHOOL

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Bioinformatics
Yuwei Bao
Vincent Chen
Kaiwen Deng
Allegra Graciana Hawkins
Jinju Li
James Patrick Ropa
Shaocheng Wu
Zeruo Yang
Hanrui Zhang
Yajia Zhang

Biochemical Chemistry
Kristena Abdelmalak
Mohamad Ahmad Bazzi
Christine Jina Chang
Parker Durant Groom
Rebecca Jacobs
Kelsa Gerianne Kazyak
Ajay John Larkin

Genetic Counseling
Adelyn Margaret Beil
Colby Lourdes Chase
Kelsey N. Lenhart

Health and Health Care Research
Jeffrey Berinstein
Jessica I. Billig
Alexander Brescia
Karan R. Chhabra
Sharmistha Dev
Calista Marie Harbaugh
Andrea Lyn Oliverio
Daphna Stroumsa
Tessa Watt

Health Infrastructures and Learning Systems
Emily Kayla Kobernik

Human Genetics
Matthew T. Breneman
Yanchao Pan
Lauren Lucia Schmitz
Corrine Eileen Smolen

Microbiology and Immunology
Michelle Azar
Tiantai Ma
Harihar Milaganur Mohan
Kelsey Stark
Trey Dejuan Williams

Neuroscience
Sijin Ren

Pharmacology
Samara Attalla
Rebecca Therese Gorney
Justin Russell McNally
Emily Ann Ridge

Physiology
Daniel Nikolaidis

LAW SCHOOL

Founded in 1859, Mark D. West, Dean

Master of Laws

Yasmin Al Ameen
Julianne Sangalang Alberto
Destinee Nicole Andrews
Raphaël Beauregard-Lacroix
shrutanjaya Bhaward
Shreya Bose
Wei Chen
Gianluca Darena
Daniele De Oliveira Nunes
Camila Antonella Giannini Gonzalez
Mingkun Kanjanasiriyojana
Takahito Kawahara

Asad Ullah Khan
Florian Alexander Kroll
Yuqing Lian
Yanlin Lyu
Dario Maestro
Alfred Momodu
Takanori Nakajima
Chiaiki Nojiri
Sonali Maria Perera
Davor Petric
Nadia Alejandra Sanchez Alvarado
Francisca Soromenho Ascenso
João Soromenho Ascenso
Sebastian Spitra
Robert Paul Elliott Sroka
Wen Su
Justin De Jesus Suncag
Lazaros Triantafyllidis
Chen Chuan Tsai
Hannah Kathleen J. Van Dijcke
Kamonchais Veteeburana
Ling-Mao Wang

Juris Doctor

Nadine Hassan Abdallah
Devin Abney
Michael R. Abrams
Daniel Ryan Ackerman
Victoria Ann Allen

Megan Christine Andersen
Ashlyn E. Angell
Eric Adrian Ashby II
Rana Ayazi
Hira Baig

Callie Marie Barr
Christopher David Batdorf-Barnes
Michael PKD Batten
Sophie Dillard Baum
Emily Susan Paradise Baxter
Juris Doctor

Allyson Anne Beasley
Michael Allan Beech
Alexander A. Belica
Dale Anne Bellitto
Stephanie Ann Benjamini
Anthony Edward Bennett
David Andrew Bergh
Odele Kourosh Bet-Yonan
Matthew Daniel Binder
Morgan A. Birck
Kimberly Krystal Blake
Nili Rebeca Blanck
Mark Blanton
Michael H. Block
Thomas L. Bourneuf
Megan Lucille Brown
Monica Marie Browner
Yitian Cai
Joan M. Campau
Miguel H. Castro Morales
Hunter Gusten Chamberlain
Iriri Chen
William G. Chorba
Erica Lynn Christianson
Brandon Gabriel Ciciotti
Jackson Colton
Benjamin M. Cornelius
Patrick Mason Cothern
Aylin Rezzan Daldal
Hunter Katherine Davis
Jana De Moyer
Abigail E. DeHart
Arianna Marie Demas
Brandi Martina Dobbs
Nina Dutta
Claire Olivia Eaton
Erlin E. Edgerton
Kelly E. Ehrenreich
Ingrid Melisande Eicher
Eri R. Emory
Gail Lomotele Engmann
Christopher Erickson
Dominic Anthony Farchione III
Timothy Edward Featherston
Kelley A. Fore
Shanene Me'Shell Frederick
Perry Elyse Friedlander
Kristin Leigh Froehle
Adam Gerken
Mitchell D. Gilburne
Megan Renee Giles
Elliott Benso Gluck
Joshua Goldman
Kimberly Adriana Goshey
David M. Graham
Michael J. Grega
Thaddeaus James Gregory
Sarah Grunberger
Julie Denea Gulledge
Anna Nettie Hall
Aviv S. Halpern
Caitlin Marie Harrington
Nicholas Russell Hazen
Elizabeth Anne Heise
John Karl Heise
Cleo Luisa Hernandez
Allison Horwitz
Blair Marshall Hotz
Caroline Helen Howe
David Connor Howe
Qipeng Hu
Gabriela Marissa Hybel
Susannah D. Iles
David John Imhoff
Jacob Seth Itzkowitz
Maya K. Jacob
Robert Anthony Jacobson
Taimi M. Jacobson
Hillary F. John
Evan Raymond Johnson
Trevor M. Jorgensen
Vaidhehi Joshi
Taryn Allison Joswig
Malahia Christa Kahsay
Jonathan Kama
Patrick M. Kennedy
Amanda Noel Kenner
Kevin L. Kenney
Emily Jeanne Kim
MJ Koo
Alexander Thomas Kraik
Drew S. Kramer
Irima Kroneman
Robert M. Kuhn
Thomas Edwards La Voy
Allison Rachel Lasher
Justin D. Lautia-Banta
Abby Lawson
Joshua M. LeVasseur
Hyun Ah Lee
Bothwell Graves Lee, Jr.
Brett J. Leininger
Brandon F. Lev
Weixin Li
Erin Elizabeth Liechty
Erica Lynn Lignell
Lisa Limb
Jacob R. Lipnik
Hallie Sarah Lipsey
Peter S. Liu
Max R. Lubin
Ross Nett MacPherson
Danielle Alexis Maldonado
Ryan Michael Marosy
Patrick G. Maroun
Thea R. Marriott
Dan Mathis
Matthew J. McCarthy
Meredith Dyer McPhail
Rachel Ann Menashe
Sarah Ann Mezera
Julie C. Michalski
Lucas Minich
Emily Anne Minton Mattson
M Devon Moore
Weiya Mu
Nasr Mualla
Ethan Miller Munsill
Emma Murray
Kara Ariel Naseef
Michelle Ngo
Yingchun Ni
Eric Adair Nicholson
Alexandra Barker Noll
Jeff Nwagbo
Coral D. O’Connor
Jamila Ari Odeh
Jacqueline Elizabeth Paetzold
Jun Ha Park
Trevor N. Parkes
Luis Miguel Parrado
Akash Patel
Melissa Peña
Jose A. Peralta
Michael Periatt
Nicholas L. Perry
Marina Rose Pino
Jacob Evan Plotnik
Christopher Jeffrey Pollack
Simone Prince-Eichner
Blake Jotham Purdy
Erin M. Randall
William Brady Randall
Anna Garber Rasmussen
Stephen M. Rees
Morgan K. Restaino
Derek Warren Reusche
Eva Irene Richardson
Jessica Lynne Riley
Seyed Reza Roghani Esfahani
André Paul Rouillard
Hannah Devra Rubashkin
Megan E. Ryan
Macasley Keith Rybar
Ian Marshall Sander
Gianluca Scaglione
David Alan Scheatzle
Rachel Lea Schlobohm
William Curry Schoof
Christopher Ryan Schwartz
Kenneth Edward Sexauer
Sarah Katherine Shea
Jonathan D. Slack
David Patrick Smellie
Kyle David Smith
Lauren Grace Smith
Layne Smith
Michael S. Smith
Colleen Mary Smythe
Grant S. Snyder
Jae Myoung Sohn
Charles Dominic Sorge
Arthur Souza Rodrigues
Megan Elizabeth Stamm
**Juris Doctor**

Thomas Jay Standifer
Sara Marie Stappert
Rasheed Stewart
Adam Wesley Strayer
Micah Telegen
Jens N. Thomsen
Casey Thomson
Jonathan Irvin Tietz
Neil K. Tiwari
Martin Toplanaj
Simcha D. Trager
Hinh D. Tran
Edna Rasie Turay
Christine K. Umbright
Adrian Forest Vallens
Emily J. Van Dam
Carolina Isabel Velarde
Alexander Wells Walling
Amanda Rose Winty
Brandon Michael Warrington
Andrew Weiner
Sage Wen
Sean A. Whetstone
Luke Robert Wilson
Marques T. Winick
Daniel Aaron Winston-Ruiz
Jeremy P. Wolf
Dustin L. Womack
Brian Yang
David C. Yang
William Ninghan Yau
Ji Young Yoon
Gregory Young
Ashley Laura Yuill
Ximming Zhang
Han Zhu
Jason Zhu

**SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY**

Founded in 1875, Laurie K. McCauley, Dean

**Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene**

Omaima N. Abdulaziz
Carley Rose Ames
Leah Barnes
Lauren Bender
Jenica Brand
Melissa Yael Diosdado Chavez
Ranna Bassam El-khatib
Nadia Farha
Brenda Elizabeth Flores
Leslie French
Amanda Gorski
Anna Magdalena Iglik
Micha-Nicole Jones
Jumanah Noor Khan
Michael Korleski
Reem Makani
Joy Marie Morgan
Samantha Michelle Newsom
Kristin M. Peltz

Zainulabdeen Nezar Rabeelah
Alicia V. Rodriguez
Abigail Catherine Ross
Brenna Slovak
Erin Christine Strayhorn
Kali Trumitch
Anne Marie Wang
Kassidy Belle Warner
Shelby Ann Warren
Natalie Williams

**Doctor of Dental Surgery**

Khalil A. Abdallah
Erik Thomas Anderson
Mario Antonioni
Saikiran Bahadur
Allan J. Baker
Behroush Bakhtiari
Ruslan Alimovish Bashatov
Amanda Marie Beck-Slumka
Aubrey May Beeler
Radhika Bindiganavile
Sathyanarayana
Carl R. Buchanan II
Michael Dickson Campbell
Jacob Daniel Carlisle
Te Kimberly Chen
Kyle M. Chin
Kathy Seungyeun Cho
Aaron Nicholas Colamarino
Benjamin James Covington
Olivia Marie Czajkowski
Sura H. Dabbagh
Maxine A. Danso
Susan Kim DeWood
Angelina Dedvukaj
Patrick L. Dionise
Justin Victor Distelrath
Parker Jay Duncan
Peter M. Durbin
Valerie Azhar Esho
Alan Robert Ely Faber III
Atheer H. Fawzijassim
Colton Fischer
Dale Robert Flanagin II
Christopher J. Fronczak
Chelsea Cree Fullgrapp
Shruti Gandhi
Aparna Golla Bala
James A. Guest
Michael Halcomb
Deena Havasu
Sasha-Gay S. Haynes
Mingcan He
Emily F. Hill
Jennifer T. Hopfensperger
Marc Huetter
James Frederick Hulderman
Jay Paul Hwang
Mary Elizabeth Hydes
Denise Kado
Padma Priya Kandala
Arvin Labib Karana
Milad Karim
Alexander Keefer
Ryan Patrick Keener
Aram Joseph Keteyian
Andrew J. Kim
Jonathan Juyun Kim
Richard Paul Klarck
Ethan Thomas Kolderman
Gloria Ha-Young Kwon
Jessica Lynn Larson
Lauren Jessica Larson
Gabriel David Le Gros
Jonathan Chunhan Lee
Benjamin Lievense
Natalia Lysa
Justin R. Mackert
Tamara Mackie
Kevin Harrison Malerman
DOCTOR OF DENTISTRY

Doctor of Dental Surgery

Jennifer Ann Malicowski
Lauren Mammina
Jay Anjankumar Mistry
Meghan Nicole Moore
Anna Georgiyevna Morrow
Ehsan Mostaghmi
Dina Munjed Naser
Cuong Nguyen
Joe Tuong Nguyen
Michael Thomas Nykamp
Min Oh
Spencer William Olson
Arshdeep K. Pannu
Claire Cho Park
Thomas Achilles Paron
Chandani A. Patel
Falguni Patel
Jeet R. Patel
Rita Paulus
Melvin D. Pederson, Jr.
Anushey Pervez
Kelsie Joann Pittel
Neda Pourrahimi
Kareem Rashed Rabaa
Sailsh Ramalingam
Emily Rae Reinhardt
Amanda Joann Robertson
Chinnoyee Rout
Jamal Mohamed Sahloul
Jasmine Mishal Samani
Harjot Kaur Sandhu
Marisol Seys
Shivani Rai Sharma
Diana Shaw (Nguyen)
Joseph Sheena
Aaron Kyunghoon Shin
Irene Cho-Hyeyoung Shin
Alexander Michael Shore
Krishnapriya Siripurapu
Deena Sleiman
Emily Elizabeth Smailja
Tyler Alexander Smith
Karl Supal
William Bradley Thayer
Neil Thomas
Megan Utter
Rachael M. Vasquez
Rachael J. Vernon
Erin Nicole Virgil
Yu Wang
Kayla Jo Weatherwax
Jackson J. Whitcomb
Richard Yoo
Philip Yoong
James R. Young

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School.

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Dental Hygiene
Bethany Ann Palesh

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Founded in 1876, James T. Dalton, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Pharmaceutical Sciences
Joseph Bieglecki
Alyah Faith Chmiel
Sharon Puishan Fung
Noemi Garg
Joshua Goerge
Abby Hinson
Katherine Jaje
Raluca Maria Laza
Drew Alexander Manson
Zihan Mei
Emily Thi Nguyen
William Ni
Brooke T. Penny
Jonathan Minh Pham
Zifeng Qu
Kirsten Grace Smith
Taylour Alexandria Treadwell
Ziyun Xia
Min Yue
Donna Zhang

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

Ifham Ahmed
Ariel Natallia Alber
Dana Alkhouri
Jessica Lynn Arabi
Lauren Marie Aschermann
Duha Bakleh
Brian Bazzell
Dorothy Anne Caramagno
Lisa Anne Caratelli
Gina Monique Cherniawski
Joshua Cimpian
Brooke Madelyn Collins
Riad Dabaja
Karen N. Davidge
Christopher Michael DeBiase
Jacqueline Michelle Dempsey
Andrew Moyer Dodson
Rexford James Dressel
Andrea Andi-Thai Duong
Heba El-Ghoroury
Shiwei Fang
Genevra Isabel Galura
Maryam Razooq George
Christopher James German
Heather Nell Gillespie
Gregory Daniel Glowacki
Melanie Amanda Green
Thomas D. Hancock
Laura Lynn Hayes
Lucy Hyejin Her
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Doctor of Pharmacy

Noor Jabar Hermiz
Tien My Ho
Krystal Kymberlie Holmes
Tianyi Hua
Jean Huang
Joseph Donald Hubbard
David Anh Huy Huynh
Si In (David) Iong
Emily Anne Kaip
Kristina Wai-Yan Kan
Naba Khan
Erika Yu Hwa Kim
Sarah Yuri Kim
Megan Elyse Klatt
Melissa Sue Kohl
Katherine Renee Kuhlman
Pooja Sonali Kumar
Megan Marie Lammers
Gillian Pui-Sze Leung
Joshua Andrew Linton
Alyssa Maureen Loecher
Bianca Danielle London
Justin William Manners
Alex Edward McElhose
Diana Michaels
Ji-In Min
Kaylee Miu
Darene S. Moqbel
Collin Andrew Morrison
Caroline Na
Raajan Naik
Thuan P. Nguyen
Terrence K. Pang
Bailey Elizabeth Redman
Kurtis Winston Redmond
Nada M. Rida
Adam Christopher Robinson
Harsha Sayala
Brenda Jashang Shih
Kristin Kay Soreide
Christina Sudyk
Ming-Hei Tai
Andrew Hei Man Tam
Ryan Patrick Tarpey
Andrew Michael Torey
Michael Yaw-Chun Tsai
Kiran Varadaraja Vangipuram
Krysta Sharan Walter
Sichen Wang
Yiwei Yin
Joo Yung Yoon
Lu Zhang
Shelley Zhang

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Medicinal Chemistry
Jeonghyo Lee

Pharmaceutical Sciences
Ryan Michael Clauson

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Founded in 1895, Alec D. Gallimore, Robert J. Vlasic Dean of Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Noah George Allen
Yifu An
Anjali Umesh Balani
Veronika Christine Bayer
Henry Dietz Beh
Andrew S. Chae
Zachary Chambers
Jacob Charles Chappell
Yunseok Choi
Jesus Armando Christian
Erika Lynn Clifford
John Patrick Coen IV
Andrew Caleb Cox
Ethen H. Daniels
Seraj N. Desai
Anthony David Dostine
Thiago Echeverria Saliba
Samuel David Elwell
Alex D. Feleo
Daniel James Ferriero
Madison Gallant
Julia Nicole Garner
Benjamin Gerton
Emily Rachael Gilbert
Forster L. Guo
Susanna Margaret Hogg
Jordan M. Howie
Austin Taylor Huffman
Amanda Jackson
Rishi H. Jashnani
Zachary Reuben Judson
Patrick Diamond Kane III
Moksh Jagdish Karira
Walter Thomas Kelso III
Trevor Kieras
Patrick Gregory Knowles
Amit Kothekar
Emily Rene Kusulas
Alexander Scott Laporte
James Charles Lemon
Brendan James Lenhardt
Alex Michael LeSage
Jiankan Liao
Zhi Ming Lin
Stephen James Lisius
Changqing Lu
Derek Lukacs
Dylan Surya Ma
Steven William Marion
Miles Johnson McGruder
Katie Megerian
Desmond Michael Meintz
Alex Louis Micco
Travis James Millar
Nathan Kyle Minsk
Anindita Mukherjee
Kohki Nishida
Zachary A. Parent
Dennis Joonyoung Park
Mihir Vrajesh Patel
William Townley Perry
Dario Mecozzi Potter
Devon Robbins
Nic Roberts II
Russell Rose
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Griffin Dodge Roy
Collin Sageman
Nikolas Edward Dejbord Sawan
Alexander Sena
Nicholas Daniel Simon
Karthik Srivatsan
Matthew Jacob Szczerba
Randall Lackritz Ticknor
Sebastian Tostado
Nicholas Aaron VanDyke
Kathryn Leigh Wallace

Biomedical Engineering
Trevor Paul Alberts
Mohamad Nazeer Alhalabi
Ali H. Badaoui
Maya Ben-Efraim
Alexander Lewis Bluestone
Eleanor Boynton
Courtney Julia Burns
Albert R. Cai
Tia Christine Calabrese
Katherine Carter Champion
David Chung-Po Chang
Nicoletta Franziska Ebert
Ammer Syed Chishti
Mitchell Dennis Cin
Christine Elena Collins
Matthew Lawrence Elani
Rachel Beth Fenberg
Kara Gilbert
Alexander Anastasi Reda Ebeid
Girgis
Allison Marie Grant
Saumya Gupta
Karl Lee Hahn
Scott Carson Haskell
Alaina Lenore Headrick
Lauren Nicole Hirth
Allena Marie Holzworth
Kevin Y. Hsieh
Saloni Manikad Jaikamal
Ashish Kamath
Kevin Kaufman
Sisira Kavuri
Mahmoud M. Komaiha
Kevin Robert Kramer
Emily Rose Krebs
Cassandra Jean Kuyawa
Reid Oliver Larsen
Shira Bruria Soleymani Lehmann
Catherine Ziyu Liu
Alexandra Lucille McCann
Sean Thomas McLaughlin
Ishan Suhas Naidu
Michael Andrew Panagos
Justin Jerome Pawloski
Paul Johann Potter
Adam Dirk Racette
Hannah Elizabeth Rainey
Megha Ramappan
Swetha Pradeep Reddi
Grayson Alexander Rice
Alexander Michael Rothmann
Shannon Marie Ryan
Sawat S. Sahoo
Joshua Peter Sampson
Cameron Scott Schiffer
Maya Shabbir
Emily Shaw
Trevor Alexander Shick
Maninder Singh
Hana Neelam Sinha
Zachary Matthew Sken
Jennifer Lynn Spiegel
Amanda Mele Stark
Thomas M. Stewart
Mohamad A. Sulieeman
Vincent Thieu
Khusi Bharat Vakharia
Alexandra Vita
Anni Wang
Casey Michael Watson
Gerrit Scott Williams
Clarence Womack IV
Jeffery Zhang
Zoe Zlomek

Chemical Engineering
Austın Gilden Alduni-Nabi
Akanksha Acharya
Jonas Isaac Adelman
Nadia Teresa Auchus
Melissa Marie Barros
Austin Todd Basley
Natalie Baxter
Neha Shankar Bidhanapally
Casey Enea Brantner
Margaret Braunreuther
Andrew Chu Brown
Kaitlyn Marie Burgert
Salwan Butrus
Marshall Thomas Cherry
Amy N. Dao
Evon Richard Davis
Patricia Carolina De Sousa Pestana
Trinity Christopher Deeds
Ryan Matthew Delaney
Michael David Durkin
Theresa Marie Fanelli
Rami M. Farawi
Meghan Joan Fischer
Adam Scott Gaboury
Sari Beth Goldstein
Samantha Caitlin Greeley
Kevin Paul Greenman
Adam Jay Greer
Nathan Edward Hall
Lucas George Hansen
James Arthur Henris
Giuliana Herrera
Ethan Hoffman
Joel Holland
Kristin J. HooSang
Gaurav Mahesh Hosur
Justin Huber
Fritz Carleton Hyde V
Jessica Antoinette Jana
Sachie Kakehi
Michelle Elizabeth Kearney
Edward Woonil Kim
Alex James King
Cigdem Kokenoz
Irina Kopieva
Emma Claire Kraimer
Kyle Leceea
Ryan K. Lee
Joshua Aaron Louisignau
Jacob Lustbader
Natalia Madrigal Martinez
Jocelyn Bridget Marchyok
Elizabeh Marie Mathews
Anuya Mathur
Matthew Evan Matusz
Christina Renee Meyer
Joseph Michael Middleton
Andrew Min
Arthi Nadhan
Rishabh Nayak
McKenzie Teske Newby
Jacqueline Renee Nisbet
Brady Hideki Nishimra
Yen Lee Ooi
Andrew T. Ostoin
Benjamin Luke Ottolini
Heya Ouyang
Genevieve Grace Packard
Elaine Elizabeth Parkanzky
Janki Patel
Jack Hamlin Pelletier
Brittany Rose Perry
Andrew William Pfarr
Kiran Palat Prasad
Sophia Noelle Pryor
Vinod Kumar Raman
Brandon James Reitsma
Saiful Baharin Roslan
Logan Matthew Seghi
Dihyansh Shah
Allison Marie Shenton
Robert S. Stinson
Angela Sze
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

**Chemical Engineering**
- Tyler David Tanski
- Duncan Neil Taylordean
- Gabriel P. Valley
- Michael Paul Veksler
- Ariana Nicole Wade
- Nicholas Andrew Weber
- Riley Joseph Whelan
- Matt Wolkert
- Carolyn Wulfsohn
- Silva Zhang

**Civil Engineering**
- Brianna Lynn Andress
- Alexander Atkinson
- Andres Eduardo Bermudez
- Luke Thomas Boswell
- Reed Augustus Buchholz
- Monicka Chang
- Stephanie Chausow
- Lyndsey Anna Covert
- Sarah Ann DeGroot
- David Fredrick Derby
- Leah Catherine Dixon
- Thomas Russell Dowling
- Geoffrey Gabala
- Christopher Bruce Kelley
- Kalia C. Krichko
- Man Tung Lai
- Will Haven Laughner
- Bailey Leigh Lopez
- Tasin Malik
- Jared R. Millman
- Zach Mused
- An Thi Nguyen
- Jill Marie Porretta
- Joshua Peter Quinn
- Daniel Thomas Ridderbos
- Sebastian Ezrakinloch Rubinstein
- Patrick Sebastian Montebello Savage
- Trey Daniel Seitz
- Liem Ellen Setiawan
- Carly Rae Sharp
- Michael James Stypa
- Arthurs Vasilyuk
- Timothy Daniel Wilson
- Tyler Dean Wolenschlager
- Ella Suzanne Yazbeck

**Climate and Meteorology**
- Rafał Ogorek
- Karlie Ann Wells

**Computer Engineering**
- Paul Ahnn
- Harshavardhan Anne
- Evan Bao
- Bayarjavkhlan Batbaatar
- Alec David Belianski
- Shriramirumt Bhaskaramurthi
- Bryce Randall Bizer
- Matthew James Boris
- Joseph Bernard Buiteweg
- Yuhan Chen
- Zachary Phillip Colter
- Jessica T. Covan
- Deondre Davis
- Jacob M. DeGasperis
- Zane Lee Dunnings
- Aziz Fall
- Justin Ming Fu
- Eitan Joshua Halpern
- Jonathan Carl Hamermesh
- Lukas Jensen Heberling
- Patrick Robert Irving
- Usman Muhammad Jaffer
- Jesse Martin Jenter
- Yate Ji
- Haiyang Jiang
- Michael Jin
- Hanna Kwoosaa
- Matthew N. Kenney
- Kevin James Kulat
- Jaehwan Lee
- Zhongshu Li
- Zixuan Li
- Pavlo Lisovyi
- Zhengyang Lyu
- Kyle May
- Tate Alexander Mazer
- Rachel Lynn Menge
- Kevin P. Monpara
- Alek Pankonin
- Socrates Dimitris Kyprianos
  Papageorgiou
- Alisha Patel
- Darshak Mukes Patel
- Sonia Umesh Patel
- Matthew John Price
- Megan Renahan
- Steven Patrick Schulte
- Hao Won Shi
- Daniel Simon
- Isaac Snellgrove
- Kiran Mohan Thawardas
- Thu Ta Aung
- Yunjin Wang
- Griffin M. Whybra
- Gregory Ebling Willett
- Owen William Winship
- Eric Dale Winsor
- Yujia Xie
- Hui Xu
- Yijun Yan
- Brian Jeonghoon Yang
- Yuchen Yang
- Zixuan Yang
- Moad Yaseen
- Haojie Ye
- Fan Yu
- Silas Michael Zehnder
- Jiahao Zhang
- Yan Zhang

**Computer Science**
- Hossein Abdollahi
- Ayannah Rashida Adeeye
- Pranav S. Ajith
- Joseph C. Alestra
- Graham Conrad Anderson
- Sushrut S. Athavale
- Antonio Thomas Atkinson
- Kurt Feridun Ayalp
- Amy Julia Baer
- Nigel Ballie
- William Wright Baldwin V
- Iris Bao
- Walter Manuel Barajas, Jr.
- Evan Batsell
- Samantha Lee Beauchamp
- Adrian Berding
- Karthik Bhandarkar
- Anurag Bharadwaj
- Corey Jonathan Bicknell
- Rimi Biswas
- Michael Bologna
- Paul Chomic Bonnen
- Sutton Louis Bradley
- Duncan Braun
- Evan Brisita
- Sabrina Inger Halima Brogren
- Kevin Philip Butler
- Yue Cao
- William Robert Carr
- Marmik Chaitanya
- Daniel Jacob Chandross
- Junyu Chao
- Alexander Lawrence Chapp
- Joyce Chen
- Mengmeng Chen
- Yehu Chen
- Yixuan Chen
- Yuyang Chen
- Kechao Cheng
- Janani Chinnam
- Xavier Haq Choudhury
- Joseph Paul Clemente
- Khalil Kareem Jbarri Crawford
- Cody Croletto
- Yifan Dai
- Shreedhar Suneeel Deshpande
- Wendy Du
- Ryan Daniel Dunning
- David Allen Dyer
- Nicholas Werner Eckardt
- Uche Devon Eke
- Surajkumar Reddy Ettireddy
- Fudong Fan
- Xiaoyu Fang
- Olivia Rose Fassezke
- Michael Edward Ficaro
- Alejandro Fischer
- Barrett Nicklaus Fitzgerald
- Raymond Fok
- Christina Marie Fosheim-Hoag
- Jonathan Leo Foy
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Computer Science
Kyle Jonathan Frankel
Izak Fritz
Fabian Jose Fuxa Ramirez
Jan Kristyn Gagstetter
Julian Peter Galperin
Camille Wilson Gilbert
Brendan Robert Gimby
Tarun Gogineni
Joshua Adam Goldman
Madhav Goli
Manoj Lakshman Gollamudi
Matthew Aidan Grant
Nicholas Andrew Grygiel
Esther Gu
Michelle Minjiao Gu
Yi Gu
Songyuan Guan
Yifan Guan
Chen Guo
Utuk Gürkan
Alec Samuel Gutmanstein
Alexander Addison Hadd
Jacob Michael Hage
Rohil Hakim
Haidar M. Hammoud
Eric Hao
Hussam Hashem
Jialin He
William C. Henning
Audrey Marguerite Henry
Chris Hoang
Feichi Hu
Thomas Edward Huang
Zanhua Huang
Alexander W. Hunt
Samuel Vicente Ilkka
Ritsuma Albert Inaba
Sarah Maria Jabbour
Emi Katherine Jackson
Glory Jain
Vineet Jammalamadaka
Aarthi Janakiraman
Toby Macduff Jaroslaw
Jennifer Beth Jasperse
Steven Joseph Jecmen
Nicholas Daniel Jeng
Cheng Jiang
George Jiang
Chengcheng Jin
Linyi Jin
Yuqi Jin
Ted Kalis
Kartikeya Kandula
Aman Karunakaran
Zian Ke
Neil Kenney
Mohammad Rahat Khan
Sheehan H. Khan
Ryan J. Kim
Austin Jones Klopfer
Eileen Katherine Kocharlakota
Anurag Koduri
Cigdem Kokenoz
Matthew Kong
Adam Zachary Konig
David Charles Kooistra
Michael Mitchell Kovalcik
John Paul Krieg
Faruk Kurtovic
Derek Doug-Kit Lau
Katy Li-Wahl Lau
Theadora Ying Sheen Lau
Veronica Lau
Winnie Lau
Juliet Callista Lawton
Roberto Stacy Leon-Luna
Robert Christopher Lesser
Bennett Spencer Levine
Anthony Lewis
Andong Lu Li Zhao
Alan Yoohang Li
Bingye Li
Kevin Li
Lewei Li
Xinlu Li
Zhongshu Li
Jason Liu
Xinyu Liu
Andrew Shikany Lloyd
Richard Sears Lomas
Yuze Lou
Renzhong Lu
Jeremy Lu
Ying Luo
Dylan Quincy Lynch
Steven Alexander Macpherson
Saith R. Malaya
Patrick Shay McGrath
Yuang Meng
Quentin Andrew Thomas
Metzmaker
Justin William Miller
Matthew Gregory Misiak
Rohit Reddy Mogalayapalli
Jack Foley Moore
Lee Alton Moore
Cody Lauretz Morterud
Scott Morton
Elke Mieko Munza
Tej Deepak Nagaraja
Nicolas Paul Napoleone
Rishabh Nayak
Alexander A. Neben
Andrew Michael Nikolajuk
James Thomas Obermaier
Alyssa Reini Oda
Rafal Ogorek
Ashwin Ojha
Alexander Louis Okros
Victor Ongkowijaya
Alexis Nicole Opsasnick
Jai Padalkar
Skanda Palani
Zimeng Pan
Kostas Papadopoulos
Matthew Eugene Parrella
Kishan L. Patel
Spencer Robert Paulissen
Thomas J. Peldo
John Alden Penington
Zachary A. Peterson
Hank Isaac Pinter
Kirin Palat Prasad
Adam Edi Qian
Shengyi Qian
Tianyu Qiao
Ziheng Qin
Shwetha Rajaram
Vinod Kumar Raman
Jacob W. Rasmussen
Nicholas J. Recker
Elizabeth Robyn Reid
Francisco Rivera Reyes
Helena Mary Robertson
Stanley Gerald Rokita
Rahul Narayan Roy
Zhiming Ruan
Juan Pablo Ruiz Gomez
Sohaib Saadat
Sesh Raghav Sadasivam
Collin Joseph Scavone
Bing Bawadiman Schaefer
Anna Theresa Gallo Schmidt
Carson Andrew Brinkman Schmidt
Jenna Lauren Schwartz
Marco Andres Schiebert
Ajeet Seenivasan
Kaitlin Sem
Jason A. Setting
Ayush Shah
Parth Kiran Shah
Elise Ariel Shanmugapriya
Purva Shankar
Chad Michael Long Sharp
Duli She
Chaoyi Shen
Xiaoyang Shen
Bartu Sivri
Nicholas Patrick Smart
Eric Michael Solarz
Zachary Harrison Spar
Dante Spencer
Kyle Andrew Spurlock
David Allan St John
Michael Staunton
Adam C. Stautberg
Sean Michael Stockwell
Benjamin Leonard Stoler
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Computer Science
Adrian Bradford Stoll
Wenhao Su
Sameer Sulibhavi
Josephine Sulimn
Hai Sun
Ittai Svidler
David Christopher Talbot
Mengqiu Teng
Rohan Pramod Thanedar
Mary-Kate Theisen
Alby Thomas
Jonathan Thomas
Kevin Tom
Alvin Tong
Minh Tran
Nhut Sieu Tsoi
Kaiwei Tu
Sach S. Vaidya
Yashas Jaydeep Vaidya
Ashirvad Varma
Nathan Louis Vollbrecht
Lindsey Volta
Angelo Onorio Vozza III
Andrew Michael Walner
Matoska Waci Waltz
Brent Wang
David Wang
Dingyu Wang
Jiaxin Wang
Lee-Xin Wang
Mike Wang
Nan Wang
Shihui Wang
Nicholas Simon Weber
Peter Wei
Yi Wen
William E. Wendorf
Davanna Sue White
Victoria Ann Whydell
Kyle Thomas Wojcik
Isabelle Wong
Qiucheng Wu
Shiyu Wu
Zhengda Wu
Liran Xiao
Anton Zeyu Yang
Nelson Yang
Yichen Yang
Qiuye Yao
Jiaxin Ye
Xinyu Ye
Victor Yeung
Derek Yi
Rachael Elizabeth Yomtoob
Zhen Yu
Devin Zhang
Humin Zhang
Naichuan Zhang
Yiwei Zhang
Pengyun Zhao
Yifan Zhao
Runyu Zheng
Barbara Zhong
Shucheng Zhong
Yimeng Zhou
Brady Zhu
Chunyang Zhu
Jingyuan Zhu
Yihong Zou

Data Science
Tongan Cai
Yunguo Cai
Joyce Chen
Michelle Chen
Xavier Haq Choudhury
Brian Chu
Preston Due
Esther Gu
Thomas Edward Huang
Justin Huber
Jennifer Beth Jasper
Avantika Jetli
Palash Kanwar
Joshua Davis Kremers
Thomas Liu
Runhe Lu
Mukund Manikantan
Jack Foley Moore
Andrew Michael Nikolajuk
Amy Pandit
Alexandra Lilly Spence
Ittai Svidler
Mukai Wang
Yimin Wang
Thomas Paul Wilbur
Ziyou Wu
Wenfei Yan
Fangbo Yuan
Brady Zhu

Electrical Engineering
John Aaron Addis
Saruf Alam
Lyle Edward Antieau III
Raghu Arghal
Sooyeon Baek
Joseph Merlyn Bath
Thomas Richard Bejin
Matthew David Bell
Zachary Burns
Kyler Dane Bush
Srinivasa Cheekati
Markaman Moore Childress II
Sanjeev Ahmed Choudhuri
Aaron James Chow
Christopher Jason Clymore
Rodrigo Cuba
Jordan Dongmo Nzangue
Matthew Janney Gingerich
Madhav Goli
Trevor Michael Gross
Brandon Ha
Deanna Hanley
Brianna Coren Hutchison
Christopher Michael Keller
Mohammed G. Khbr
Timothy Scott Kiyabu
Adam Michael Kogut
Katherine Lastoskie
Emily Liu
Jenna Marie Lynch
Runchu Ma
Joseph Vincent Marsala
Christopher Paul Marsh
Alexander Joseph Martin
Philip Merlin McCleer
Samir Vahdat Nooshabadi
Ian Patrick O’Bryan
Zane Alexander-Nakouzi Phillips
Bryan James Pyke
Shantam Milind Ravan
Vikram Sachdeva
Arjun Sangwan
Joshua Michael Setnicky
Joni Shaska
Abdulrahman Shehadeh
Adam Jaan Siisimets
Scott Cambell Smith
Samuel Jacob Strongin
Shyam Dilip Thakkar
Regina Tuey
Ashirvad Varma
Ruomin Wang
Madison Brooke Warsaw
Haoxiang Wu
Mengxi Wu
Austin Xu
Bailey Zywicki

Engineering Physics
Ian Thomas Baughman
Kyle Andrew Beyer
Zachary Burns
James M. Delaney
Aziz Fall
Brendan Robert Gimby
Taran Gogineni
Nicholas William Kamp
Trevor Keras
Alexander J. Maynard
Shantam Milind Ravan
Rahul Narayan Roy
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Environmental Engineering
Adam James Assink  
Yan Du  
Andrew D. Dykstra  
Edith Louise Henderson  
Juliana Mae Huizenga  
Alexander Christopher Kettwich  
Nathan Urian Robert Kimmel  
Lillian Ann Lantis  
William H. Laughner  
Austin Binh Le  
Jessica Ma  
Nicholas Miller  
Raphael Hazlehurst Moura  
Guy Austin Pickering  
Michael Bernhard Rawetzki  
Dylan Alexander Raye-Leonard  
Natalie Yolanda Ritter  
Julia Elizabeth Ryan  
Grant Richard Simons  
Emma Susan TerBeek  
Paola Vargas-Vargas  
Benjamin David Wier  
Molly Elizabeth Gilbert  
Morgan Rose Giles  
Jordan Scott Goodman  
Erin Guder  
Colby Kane Hanley  
Demarcus J. Harris  
Morgan Taylor Hawthorne  
Katharine Rafaella Rose Hebard  
Owen Patrick Helber  
Lauren Elise Hix  
Griffin Tate Daniels Horn  
Kevin Donald Horton  
Sophie Hou  
Meitong Hu  
Kevin Yiwei Huang  
Malcolm Pablo Hudson  
Gannon Stanton Hutto  
Joel Mathew Jacob  
Ishaan Surya Jaglan  
Samuel Joseph Jaklic  
Amy Ann Joseph  
Shivani Joshi  
Matthew David Karas  
Shakila Khan  
Ji Hyun Kim  
Kyung Ryul Kim  
Alexander David Krivan  
Matthew Tyler Kushnick  
Joseph Yong-Jae Kwon  
Sabrina Law  
Anna Learis  
ByeongYoon Lee  
Nicholas Li  
Elizabeth Dorrie Lobaza  
Debarshi Majumdar  
Alexander Caleb Martinez Hansen  
Janera Joy Martinez  
Riley Jack McKeown  
Holly Huckins Meers  
Robert Andrew Michael  
Theo Milenkovic  
Cameron Daniel Misko  
Baker Andrew Moran  
Troy Duncan Nobra  
Sean Thomas Noone  
Kelly Marie O’Toole  
Hannah Xiaolan Lu Olson  
Caroline Rashford Owens  
Monika Stasia Paliwoda  
Jovana Paripovic  
Karma Umakant Patel  
Tia Patrick  
Nicholas Pier Pennebacker  
Seth Nathaniel Petty  
Matthew R. Plowman  
Abigail Frances Plummer  
Dylan Taylor Plummer  
Akshay Ramakrishnan  
Allison Marie Redfern  
Shelby Leigh Richardson  
Philip Francis Roberto  
Justin Malik Rogers  
Cameron Rose  
Bassel Rateb Salka  
Nicholas Guadalupe Sandhu  
Aaron Russell Scott  
Hatice Ayse Seckin  
Mary Katherine Sheffieck  
Pavitra Siva  
Nichole Marie Slater  
Brennan Smith  
Rachel Michelle Smith  
Michael Staunton  
Nicholas Jay Suckle  
Aurelia Mitzi Siddharbdi  
Daymon Anthony James Tabako  
Ariane Rose Troschinetz  
Sarah Joy VanderHeuvel  
Abbe Catherine Weis  
Kaitlyn Ali Wells  
Samuel Benjamin Wilson  
Seung Ho Woo  
Kenneth Xiao  
Xiaofeng Zou  
Jack Douglas Zuidema

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Mia Aavik  
Athulya Ajayakrishnan  
Abdulsalam Rasm Almajjar  
Erik Michael Anton  
Brenden Edward Armstrong  
Kendall Beier  
Michael Joseph Beisheim  
Raheem Richard Binnie  
Blake Kristin Bormes  
Jacob Brink  
Joseph Charles Bursten  
Sara Jordyn Cahn  
Katharine Casselton  
Sophia Chan  
Michelle Chen  
Obey Justice Chiguta  
Janghun Choi  
Kelsey Dara Cohen  
Brendan Scott Conard  
Geoffry Michael Crole  
Claire Marie Davenport  
Erica Daniellie Davidson  
Hughes Raadie Davis  
Jhawan Davis  
Joaquin Maria Diaz-Martín  
Kevin X. Duan  
Katherine Elizabeth Duggan  
Jake David Elzenga  
Theodore Alexander Endresen  
Murat Ersalman  
Celine Elizabeth Ferrero  
Justin Jeffrey Foster  
Charles Daniel Fritz  
Christopher John Furino  
Sidneie Rachael Futerman  
Abhijit Singh Ghuman

Material Science and Engineering
Aaron Alexander Adiwidjaja  
Peter Andresson  
Zachary Joseph Barringer  
Jordan Tyler Brenke  
Cooper Jay Greenwalt Carpenter  
Andra Yuting Chen  
Sahil Sanjiv Dagli  
Asia Mata Dillard  
Jed Paul Forster  
David Elior Frank  
Alycia Ann Gerber  
Tanvi Gupta  
Aaron Michael Haack  
Evan Alexander Hsi  
Leah Hummel  
Chandler James Humphrey  
Andrew David Lee  
Zachary John Lewandowski  
Morgan Kathryn Meade  
James Mohan  
Allison Marie Podnar  
Cole Schneider  
Declan Patrick Shannon  
Alec Waples-Dexter

Mechanical Engineering
Evan Matthew Aaron  
Andrew Sung Abraham  
Anselm Saung Adrian Anak  
Christopher  
Sa’ad K. Al-Kalby  
Paul Chris Alexopoulos  
Maria Ali Asghar  
Foiyi Apparototo  
Chanon Amphan  
Lyle Edward Anticeau III
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Alexander Thomas Apfel
Sion Gil Aronoff
Michael Maher Arwashan
Kritin Arya
Ainsley W. Ashman, Jr.
Rik Banerjee
David Eric Barnes
Jose Manuel Bautista-Alcantar
Eric Bell II
Ryan Alexander Benedek
Jacqueline Celia Bertan
Shuhaib Bin Haji Nawawi
Elizabeth Augusta Bisson
Shadae Antoinette Boakye-Yiadom
Alexander Carl Bonich
Austin Bradley Broda
Andrew Patrick Brow
Zachary Daniel Burk
Alexander Clinton Canady
Jordan Todd Carlson
Jacob Daniel Casciano
Kristian Cenko
Philip V. Chacko
Yan Lam Chan
Gautam Chandrasekaran
James Hsik-Him Chau
Joe C. Chen
Liang Fu Chen
Parker James Chmiel
Caitlin Rose Chmiel
Gloria MyungHyun Chun
Antonio Michael Ciarelli
Celia Katherine Clark
Palmer Crowe Corbett
Gabriel Croitoru
Kathleen Rose D’Souza
Rana S. Dabaja
Stephen Frank Dabkowski
Clayton Myers Dailey
Michael Benjamin Daly
Tapas Gaurav Dangarwala
Aditya Das
Andrew Davis IV
Ryan R. Dayton
Lindsay Thomas Deffarges
Bradley James Dey
Noah Joachim Diroff
My Ha Do
Robert Larson Dunne
Mohamed Galaleddin Elnoun
Elizabeth Joy Erickson
Benjamin Eu
Trevor Joseph Faeth
Estelle Saint Christopher Feider-Blazer
Lea Frances Fields
Andrew James Fox
Samantha Macauley Fox
Benjamin Joseph Freed
Sarah Elizabeth Fuhrman
Paul Joseph Gerisch
Grant Lyon Glover
Levi Stanislaw Godin
Zachary John Gordon
Robin Nicole Goyer
Michael Andrew Greenleaf
Enis Habib
Justin Alexander Hallead
Miles Angus Harber
Eisui Yuliana Binti Hazamuddin
Kajun He
Hannah Heberle-Rose
Jordan Lee Hilbrandt
Cullen Isaac Hoffman
Matthew Joseph Holden
Luke Thomas Holland
Justin Todd Holmer
Stephen Conrad Holmquist
Grant Wayne Hozeski
Herbert Hsu
Jennifer Shaoai Hu
Emily Jean Iwanski
Matthew Robert Jankowski
Jonathan Jeyachandran
Justin Jin
Adonis Johnson
Dominic Marcus Johnson
Jeremiah Lee Johnson
Shadman Jofhon
Matthew Jozefczyk
Elisabeth Claire Jung
Taulant Karasali
Shankar Kaushal
Kaileigh Lynee Keller
James Joseph Kennan
Patrick Kevin Kenney
Dylan Jack Keys
Cameron John Khoroushi
Devin Michael Kilbourn
Richard J. Kraay
Grant Kulik
John Lawrence Kuzdal III
David Ross Lapidus
Matthew Ryan Latshaw
Ki Yun Lee
Conner Bennett Levy
Spencer Patrick Linn
Yuzhang Liu
Rodrigo Maria Lopez-Navarro
Hochschild
Ziwen Lu
Yvette Luna Guerra
Meghan Johanna Luoma
Andrew Li Ma
Megan Grace MacKellar
Patrick Stewart MacLeod
Matthew David John Magness
Maya Zaha Makhlof
Emily Lynn Mallon
Marcus James Mangel
Harvinder Singh Manjeet Singh
David Hunter Mark
Robert Martinez
Gabrielle Elizabeth May
Annie Jean McDougall
Bennet Whitaker McGlade
Garrett Mark McPeek
Bryan Kehoe Meade
Jared Evan Michelson
Joshua Paul Miller
Aaron Minarik
Erica Nicole Mittlestadt
Julia Rose Modica
William Mok
Mason Alexander Momrik
Walter Moore III
Matthew Dennis Morgott
Jessica Helen Mosier
Priscilla Mukudan
Aditya Nair
Andrew Ni
Maxwell Robert Nikolai
Annika Lin Norden
Blaise Russell Nugent
Michael Chinedu Nwansi
Oluwadare Michael Odutola
Regan Elizabeth Ora
Jamie Nicole Ostrowski
Rachel Donna Otte
Alison Louise Panek
Elijah P. Parham
Samuel Andrew Parham
Shubhankar Peshin
Lucas Michael Peterson
Sarah Ann Piper
Ryan Richard Posh
Matthew David Proegler
Zelin Pu
Brian Qian
Michael Ralph
Kabir Sanjay Rastogi
Kyle Allan Reppenhagen
Noah John Rick
Evan Scott Rinder
Maria Bianca Roma
Ellen Rombach
Jessica Lois Rosenblum
Robert Bernard Rudnick
Joseph Saginaw
Thomas Dean Schneider
Stephanie Rae Shantz
Kyle Wescott Sheldon
Dillon Joseph Shirley
Heena Saakshi Singh
Julia Nicole Slatin
Dennis Jerome Smarch
Srikar Mohan Srivatsa
Joseph William St Amand
Walter Lewis Stevenson III
Robert Bruce Stewart, Jr.
Justin Michael Stott
Taylor Moor Sun
Benjamin Eli Swanson-Ralph
Hoayang Tang
Sunbochen Tang
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Renn Tattrie
Erica Lynn Tevere
Andrew Carl Toennies
David Ho Van Dyke
William Hodge Vandini
Christopher Raymond Vargovich
Seth Varner
Charles Johnson Velis
Sarah Patricia Wang
Abby Wansen
William James Waterstreet
Nicholas Ryan Wayland
Ichechi Tamunopreye Ozinuchi Weli
Brandon Michael Welker
Kevin Donald Werme
Mitchell Edward Williams
Andrew Paul Wobith
Daniel Yuan
Faith Zagore
Andrew George Zanetti
Gary Zheng
Mike Zheng
Allison Susan Zweng

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
James Abrams
Luke Chapman Brownlow
Jessica Cheng
Patrick Crowley
Jamie Stewart Demers
Ian Colin Ferguson
Stein Jeffrey Housner
Nathan Patrick Kane
Gregory Herman Miller
Aaron Giuseppe Parsons
Katerina Spyros Polemis
Jared Foster Schwallie
Graham Sell
Shawn J. Sovje
Autumn Noel Szczepanski
Alexa Chessin Wisniarek

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
Natalie Marita Baughan
Alexander Scott Burrington
Marco Antonio Carmona
Trevor L. Casey

Master of Engineering

Automotive Engineering
Yi Deng
Shubham Gupta
Mason Lee Koon
Risto Krstanovic
Cody Michael Robinson

Construction Engineering and Management
Nurie Kim

Energy Systems Engineering
Michael Robert Alvarez
Jeffrey Robert Einheuser
George Marcos Hadjicharalambous
Justin Mathew Imiola
Kory Randall Nelson
Matthew Joseph Rademacher
Hector Alejandro Romo
Allisandra Durrett Stoiko
Faical Tounsi
Abhijeet Suhas Walchale
Thomas C. Walkinshaw
Nathan Christopher Weller
Haoran Zhang

Global Automotive and Manufacturing Engineering
Ammer W. Assofe
Matthew Luke Bach
Guadalupe Banales
Wagner Barboza Junior

Amanda L. Beam
Christopher Lee Brady
Christine Elizabeth Cabrera
Princess Len Manalili Carlos
Richard Inho Chang
Bryant Edward Dante
Waldo Guzman Jaime
Nathan Gale Houston
Michael Paul Lengyel
Mikael Perfririo Liranzo
Dennis Michael Reich
S Satyanarayana
Joseph Henry Smeltzer
Michael Phillip Traill
Chad Michael Walling
Dena Wessel
Stella Ruying Zhao

Manufacturing
Abdulrahah Abdullah M Alshamrani
Hallie Hsu Byles
Keith Douglas Cardillo
Benjamin Gabriel Greenley Corson
Antonia Deller
Ge Gao
Zongyang Hu
Madison Francis Kraniak
Rodrigo Martinez De La Mora
Zhewao Wang
Haoxun Zhao

Roger J. Champion
Chad Patrick Denbrook
Mark Dewald
Nathan Patrick Giha
Robert Michael Golduber
Tanner Michael Jones
Noah Andrew Kleedtke
John Robert Kuchta
Emily Hope Kwapis
Jonathan Michael Miller
Charles Layne Perry
Roxanne Zita Pinsky
David Jonathan Trinas
Sunny Tummala

Space Sciences and Engineering
Ian Hoek
Kevin Michael Leander
Gabrielle Lefebvre
Kyle Douglas Webster

Space Engineering
Usama al-Qadi
Sotirios Dedes
Wade Russell Dodge
Benjamin Pesach Solomon Donitz
Noah Furbush
Benjamin Jacinto McMurrer Geaves
Emily Lou Judd
Samuel Alejandro Lopez
Scott M. McCormick
Angelica Chizoba Okorom-Achuonye
Nirmal Niles Patel
Vishnu Saravanam

Structural Engineering
Benjamin Michael Carl
Lukas Scott Hayter
Megan Marie McAlister

Systems Engineering and Design
Daniel Luis Bruni
Anne Maredith Kundert
Justin Lee
Caoyuan Ma
Wayne McIntosh Poulsen
Certificate of Advanced Studies in Engineering

Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Zechariah Hasan Attar
Hina Aftab Khan
Jillian Rose Kirby
Nikole Racicot
Eric Rodriguez
Justin De Jesus Sucgang
Andrew H. Zuckerman

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Plasma Science and Engineering
Janis Ching Yin Lai

Master of Science

Biomedical Engineering
Jayashree Chandrasekaran
Drew Genrich
Liao Hu
Harkamal Jhajj
Manorama Navalkishore Kadowani
Hina Aftab Khan
Jillian Rose Kirby
Jiseon Lee
Andrew J. Lewis
Amin Mohajeri
Li-Chi Pan
Zihan Qin
Sweta Swastika Sahoo
Christopher Tossas-Betancourt
Hongzhi Yang
Andrew Richard Yu

Design Science
Xinhui Hu
Christopher Paolo Lezama
Samir Punit Shah
Shrutl Soni
Maggie Rose Steele
Xucong Zhan

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Abdulrahman I. Alhussain
Touheed Anwar Atif
Matthew David Bartos
Chuan Cen
Chih-Yu Chang
Tsung-Chi Chang
Neophytos Charalambides
Hsiang-Wen Chen
Mingshu Chen
Yutian Chen
Yehyun Choi
Yuan Hsi Chou
Ayush Chowdhary
Cathy Cui
Kai Cui
Liangqing Cui
Shubham Dash
Anuj Dharap
Allen Jerry Du
Partha Pratim Dutta
Yingying Fan
Akash Ganesan
Xinyu Gao
Yuan Gao
Yuan Gao
Anuj Gargava
Anurag Garikipati
Bedarghya Ghosh
Jiantao Guo
Dinank Gupta
Mengdi Han
Wen-Che Hsu
Yifei Huang
Li-Chi Hung
Tanvi Nitin Jadhav
Sung Woon Jang
Wenxiao Jiang
Lu Jie
Yifu Jin
Anusha Girish Joshi
Pranav Suhas Joshi
Nouman Khan
Nathan Allen Kovarik
Purva Shreehari Kulkarni
Kyumin Kwon
David Arto Laleyan
Hojae Lee
Jiayue Li
Jiazhao Li
Ruoying Li
Yifeng Liang
Weilin Liao
Xiaoqing Lin
Lisu Liu
Lu Liu
Meiyin Liu
Richard Liu
Jiaao Lu
Kunyi Lu
Xiaoying Lu
Yaxin Luan
Kerry Luke
Jun Luo
Renjie Luo
Sisi Luo
Tian Luo
Yuwen Luo
Grant Carmedan Miars
Vijayakrishna Naganoor
Linyu Ni
Tianyang Pan
Xiaoran Peng
Reid Frederick Pinkham
Rohan Rajeev
Master of Science

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Suraj Kiran Raman
Aditya Ramesh
Eric Reid
Robert Riley Ruark
Maryam Salim
Aparajita Saraf
Navid Khudbuddin Shaikh
Sija Shen
Yifan Shen
Chenru Shu
Benjamin Scott Simpson
Vandita Singhi
Xin Song
Kun Sun
Weijie Sun
Zeyu Sun
Sagar Milind Supe
Huayuan Teng
Gautam Thakur
Krishna Viralbhai Trivedi
Shanthakumar Venkatraman
Vishwas Shashidhar
Chen Wang
Jiaqi Wang
Junding Wang
Luan Wang
Run Wang
Shiyu Wang
Xiechen Wang
Ye Wang
Yiran Wang
Zehong Wang
Timothy Wesley
Steven Todd Whitaker
John Vincent Williams
Jang Wu
Yi-Lun Wu
Yutian Wu
Haowei Xiang
Jiarui Xu
Lingsi Xu
Liyang Xuan
Peng Xue
Haoxiang Yang
Mingyu Yang
Xinyue Yang
Zhiyong Yang
Dongyu Ye
Hao Yu
Ruoxi Yu
Zhiheng Yue
Buyi Zhang
Jiyu Zhang
Junming Zhang
Mengyuan Zhang
Shijing Zhang
Tianyu Zhang
Weixing Zhang
Daniel Zhao
Jianqiao Zheng
Congrong Zhou
Naïding Zhou
Tian Zhou
Yang Zhou
Jiong Zhu
Xiaofan Zhu

Electrical Engineering
Ramprasad Mohanan Nambisan

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Jingwen Cao
Jianrui Chen
Srinivas Mohan Dustker
Yuhan Jiang
Sijia Li
Liyang Liu
Adetee Sharma
Yiqing Wang
Miying Yang
Suyanpeng Zhang
Siyu Zhao
Andrew H. Zuckerman

Master of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Nicholas Bloem
Ryan Joseph Burke
Wenjie Cai
Zhibo Cai
Luis Omar Castillo Rios
Hao Chen
Matthew Howard Cosby
Sarah Elizabeth Cusson
Guillaume Dematté
Gaurav Dhir
Nathanael Clarence England
Nathan Estell
José Manuel Faúndez Alarcón
Kunal Garg
Joshua Frank Geer
Yuchen Gong
Chenbo Gu
Brian Stephen Agoo Ha
Kathryn Victoria Henry
Rebecca Elisabeth Hill
Andrew John Horvath
Iman Javaheri
Michael Gustav Johnson
Smriti Keerthivaran
Angela Marie Kimber
Manuel Lanchares Prieto
Evan William Lerner
Brandon LaMont Lewis
Zihao Liang
Nathan Kyle Minsk
Nima Mohseni
Ian Michael O’Rourke
Juan Augusto Paredes Salazar
Andres Peñaranda
Kuldeep Prajapati
Sunil Subramanian Raghuraman
Monica Anil Salunkhe
Tyler Krain Sandberg
Bilal Sharqi
Puneetinder Singh
Siddhartha Srivastava
Master of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Weitao Sun
Philip Daniel Thisse
Dong Xu
Joseph Henry Yates
Michael Fielding Yost
Ruilin Zhou
Matthew David Bartos
Ross Bernard
Dylan Joseph Cash
Gabriel Draughon
Cara Marie Fleming
Michael Joseph Geiger
Paige Lynne Kohrs-Herwig
Chris Kuenzer
Xiaoqing Lin
Isaac J. Mulder
Anna Jacoba Schmeissing
Malcolm Perry Thompson
Daixi Yang

Biomedical Engineering
Chase Aidan Barlow
Amanda Margaret Barnes
Aditi Batra
Skylar J. Buchan
Brandon Allen Cheung
Sang Won Choi
Ciara Davis
Emily Rose Dixon
Riley Hayes Doherty
Nicholas Thomas Fadanelli
Elyse Morgan-Anne Fleck
Jessica Foss
Colin Michael Halow
Syed Saim Husain
Emma Cecilia Kellenberg Callewaert
Yoonjoo Kim
Nathan Gerard Lawera
Catrina Ayaka Letterman
Rachel Mary Levenson
Marissa R. Maniaci
Victor Andrew Mondine
Nathan Christopher Morningstar
Mac Morris
Tapan Girish Naik
Olivia McQuinn Nelson
Marguerite Mary Oeltgen
Ashley Lauren Pepple
Aaron Michael Renberg
Mario Vincenzo Russo
Aparna Sarkar
Hannah Gabrielle Soifer
Samantha Rae Steinberg
Rachel Jai Sun
Derek Michael Trumbo

Chemical Engineering
Harsh Agarwal
Mengjie Fan
Fengyi Gao
Corine Ayaka Lettman
Jeremy Isaac Kach
Heecho Kang
Jiwoong Kang
Connor Nicholas Mclothin
Zeji Niu
Nishan Salehi
Tyler Andrew Sosen
Futianyi Wang
Austin Whittington Wilks

Civil Engineering
Anisha Agrawal
Justin D. Barden

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Yue Bi
Yu-Kai Chou
Wenbo Cui
Can Deng
Paul Simon Domanico
Sirui Gao
Brennan Dale Garrett
Junpeng Guo
Rahul Hingorani

Electrical Engineering
John Bell

Environmental Engineering
Hollie Adeola Adejumo
Michelle Marie Farhat
Zijie Lin
Leona Liu
Yuewei Liu
Runpeng Miao
Chuanli Ni
Freddy Alexander Ordonez
Gabriela Yvonne Porras
Meghna Prasad
Ellen Patricia Thompson
Tong Yu

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Francisco Jose Aldarondo
Sameer Arora
Corinne Elizabeth Beemer
Richard Choi Brady
Max Caballero
Yuheng Cai
Kaiyuan Cao
Zachary James Cavazos
Yuhao Chen
Richard John Doktycz
Master of Science in Engineering

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Matthew Joseph Faha
Dalton Enrique Geraldo
Louis Joseph Goedker
Gabriel Anton Hackebeil
Yifei Hao
Reed Wesley Hostrander
Daniel J. Huang
Christopher Michael Hudson
Pande Putu Adysti Kardi
Angiela Keci
Justin Russell Kimrey
Sabrina Lin
Yicheng Lin
Yifei Liu
Jenna Michelle Locricchio
Issac J. Loo
Yue Luo
Andrea Marie McAuliffe
Matthew Kenneth Meacham
Samantha Michelle Meister
Hideaki Nakao
Yatri J. Patel
Leyi Quan
Panyakorn Rakpanitmanee
Tianhao Shao
Jingyi Shi
Louis John Simione
Mark Anthony Spencer
Charles Cheng Su
Aye Mya Thandar
Tianke Wang
Dimitrios Nikolaos Wiener
Chenfei Wu
Kelsey Madeleine Wyatt-Mair
Ruowei Xu
Jingya Yu

Macromolecular Science and Engineering
Brandon Carl Skoog

Materials Science and Engineering
Siddharta Suresh Borsadia
Lamia Ziela Dawahre Olivieri
Ryan Justin Hall
Alex Kate Halvey
Ron Keinan
Ming-Hsun Lee
Shih-Chieh Lin
Wenyi Liu
Brian Charles Macdonald
Elena Marie Moore
Isabel Rose Newton
Eleni Temeche
Cheng-Chi Wu

Mechanical Engineering
Muhammad Abdullah
Aakash Abhishek
Michael James Allen
Naser F. M. M. Almutairi
Thomas Edmund Augustin
Sanjana Belani
Roy Eli Berg
Koustav Bhadra
Richard Choi Brady
Keith Minoru Brodek
Andre Jamon Brooks
Ivan Jose Carrasco
Laine Katherine Chan
Eric Kaimeng Chang
Xi Chen
Yudong Chen
Suzanne L. Chou
Sheng-Ping Chuang
Kevin Sang Chun
Aditya Rajkumar Deshpande
Lawrence Pierce Dreisbach
Alexander Neil Eskenazi-Gold
Sydney Prince Forrester
Austin Seth Friedant
Bhavesh Vijay Gandhi
Madeline Anne Gilleran
Megan Hathcock
Yingdong He
Shu-Wei Hsu
Xin Hu
Nishant Mangesh Jalgaonkar
Wei Jian
Tao Jin
Sumit Joshi
Eui Seop Kim
Daniel James Knister
Dexin Kong
Wen-Yu Kuo
Alexandre Jean-Rene Laloum
Alvin Dohyun Lee
Sichen Li
Yang-Shen Lin
Xingjian Liu
Hsueh-Tsung Lu
Nicholas Alexander Mastruserio
Mary Quinn McMeekin
Kory Randall Nelson
Adam Michael Olshove
Srvan Pannala
Joshua Ian Parmet
Mathilie Varang Patel
Qingjie Qi
Meng Qu
Samuel Jacob Rumack
Caleb Lau Shiple
Isaac Anton Spiegel
Kyle L. Syndergaard
Pei-I Tzaan
Qingquan Wang
Jang Wu
Minhao Xu
Jianwen Yan
Ping-Lin Yang
Wenbo Yu
Buyi Zhang
Mengyuan Zhang
Yuhao Zhang
Shiyu Zhao
Ziyang Zhong

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
Noah Joseph Bagazinski
Max Caballero
Tomer Chen
Matthew Joseph Faha
Gordon Gertiser
Andrew John Horvath
Justin Russell Kimrey
Matthew Kenneth Meacham
Louis John Simione
Andrew Ttwohey
Andrew John Uggeri
Dimitrios Nikolas Wiener
Jianghong Ying

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
Divans Beqi
Lauren Green
Rizki Oktavian
Nicholas Ramey
Jenny Ruth Smith
Nathaniel Edward Wirgau
A. ALFRED TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

Founded in 1913, Jonathan Massey, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Architecture

Markus Bruno Boynton
Malcolm Brom
Aileen Cano
Aya Chehadeh
Eryka Richele Collick
Evan Troy Crawford
Sierra Mikal Davis
Dustin Lee DeWitt
Ricky Lee Douglas II
Hannah Margaret Fajnor
Renato Flores-Solorio
Johnathan Andrew Gilbert
Efrain Gonzalez
Mikheil Edward Hafner
Grace Chen Hsu
Audrey Elizabeth Hunt
Natalia Alicia Ipince Leitner
Mengdi Jia
Jimin Kim
Alex B. Koth
Tasha Men Yun Kuo
Lejia Li
Sia Ma
Matthew Bruce McDonald
Jila Magat Mendoza
Jingxi Miao
Jessie Leia Mindel
Christopher Nelson
James Robert Norris
Justin Michael O’Connell
Meghan Michele Owens
Chan Park
Ingrid Patricia Peterson
Everritt D. Phillips
Thach Phung
Deborah Ploski
Markus Bruno Boynton
Malcolm Brom
Aileen Cano
Aya Chehadeh
Eryka Richele Collick
Evan Troy Crawford
Sierra Mikal Davis
Dustin Lee DeWitt
Ricky Lee Douglas II
Hannah Margaret Fajnor
Renato Flores-Solorio
Johnathan Andrew Gilbert
Efrain Gonzalez
Mikheil Edward Hafner
Grace Chen Hsu
Audrey Elizabeth Hunt
Natalia Alicia Ipince Leitner
Mengdi Jia
Jimin Kim
Alex B. Koth
Tasha Men Yun Kuo
Lejia Li
Sia Ma
Matthew Bruce McDonald
Jila Magat Mendoza
Jingxi Miao
Jessie Leia Mindel
Christopher Nelson
James Robert Norris
Justin Michael O’Connell
Meghan Michele Owens
Chan Park
Ingrid Patricia Peterson
Everritt D. Phillips
Thach Phung
Deborah Ploski
Martina Potlach
Shaikh Rupom Ur Rashid
Sophia Dae Rocha
Jedediah Aaron Rosen
Kyle Louis Rossetti
Andrew Bryan Roth
Jingyi Shao
Arvinder Singh
Justin R. Strickland
Bailey Christopher Surbrook
Natasha Sutantyo
Rong Tang
Yang Tian
Rachael Tsai
Tyler Jamison Vallance
Brendan Kyle Varilek
Siyuan Zhang

Master of Architecture

Aaradhana Aiyappa
David Rogelio Alcala
Jasmine Almomar
Sara Qais Alsawafy
Gabriela Cloé Alvergue
Sarah Elizabeth Arthur
Lane Jonathan Autry
Roujia Bai
Brian Daniel Baksa
Nora Begin
Erin Alicia Bolin
Christopher A. Bondesen
Benjamin James Brannan
Ibiayi Briggs
Bryce Robert Brown
Ross Martin Burke
Nicole Mae-Lyn Butcher
Sommer Taylor Cade
Hannah Elizabeth Cane
Nan Cao
Xiaojie Cao
Sarah A. Carter
Da Chen
Kaixin Chen
Ruixin Chen
Sigen Chen
Yanning Cheng
David Leonard Chludzinski
Youngsung Choi
Megan Christian
Anthony M. Civitella
Morgan Marie Cook
Joi Christian Copeland
Trisha Das
Hannah Lynn Daugherty
Andrew M. DeVares
Chao Deng
Xiaoti Di
Lucas Rinaldi Dias
Shane Patrick Donnelly
Nathan Thomas Echstenkamper
Elizabeth Allison Feltz
Shuai Feng
Ziyuan Feng
Kayla M. Ford
Tabitha Paige Gibson
Lori Gjoni
Chengying Gong
Michael Casimir Griffin
Ziwei Gu
Teruki Hara
Kazi Najeeb Hasan
Jinhu He
Karina Anel Hernandez
Haobo Hu
QiQi Huang
Yunan Huang
Julia Mary Hunt
Da Hui
Leslie Ann Infanger
Jad Ismail
Aditya Shailendra JadHAV
Kurniati Kandiawan
Ian Joseph Kemler
Gina Elizabeth Kim
Hyun Kyu Kim
Lingmei Kong
Taylor Korslin
Joshua Andrew Krell
Katherine S. L. Lai
Wa Hei Lam
Jordan Cole Laurila
Rebecca Anne Lesher
Lok Yin Loraine Leung
Da Li
Jinyang Li
Mengru Li
Liam Li
Shane Patrick Donnelly
Nathan Thomas Echstenkamper
Elizabeth Allison Feltz
Shuai Feng
Ziyuan Feng
Kayla M. Ford
Tabitha Paige Gibson
Lori Gjoni
Chengying Gong
Michael Casimir Griffin
Ziwei Gu
Teruki Hara
Kazi Najeeb Hasan
Jinhu He
Karina Anel Hernandez
Haobo Hu
QiQi Huang
Yunan Huang
Julia Mary Hunt
Da Hui
Leslie Ann Infanger
Jad Ismail
Aditya Shailendra JadHAV
Kurniati Kandiawan
Ian Joseph Kemler
Gina Elizabeth Kim
Hyun Kyu Kim
Lingmei Kong
Taylor Korslin
Joshua Andrew Krell
Katherine S. L. Lai
Wa Hei Lam
Jordan Cole Laurila
Rebecca Anne Lesher
Lok Yin Loraine Leung
Da Li
Jinyang Li
Mengru Li
Liam Li
Zhenya Li
Zhiyi Li
Longtai Liao
Chang Liu
Henan Liu
Li Lu
Yichen Lu
Qiaoer Ma
Nour Majzoub
Eric David Minton
Caitlin Monahan
Mariana Moreira de Carvalho
Alicia Breanne Morris
Gayatri Murlidhar
Michelle Yoon Na Nam
Karan Deepak Nashine
Kalin Ngo
Shaobo Niu
Michael Joseph Paul
Benjamin Peace
Stephen David Pettis
Naga Sangeetha Polisetti
Yiran Qiao
Jiayue Qin
Michael John Quintos
Kevin Paul Raley
Lucas John Ratu
Snehalatha Reddy
Kyle Douglas Reich
Emily Elizabeth Kuhman Richards
Trent Joseph Rieder
Alex Matthew Rossetti
Roger Salinas
Andre Eugene Sandifer
Samuel Patrick Scardefield
John Joseph Schoonmaker
Joshua William Schultz
Xavier Scipio
Varalikaraj Singh
A. ALFRED TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

Master of Architecture

Nikita Somashekar
Akshay Srivastava
Madison Strakele
Imman Suleiman
Ana Jinghua Tang
Siqi Tang
Pengwei Tian
Dima Karam Toma
Alison Rachel Truwit
Tyler Michael Van Kirk
Daniel Benjamin van Schaayk
Vanessa Vedelago
Adithi Vellimana
Kayser KWaili
Dongao Wang
Meng Wang

Mengyang Wang
Shiqi Wang
Ryan Wang
Yuanzhao Wang
Yue Wang
Yuehan Wang
Yufeng Wang
Aaron Weaver
Xiang Wei
Luna Xinyue Wei
Matthew Spencer West
Peter David Westerfield
Elpis Laipan Wong
Garret Michael Wood-Sternburgh
Liwei Wu
Anqi Xu

Lingjie Xu
Longhuan Xu
Rui Xu
Yiwen Yan
Diwen Yang
Le Yang
Renqing Yang
Meng Ye
Jiajun Yin
Han Zhang
Qi Zhang
Zhenkun Zhang
Autumn Mengqiu Zhao
Jing Jiang Zheng
Yaxin Zheng
Devon Michael Zurcher

Master of Urban Design

Shane Patrick Donnelly

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Architecture Design and Research

Mohammadamin Aghagholizadehsayar
Maryam Alhajri
Michael Sterling Foster

Zijing Gao
Yutao Hu
Apoorva Sanjeev Jalindre
Joon Kang
Natalie Marie Leonard
Peiyao Liu

Mubasheeruddin Ahmer
Mohammed Hana Nguyenky
Misri Hitendra Patel
Abhishek Sanjay Shinde
Shan-Chun Wen

Master of Urban and Regional Planning

Urban and Regional Planning

Joseph Edward Blair
Colin Jordan Brown
Andong Chen
Tianai Chen
Yichen Chen
Daniel F. Commer
Christopher Corbett
Karen Cuenca
Mu Ding
Augusta Jane Gudeman
Elizbeth Mae Gunden
Yuan Han
Lu Hao

Alexsandr Kanevskiy
Ruoshui Liu
Thomas Patrick McKee
Florent P. Mettetal
Andrew Stephen Moss
Cristian Pablo Munoz Abarca
Lei Nie
Alissa Jolie Paquette
Maria Karina Pazos
Christopher Rodriguez
Ryan Kendrick Schell
Nicholas Lawrence Schrader
Ruben Shane Shell
Emily Christine Smith

India Solomon
Siyi Song
Michael Benjamin Stacey
Sarah Stachnik
Peter Walter Swinton
Matthew Tse
Karis Tzeng
Peiwei Wu
Zhao Wu
Jessica Wunsch
Tian Xie
Xiaodi Xu
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Founded in 1921, Elizabeth Birr Moje, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Education
Camyrea Elyse Barnes
Danielle Renae Bushaw
Madeleine David Caughey
Christy Jeeyoung Choi
Kelsey Corrigan
Brittney Nichole Crawford
Marleise Ramsey Emrhein
Lauren Kay Hansen
Jennifer Grace Hogue
Megan Rene Hubbard
Alexis Breeanna Huyck
Tiffany May Huynh
Sarah Salim Jamal
Randall Le Gris
Breanna Keleigh Lussier
David Ellis Mack
Vanessa Christine Magallanes
Alyson Page Mann
Sarah Jane Mason
Nicholas Joseph Maternowski
Susan Gail Meaney
Carly Nicole Meeks
Fatima Hassan Mohamed
Ellen Renee Nulty
Ciara Marie O’Hare
Paige Dianne Mae Pichel
Dimitri James Robert Przeslawski
Noa Lena Schmidt
Ashley Danielle Stern
Ireland Faye Van Eck
Guadalupe Ventura
Katherine Elizabeth Wallevand

Bachelor of Science in Education
Cecilia Marie Bala
Alexandria Danielle Fata

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Educational Studies
Nader Saleh Saeed Hilal Alrawahi
Lu An
Maria Fernanda Arnay
Ian Wesley Bridges
Alexander Harold Cytroen
Eric Daly
Kristin Pauline Giorgio
Jacob Daniel Gorski
Rachel Charles Harge
Catalina Kaiyoorawongs
Chikyi Lau
Yuqing Ling
Alyssa Maria Lopez
Diego Lopez Silva
Anjli Gautam Narwani
Jeremy Mitchell Parks
Raquel Ramos Buckley
Taylor Mone Smith
Vanessa Damian Talavera
Samuel Hawkes Upton
Brian Craig Watson
Sophie Zamarripa
Krystle Rose Bednark
Anthony Lance Fowlkes
Heeyun Kim
Ariel Mallett
Younger Gates Oliver
Nicholas Paulson
Joseph Steven Romero-Reyes
Danielle Margarita Santos
Tim Sparks
Kelia Washington
Tianxiao Zhang
Yuezhong Zheng

Higher Education
Leigh Ellen Arsenault
Yukyung Bae
Ian Baker

Master of Science

Educational Studies
Francesca Gandini
Elsa Hinds
Bachelor of Business Administration

Harrison Grant Abramowitz
Brandon Daniel Acca
Linnea Sofi Ackerman
Elyse Adamo
David Pinchas Adler
Yasmeen Emad Afifi
Keshav Pinchas Adler
Alex Ahdoot
Ayla Sasha Ahmed
Antara Ajampur
Elijah Nicolai Akhtarzad
Hiranmayi V. Akkoor
Kevin J. Akumiah
Jacob Joseph Allain
Gabrielle Donna Anderson
Carolyn Marie Andonian
Miguel Andrade
Adhithyan Appukutty
Robbie Seth April
Taylor Jean Aquan
Varun Aravapally
Jacob Michael Artzi
Kritin Arya
Aryan S. Assar
Royce Jordan Atkins
Ramsha Rahmat Awan
Patrick Eugene Awtrey
Emily Kate Aziz
Connor Albert Baechler
Donald Bailey, Jr.
Aditya Banerji
Abigail Halie Baron
Alexander Michael Bass
Alexis Bausch
David Lee Bectold
Jacob Diem Behrmann
Joel Scott Belfer
Nathaniel Gray Benedict
David Berger
Andrew David Berman
Blake Alan Bernard
Brenner Scott Bernstein
Brandon Lee Bertoa
Wyatt Joseph Bigley
Alexander Matthew Blatt
Andrew Cary Blower
Jack Marcell Bonime
Mitchell L. Boorstein
Michael Benjamin Braunstein
Max Austin Brenner
Ethan Harold Feldman Brier
Foster Maxwell Broad
Franklin Bromberg
Serena Michelle Brown
Steven Scott Brown
Thomas Blake Burke
Ciara Lauren Butler
Zackary Alan Cadieux
Christopher Porter Calhoun
Matthew Emerik Canna
Thomas Joseph Canna
Flor Arianna Casanas
Mark Joseph Castellano
Chad Michael Catt
Daniel Joseph Cato
Nicholas Jake Ceraso
Caleb Ethan Chadwell
Aisvaryah Chandrakantan
Matthew Ross Chasin
Shirley Che
Dingan Chen
Evan Chen
Whitney Chen
Tao Hang Enzo Cheng
Keith M. Cheung
Anya Hyun-Jin Cho
Jay Chopra
Romaer Singh Choapra
Anuja Chowdhury
Ariana Chuang
Alanna Marie Clark
Joseph Michael Cofsky
Andrew Jacob Cohen
Samanta Carolyn Cohen
Tyler Cohen
Ka’Marr Coleman-Byrd
Jackson Peter Collis
Autumn Marie Coulter
Sam Bryant Courry
Robert Andrew Cowher
Matthew John Cox
Jerry Crouse
Ilia Sherlyn Daddkhar
Christopher Forest Danschroder
Siddhartha Dandamudi
Eric Dennis Daniels
Gabriel Alonso Davila
Veronica Christine Day
Madison Jane DeFrancesco
Matthew David de la Fe
Mohammad Demashkiew
Madeline Clements Demeter
Elizabeth Spear Deodato
Monali Bankim Desai
Natasha Hitshe Desai
Christina Anne DiMaggio
Spencer Michael Dickow
Joseph Schultz Diehl
Brianna Diener
Parker A. Dietz
Aditya Vivek Doddipatla
Michael Joseph Domiano
Christopher Charles Dooley
Max Dooley
Hershel Dorman
Miriam Doudi
Alexis Dubreuil
Madeleine Bea Dworkin
Daniel Hanley Elias
Emmanuel Enechukwu
Obiora Eneli
Jared Tyler Engebretson
David Eom
Siena Ereshena
Christine Therese Espinosa
Corey B. Esterow
Grant Douglas Faber
Elizabeth W. Fakhoury
Jessica Lyn Fallis
Angela Fan
Rachel Susan Fanning
Brandon Fazal
Riley Anne Fealko
Jason Alexander Ferrante
John Patrick Perszt
Emily Clara Fletcher
Elizabeth Marie Flom
Jasmine Nicole-Arreather Forbers
Charlene Rose Franke
Robert Daniel Franzese
Erica Marie Freeburg
Maxwell Harris Frenkel
Shreeya Thakur Gangal
Max Hugh Ganik
Lauren Terese Gantes
Jose Guillermo Garcia Navas
Aarush Garg
Robert Donald Gargaro
Adam Christopher Giacomelli
Noah Benjamin Gilbert
Alex Ross Gitkin
David G. Glaser
Jordan Robert Glasgow
Remi Lyn Godner
Shaleen Goel
Christopher Juorgen Goersch
Jonathan Hillel Goldenberg
Robert Eytan Goldstein
Seth Jacob Goldstein
Jillian Karr Goldstone
Alexander Matthew Gonzalez
Jacob Ryan Goodman
Claire Therese Gordon
Drake Austin Gordon
Isabel Rae Grabel
Cole Aspen Greenberg
Dylan Greenberg
Jack Mitchell Griffin
Alexis Michelle Grimshaw
David Michael Griswold
Morgan Groendyke
Elanor Anne Gross
Rebecca Gu
Kanvar Gulati
Rahul Gupta
Tarushi Gupta
Sarah Rose Guiss
Danielle Bessey Gutman
Connor Gutuescu
Tyler Hague
Rahel Hari
Shahir Ahmad Hameedi
Megan Hannigan
Adriana Tarek Hassan
Griffin Haymes
Lindsey Allison Helfman
Bachelor of Business Administration

Madeline Heller  Emily Klehammer Kobetis  Jonathan Douglas Martin
Lauren Taylor Hendel  Siva Prasad Kodali  Timothy Brian Martin II
Kelsey McAuley Henjes  Anurag Koduri  Matthew Edward Massicotte
Emily Catherine Herard  Alison Beth Koff  Justin Patrick McCarthy
Benjamin Davis Hester  Elliot Kohanbash  Andrew Douglas McElroy
Joseph Hewlett  Sean David Korpai  Brennan Patrick McHugh
Adam Maxwell Hokin  Kyle Edward Koshiyama  Clare Louise McManaman
Brett A. Holland  Killian Graham Kosik  Jazmin Alexis Mendoza
Isabelle Hu  Prasanth Sai Kotha  Jamie Hannah Menuck
Xiaoyi Huang  Jenna Leigh Kravitz  Charles Robbins Mertz, Jr.
Alexander Michael Hubers  Brian Hua Kuang  Jack Mettler
Samuel Ariel Hyman  Alisha Saloni Kumar  Benjamin Noah Metzger
Wendy Ishmaku  Jordan Hawkins Lake  Jacob Matthew Meyer
Matthew McMahon Israel  Eliza Keller Laramee  Kamala Meyyammal Meyyappan
Hillary Israel  Andy Larson  Rima Begom Miah
Gabrielle Paige Izhakoff  Austin Miller Kent  Adil Mian
Sarah Maria Jabbour  Austin Latter  Margaret Rose Michel
Sydney Marie Jackson  Amanda Marie Lee  Jason Miller
Natalie Grace Jacobson  Dan Lee  Jonni Mills
Paige Nicole Jacqmin  Sojoeong Lee  Nevin Rahul Mital
Erica Morgan Jaffe  Branden Michael Levine  Nathendra Sai Mogasala
Kaaritik Jain  Jacob Robert Levine  Eduardo Amadeus Molon Batista
Jessica Sara Jakoby  Kayla Levy  Matthew Joseph Montaquia
Jonathan Dennis Jan  Angel Li  Daniel Charles Moon
Alisha Arlene Jennings-Olowosuko  Kevin Li  Ronald Mordkovich
Kevin Jiang  Hannah Elizabeth Lievois  Adam Scott Morris
Kimberly Louise Johnson  Grace Elizabeth Lindeman  Aditya Mukundan
Kenneth Gordon Joynt  Hudson Scott Ling  Tyler Mulier
Jesus Eduardo Juarez  Daniel Michael Lishanskiy  Matthew Alexander Nabi
Victoria M. Juliano  Laurie Liu  Stav Gil Nachum
Karan Prashant Juvekar  Julia Lomakina  Ishan Srinivas Naidu
Dante Kabat  Benjamin Losch  Bailey Hannah Nankin
Alex Kahn  Fan Lou  Jonathan Kerim Nas
Andrew Scott Kahn  Jessy M. Lowmaster  Audrey Jane Neet
Andrew Robert Kaiser  Lillian Z. Lu  Erik Grenwell Nesler
Anisha Kalra  Andrea Michelle Lum  Richard Nguyen
Aniruddha Kappagantu  Casey Alisa Lyons  Mai Nguyen
Drew Karchmer  Hannah Elizabeth Lievois  Clare Rose Nienstedt
Adam Kyle Kass  Grace Elizabeth Lindeman  Brent Alexander Noseworthy
Abigail Rose Kastroll  Hudson Scott Ling  Emily Lucille O’Connor
Sean Katon  Daniel Michael Lishanskiy  Michael Terence O’Connor
Mitchell Grodd Kauffman  Laurie Liu  Paige Elizabeth O’Piel
Samantha Kent  Julia Lomakina  Brandon Michael Oblazney
Samantha Kent  Benjamin Losch  Jack Thomas Ombr
Samantha Kent  Fan Lou  Scarlett Ong Rui Chern
Mitchell Grodd Kent  Jessy M. Lowmaster  Veronica Orellana
Matthew Benton Kennedy  Lillian Z. Lu  Dimitri Seraphim Pallas
Austin Miller Kent  Andrea Michelle Lum  Conrad T. Pan
Samantha Kent  Casey Alisa Lyons  Jack Pan
Samantha Kent  Hannah Elizabeth Lievois  Christina Ihsouella Panagoulia
Samantha Kent  Grace Elizabeth Lindeman  Trianthilipoulos
Samantha Kent  Hudson Scott Ling  Byeungwook Park
Samantha Kent  Daniel Michael Lishanskiy  Kihoon Park
Samantha Kent  Laurie Liu  Natalie Anne Pasicznyk
Samantha Kent  Julia Lomakina  Rajal Patel
Samantha Kent  Benjamin Losch  Alexandra Emily Patrylak
Samantha Kent  Fan Lou  Karolina Liucija Pazdradzis
Samantha Kent  Jessy M. Lowmaster  Hannah Bois Peale
Samantha Kent  Lillian Z. Lu  Eva Pitts-Rakowska
Samantha Kent  Andrea Michelle Lum  Sandra Junko Plamondon
Samantha Kent  Casey Alisa Lyons  David Michael Pohl
Samantha Kent  Hannah Elizabeth Lievois  Steven Boland
Bachelor of Business Administration

Michael Steven Polakowski  Philip Andrew Seidenwar  Hannah Marion Tasker
Arjun S. Prakash  Noah Eric Seligson  Nathaniel Joseph Tauber
Austin Pribe  Panchali P. Sen  Zachary Haupt Teiger
Will Priestley  Eric Donghyuck Seo  Jacqueline Rose Templin
Zoey Regina Provenzano  Kayla Nicole Shafran  Damian Tenuta
Nicholas D. Pung  Ananya A. Shah  Jarett Benjamin Terner
Michael Puza  Mohammad Shaikh  Schaefer Elijah Thelen
Katherine Guangqian Qiao  Ali Khare Shammout  Madison K. Thiros
Preston Roy Rabban  Zack Shandell  Arrie Anna Timmer
Chelsea Mei Racelis  Jack Solomon Shapiro  David John Timmer
Emma Louisa Ramos  Matthew Rick Shapiro  Avantika Tiwari
Manasvini Marpally Rao  Jennifer Shavitz  Callie Christine Tobin
Eli Isaac Ravid  Suraj Guru Shekar  Andrew Steven Todd
Kinjal R. Ray  Jacob Benjamin Shelton  Bradley Tongco
Fiona Claire Raynor  Natalie Marie Shepich  Ryan Scott Tooker
Alexander Jordan Rein  Atulya Arya Shetty  Prashant Toteja
Sebastien James Rhodes  Erica Beth Silverman  Cheok In Tou
Brie Riley  Anuksha Singh  Scott Trellis
Connolly Kemp Rizley  Jake Michael Skillman  Amy De Trenh
Kathleen Roe  Anna Skowron  Kyle D. Trocard
Hayley Allyn Rogers  Taylor Marie Sloan  Coleen Truong
Jillian Marie Rogers  Kyle Thomas Slovis  Tiffany Tsang
Blake Spencer Rogow  Alexander Davidson Smith  Kristina W. Tsao
Adrienne Jenna Rose  Rebecca Elizabeth Solberg  Sarah Tsung
Matthew Rose  Kyle Ross Solomon  Cayceee Mee Shirley Turczyn
Adam Morgan Rosenberg  Tracy Morgan Sonnabend  Mahfus Uddin
Scott Rosenberg  Alec Speller  Rebecca H. Uhr
Nathanial Ian Rosenblum  Andrew Jordan Spiegel  Rahil S. Ukani
Joshua Rosenfeld  Jared Chase Spiegel  Rohan Dhaval Vaishnav
Jacob S. Rothman  Brett Harris Spielman  Ross David Van Doren
Amy Ruben  Matthew Spinelli  Louis van der Wal
Sloane Molly Rubin  Teetat Srethbhakdi  Collin James Vani
Abigail Kathleen Ruch  Brandon Michael Staermann  Lauren Marie Van Vlierbergen
Rebecca Claire Rudman  Owen Charles Staiger  Urvi Lakshmi Vasudevan
Philip John Ruffini, Jr.  Matthew Stanley  Amanma Virk
Jason Hans Runco  Sue Jenny Steinberg  Joseph Wagner
Nolan M. Rynecki  Sara Jenny Steinberg  Spencer Waldco
Ahmad Saad  Anika Devi Stephen  Lauryn B. Walker
Arathi Sabada  Kevin French Steward  Shai Wallman
Hannah Gail Sabey  Teetat Srethbhakdi  Charles Cooper Walmsley
Chandra Adero Sahu  Brandon Michael Staermann  Nicholas David Walsh
Jesse Alan Sands  Owen Charles Staiger  Alexander Francis Wang
Evans Sanfield  Matthew Stanely  Kenneth Chi Wang
Mira Jitendra Sanghvi  Nicole Deanne Stark  Ziqiao Wang
Keeyan Cameron Sanjasaz  Micah Stein  Lauren Nicole Ward
Austin Nicholas Santangelo  Sara Jenny Steinberg  Nicholas Donald Warkentin
Stefan Zachary Villaruel Santrach  Anika Devi Stephen  Caylin Elizabeth Waters
Abhiram Sastry  Kevin French Steward  Sydney Tonda Watson
Sophia Rae Savas  Daniel Ray Stockton  Daniel Joseph Weiner
Sarah Jessica Schachner  Robert Graveline Stout  Nolan Allan Wendling
Lucas Schaefer  Michael Jamal Strickland  Karl Lawrence Werner
Taylor Renae Schermers  Zachary Christoph Strong  Jaclyn Elizabeth White
Natalie Anne Schmidt  Jacob Patrick Stropes  Hugh Whitney
Megan Ruth Shulte  Jason William Styles  Henri Thomas Wick
Anna Marie Schultz  Alexander Jonathan Sudolsky  Tristin James Wiegers
Anne Elaine Schultz  Melanie Rachel Sukonik  Thomas Max Wiegman
Jordan Schwimmer  Christian Sullivan  Paige Anne Wiersema

Bachelor of Business Administration

Christopher Daniel Winiecki
Samantha Winshall
Veronica Noreen Wolf-Boyle
Ethan Everett Wolfe
Evan Maxwell Wolfe
Sierre Marie Wolfkostin
Cassandra Wong
Jennifer Yu-Ting Wong
Gregory Scott Wright, Jr.
Howard H. Wu
Maureen Yuanshin Wu
Angela Xiaoh
Kevin Xu

Cecca Xu
Jessie Yang
Katherine Y. Yang
Kera Y. Yang
Jasmine Yeh
Claire Lillie Yerman
Gary K. Yeung
Amy Yu
Kevin Yu
Kevin Cao Yu
Holly Yuan
Thierry Zaim
David Ramon Jose Zamarripa
Benjamin Scott Zamiara
Sebastian Alberto Zapata
Victoria Anne Zaremba
Jeffrey Cai Zhang
Michelle Leyuan Zhang
Yiwei Zhang
Jeffery Zheng
Rui Zhong
Geoffrey Zhu
Logan Andrew Ziegler
Colton Zimmer
Zachary Adam Zymet

Master of Accounting

Yonatan Benjamin Aharoni
Sung-Joon Ahn
Tyler Michael Angers
Paige Elizabeth Aresco
Derek Samuel Ash
Bhavneet Bansal
Matthew Brian Bauerbach
Manuel Bayer
Briana Lauren Beger
Bryce Joseph Birchmeier
Jason Edward Blake
Jenna Boland
Jalen Lewis Bovia
Maxwell James Bradley
Ryan Connor Brice
Benjamin Joseph Brouwer
Julie Elizabeth Brown
William Francis Bund IV
Corey Anne Burbank
Korey Ross Burdman
Christina Wen Chang
Brian Chien Han Chu
Yicheng Chu
Trevor David Coughlin
Jiawei (Jay) Cui
Tyler John Davis
Tomas Martin Espinosa
Yujie Fan
Jared Feldman
Mitchell James Fritz
Paige Mackenzie Gagnon
Sarah Ann Galzerano
Benjamin Sebastian Glod
Anna Maria Gorzalski
Alexandra Ault Gregg
Eric Ferguson
Jingyi Han
Sarah Lindsey Hansen
John Patrick Heffron
Joseph Patrick Hildebrand
Matthew William Hildebrand
Chunzi Huan
Fatima A. Issa
Claire Madeline Jilek
Juhi Harit Kapadia
Matthew Joel Young-Uk Kim
Maria Nicole Klots
Steven Kucharczyk
Cori Lademan
Brett Ray Lancaster
Yunqu Li
Abigail Marie Long
Chen Ma
Weilun Mao
Casey Anna McCurdy
Andrew Junhua Mei
Angela Mary Meyer
Nicholas J. Michael
Christopher Lonam Miller
Jiaan A. Mooers
Sabrina Karen Mui
Madison Kaye Mullinax
Michael Manuel Nadhir
Rachel Neitzke
Anna Coughlin Nowinski
Meghnee J. Patel
Ryan Joseph Pelshaw
Yang Peng
Jordan Pool
Rachel Maria Rizik
Sydney Camille Samson
Zachary Michael Schoettle
Paul Francis Seyferth
Sang Eon Shim
SeungMin Shin
Ryan Michael Silverman
Adam Daniel Silverstein
Amber Lindsay Simmons
Jiuchen Song
James Michael Sorrells
Katherine Carrigan Stankey
Calum Stripling
Xiaohui Su
Brittany Megan Swartz
Brooke Lauren Swartz
Tala M. Taleb
Anna Tamshinsky
Qingyu Tan
Sihui Tan
Fengyi Tong
Alissa Tin-Chih Toye
Shu Yuan Tsai
Edward John Wajda III
Liuui Wang
Chris Wang
Elizabeth Ann Wilkins
Chen Yang
WeiBo Ye
Liya Yu
Kangkang Zhang
Lei Zheng

Master of Business Administration

Eliran Abady
Frank Massaharu Abe Filho
Gustavo Andrew Acosta
Amelia Jane Adams
Oluwafemi Adedeji Adekunle
Jessica Marie Adnson
Aayush Agarwal
Anuj Agarwal
Keshav Agarwal
Amrit Singh Ahluwalia
Pavneet Singh Ahluwalia
Sajeeb Ahmed
Rasheedia Marie Aigoro
Cyrus Akbarpour
Emily Siegel Akhtar
Ali Al Najafi
Ali Tarek Al-Sayyed
Courtney E. Alexander
Edward A. Anculle Arauco
Cherish C. L. Anderson
Jonathan Phillip Anderson

75
Master of Business Administration

Ivan Aragon
Christopher Arku
Luisa Armstrong
Shirley Arteaga
Brandon Matthew Aselage
Abedelrahim Asfour
David J. Auffenberg
Tiffany Amber August
Paolo Avagliano
Ayush Awadhiya
Ayodeji Omokayinsola Ayodele
Jonathan Samuel Babad
Timothy James Bader
Aditya Badrinath
James Bai
David Jason Bald
Amanda Hayley Ball
Nicholas William Balow
Steffan Bankier
Michael Howard Barnes
Emma Elizabeth Nix Barrasso
Paul Bartlett
Parashar Barve
Diocelyn Emmanuel Batista Rijo
Prateek Batla
Ben Battaglia
Michelle Baylor Harati
Daniel Beckwith
Madhur Ganesh Bedre
Zaccchaeus Dominick Beltran
Liliane Roberts Bentley
Nick Bessner
Abhijit Prakash Bhardwaj
Queenie Bhardwaj
Daniel Ronen Bier
Greg Ryan Bjork
Joseph Richard Russell Blakeley
Travis Scott Bloodgood
Nathan Sven Bloomquist
Kristen Ann Bolden
Robert E. Brabo II
Roxanne B. Bradley
Ian Wesley Bridges
Lucas William Brittain Wilcox
Peter Terrence Brookes
John Paul Brzustowicz
Dheerabhan Buakaew
Jenna Buckley
Connor Brennan Burleigh
Christopher James Burrows
Michael Allan Butler
Joe Cabral
Kettianne Magnus Cadet
Peter F. Callahan
Vincent Calo
Kaitlin Louise Campbell
Ross William Campbell
Sierra Kristina Campbell
Juan Camilo Canizares Martinez
Lucy Kiyoko Cantwell
Emmeline Boone Cardozo
Jed Thomas Carlson
Alexander Nathaniel Carlton
Sergio Carrillo
James Patrick Carroll
Timothy H. Carter
Elizabeth Jean Carty
Paul Vincent Cashman
Javier Arturo Castillo Valcarcel
Valeria Castro Ramirez
Cristóbal Cevallos
Jaehong Cha
Arjun Chakravorty
Ian Barry Charles
Yan Charniauski
Kristian Nicolas Chavez
Charles Boyu Chen
Hannah Chen
Hsiang-Ju Chen
Libo Chen
Hailin Cheng
Rong Cheng
Sijie Cheng
Albert Cho
Minchan Choi
Nayantara Choudhary
Ian Matthew Christensen-Gibbons
Samantha K. Chu
Steven Andrew Clark
Roxana M. Cocariu
Andrew J. Cohen
Tracy Brooke Cohen
Makura M. Compton
Danilo Costa de Paula
Randall Oliver Craft
Camille Crenshaw
Nicholas Ryan Crowley
Jade Nicole Crump
Diana Elizabeth Cruz
Jamell Rashawn Culler
Antonio Michael Cushman
Jason Myles Dabrow
Cornell James Daia
Shaun Arun Dass
Andrew M. Davis
Elizabeth Anne Davison
Michael Dea
Jeffrey David Dean
Joseph Alfred Dear
Christina Marie DeBenedictus
Patrick Thomas DeGregorio
Anna Caroline de Paula Moreira
Alexandra Virginia Deseda Guzman
Rakshit Dhalla
Shreyas Dhurur
Dhruv Dhawan
Gaurav Dhir
Oumar Diagne
John DiDomenico
Kristin Brooke Diemer
Christopher Fields Dingus
Shannon Frances Disbrow
Yuvika Diwan
Danielle Dobson
Nicholas Robert Doffek
Stephanie R. Dollan
Ryan Donahue
Justin Paul Donofrio
Emily Anne Doyle
Abhi Dua
John Dunlop
Courtney Betz Dunn
Jonathan Sebastian Dunn
Chris D. Duperier
Sankalp Dusad
Ryan Evan Eggleston
Mohammad Ehaab
Charlotte Fairbanks Ehrlich
Emily Kathryn Eldridge
Paul Epstein
Jennifer Erley
Heidi Marie Erm
Pablo Erreguera Larregui
Marcos Espanza
Sangho Eum
Stephen Evans
Jareth Armstrong Evers
Jeffrey Allan Eyler
Rebecca D. Faigen
Jonathan Mark Fairbrother
Gaofeng Fan
Noah Andrew Feingold
Leonardo Weir Feng
Megan Kristine Finley
Margaret Eileen Fleming
Christopher Richard Fletcher
Nathalie Sofia Flores
Kevin Fobi
Guy Narcisse Fotsio Tassé
Elana Rochelle Fox
Matthew Lester Fox
Emanuel Franco
Alexander Grant Franczyk
Kris Franks
Bill Frazier
Jill Ann Frey
Zach Friedman
Daniel Jay Fritz
Chaojie Fu
Hiroki Fukushima
Andrew Ronald Furbush
Emily Futcher
Devan P. Gandhi
Kahiree Gans
Neil Gandhi
Feng Gao
David Wayne Garrett
Priya Gautam
James Henry Gawron
Ning Ge
Christopher Charles Geer
Roy Geffen
Vinayak S. Gokhale
Alena V. Golovchenko
Jasper Wilson Gondhi
Timothy Gaelan Gonyeau
Master of Business Administration

Carlos C. Gonzalez
Sundus Sindy Goodman
Jennifer Gorham
Mitchell Owen Gormley
Daria Gorodnia
Derek Vince Goryl
Joseph David Grandinomico
Charles Grant
Curtis Christopher Grant
Mark Harrison Green
Fernanda Gregorio
Emmanuel Grosse Sapiente
Rebecca Clara Grossman-Kahn
Jacob Douglas Grove
Rubiani Oliver Guardamino
Baskovich
Xiaoxi Guo
Alexander S. Gutman
Alexa Catia Guzman
Thai Ha-Ngoc
Matthew Steven Haemmerle
Gregory James Halmi
Abdullah Hussein Hammoud
Jing Jing Han
Varun Haralalaka
Mark Coury Hardin
Andrew Robert Hartman
Saad Hasan
Tyler Miles Hauck
Gerard Edward Heath
Dan Allan Heldt
Ryan James Henry
Katherine Grace Hered
Kenneth Fox Herron
Colleen Purcell Hill
Dayna M. Hine
Caroline Hodge
Perry Holmes
Debbie Holton
Lindsay Kathryn Howard
Armen Hratchian
Kai Ling Huang
James K. Huebschman
Jasmine Hughes
Spencer Thibodeau Hughes
Joe Huh
Jonathan Hui
Melissa Ann Hulverson
Patrick Ryan Hunt
Jennifer C. Hurlahe
James Roderick Le
Shinsuke Iguchi
Michael James Ilardi
Yuki Imai
Haroon Iqbal
Timothy Jonathan Ireland
Michael Allen Isaacs, Jr.
Othidul Islam
Majed Abdulaziz Issa
Marwan Mohamad Issa
Ganesh Kannan Iyer
Jasmyne Amanda Jackson
Trevor L. Jaikissoon
Ginni Jain
Gunjan Jain
Mariam H. Jalloul
Jin Hyuk Jang
Dale Donald Jarosz
Dale Jonathan Jarrad
Kyle Richard Jasten
Lynn L. C. Jeffers
Dan Jensen
Rachael Louise Jensen-Vallar
Kunal Jha
Andrew Martin Johnson
Monika Rae Johnson
Robert Yoo Johnston
Sean Philip Johnston
Robert C. Jones, Jr.
Diana Caroline Jonke
Andrew Flynn Jordan
Adrian Joel Juarez
Shamsudin Juma
Jonathan J. Jung
Jasmine Junnarkar
Naoto Kabe
Catalina Kiyoorawongs
Sabina Yassa Kamara
Apoorva Kaneganti
Mark Lee Kanter
Jessica Hannah Chantal Kaplan
Steven William Kardel
Greg C. Kasper
Simon Marc Kaufmann
Sho Kawabe
Samantha Kenworthy Kelly
Jonathan Milo Keltner
Nicole Ann Kennedy
Akash Khare
Rajiv P. Khattar
Benaan Khorchid
Meghan Taylor Kiesel
Christopher Y. B. Kim
Ryan Kim
Ian Joseph King
Erica Beth Kirshensteyn
Samuel Benzion Kishinevsky
Kaitlyn Elise Klingensmith
Jasmine Nicole Knowles
Matthew P. Koegler
Benjamin L. Kohnen
Daniel Benjamin Kok
Siddhath Kosaraju
Benjamin Joseph Kounitz
Liam Gloster Kraft
Jeffrey James Krishak
Robert Michael Krueger
Andrea Stephanie Krushefski
Amanendra Kumar
Amit Kumar
Yen-Yu Kuo
Doug James Kuznir
Sheela Lal
Diane Terese Langer
Diego Leal Ambriz
Alexandre Kimei Leandro Yamashiro
Cynthia L. Leaphart
Mackenzie E. Lebeis
Bidnam S. Lee
Hyejin Lee
Alain Lefevre
Matthew Lehman
Wendy Lei
Chatiwat Lerdvongveerachai
Michel Levesque
Melissa Catherine Lewry
Jiahao Li
Jie Li
Leena Teresa Liang
Rei Liao
Jillian Margaret Libby
Abigail Zara Liederman
Hyunsup Lim
Bryan Lin
Victor Daniel Linares Del Moral
Nicole Zara Litvak
Sumei Liu
Zhengzheng Liu
Edwin German Llance Carrion
Man Yan Esther Lo
Justin Kyle Loescher
Ronald Edward Longworth
Omar Lopez
Caroline Murray Holt Lucas
Emily Aylward Lucas
Irene Lung
Mary Godwin Lynch
Vanessa Mari Lynskey
Derek Hale Lyon
Rebecca Lyon
Bradley MacIntyre
Robert Mack
Nathan Paul Mainka
Debajani Majhi
Shreyance Mandaliya
Neelakantan Mani
Jack Marshall
Rodrigo Martinez De La Mora
Oleksandr Martynenko
Trevor Robert Matern
Thomas Sanith Mathew
Jared Ross Matthew
Taylor Alexandra Mattson
Aaron Matsuski
Chima Mbadugha
Frank McClard
Sarah Elizabeth McDonald
James McElherne
Rory J. McKendrick
Ann Marie McKenney
Colin James McNally
Keegan Daniel McQuillan
Michael Charles Mehl
Deepak Menon
Mark Patrick Metz
Holly Anne Meyers
Master of Business Administration

Jonathan D. Michaelson
Marjace Cori Miles
Dana Miller
Ryan V. Milligan
Mark Daniel Mirabella
Aleksa Kristina Miskinis
Lisa M. Mitchell
Psorvi Modi
Kellee A. Montgomery
Jared Michael Moon
William Moon
Kusuma Mopury
Alexis Lauren Morath
Santiago Morfin
Colin Robert Morrison
Kevin Mueller
Benjamin James Mumma
Mithil Rajiv Munshi
Allison Marie Murphy
Sivaram Muthusubramaniyan
Eric Matthew Nahat
Kaoi Nakanishi
Shyamala Narayanaswamy
Andrii Naumiuk
Arun Manel Nayak
Megan Ashley Nesbeth
Kalina Newmark
Thuy Dung Luu Nguyen
Shen Ni
Amanda Webb Nichols
Ping Nie
Jacob Benjamin Nixon
Florence Noel
Andrew Clark O’Bryant
Kevin Gareth Oberle
Joshua Samuel Offutt
Kosieme Anthony Okafor
Babatunj Babatunde Solabomi
Olutu
Steven Oranges
Franky Ortega
Maria Myra Mamaradlo Palmero
Vikrant Bhupen Panchal
Shrinja Panesar
Himanshu Paretkar
Daniel Harold Partin
Neal Patel
Manoj Kumar Patnala
Amirah Nessah Patterson
Tilak Pattnaik
Amita Susan Peter
Lauren Dorothea Pfeiffer
Matthew O’Brien Phillips
Brandon Scott Pickett
Courtney N. Poopat
Vishal Pradhan
Zachary Marshall Preston
Timothy Michael Presutti
Felipe Prieto Nuñez
Jireh Pua
Maria Josephine Nadia Putri
Adam James Quigley

Irina Radaeva
Kartik Raju
Sruti Ramadugu
Michelle Renee Ramos
Charlotte Rollins Rath
Rishabh Ray Chaudhury
Niyanthi Redreddy Reddy
Sujeeth Reddy
Zachary MD Reed
Michael L. Reese
Ravithinarthi Repaka
Marisela Reyes
Leah Dobbs Richardson
Mary Catherine Richardson
Amanda Caron Richie
Ben Richter
Damian Roy Ricketts
Madison Riley
Brad Rogers
Yazmin Illary Roncal Ramirez
Adam Ronk
Alexander Martin Rosenau
Sarah Eve Rubin
Dmitrii Russikh
Simonil Reshad Rustomji
Matthew J. Saegert
Anca Cristina Sala
Regulo Salinas Cortes
Kashmira Sampat
Yanet Sanchez Hernandez
Giuliana Catherina Sanchez Lopez
Kashay Nichelle Sanders
Ye Sang
Timothy Adam Santy
Katheriane Zandonadi Medeiros Sara
Dayna Caroline Sason
Gretchen Elizabeth Sauer
Nico Savvas
John Stuart Schaftenaar
Ryan Kendrick Schell
Jonathan Charles Schellin
Joe Schlitter
Angelina Marie Schneider
James Darin Schoen
Michael James Schofield
Derek Joseph Schrauben
Daniel J. Schreiner
Jesse Lawrence Schroffel
Christopher Richard Schwartz
Rachel Louise Sebastian
Nikhil Sehgal
Timur Seitbekov
Daniel Zeidan Semaan
Harshit Sureshbhai Shah
Nishit Shah
Chuan Shan
Malvika Sharma
Erik Alan Shaw
Kamahl Shehadeh
Ada S. Shelegova
Jeremy Christian Shepherd
Sandy Shepherd

Andres Sheppard
Tsering Lama Sherpa
Haochi Shi
Timothy James Shield
Daniel Joseph Shockley
Bryan R. Shoda
Idan Shtayer
Kari Ann Shulby
Lukas Schiavone Silverman
Husaninder Singh
Pratyush Kumar Singh
Sukhbir Singh
Vivek Singh
Christopher Thomas Smalley
Colleen M. Smith
Jadyn Mary Smith
Jonathan Smith
Riki S. Smolen
James Jordan Snider
Kelsey Christine Soderstrom
Vikas Somani
Agustin Del Valle Sosa
Sarah Ellen Sparks
Matthew Allen Spencer
Marnee Meyerowitz Sperier
Camilla M. Stensen
John C. Stephens
Rebecca Ruth Stephens
Nathan Stevens
Andrew Michael Stinson
Courtney Delicia Stokes
Katherine Maria Strong
Charles Cheng Su
Andrew Harrison Sugar
Marcos Suzano Da Costa Paiva Pereira
Michael J. Szuma
Trevor John Szymanski
Maihiro Takeuchi
Cairo Talamonte Brandão
Yiyun Tang
Shanna Claire Ten Clay
Alexa Thomas
Andrew Paul Thomas
Mark David Thomas
Nicholas Wyvern Thompson
Sean Thornton
Julie Nicole Tiedrich
Arlene Tjoarman
Akihiro Tomita
Joyce Tung-Yu Tong
Christopher Martin Toomer
Alexander Smith Toth
Rebecca Evelyn Toth
Andrew Dalton Trahan
Kelsey Therese Tremberth
Pablo Ignacio Troncoso Medina
Joseph Elleston Tullioch, Jr.
Caroline Marie Tulp
Hiroshi Ueda
Keunho Uhm
Alexander Eguwatu Ukoh, Jr.
Master of Business Administration

Veronica Carolina Urriola Martinez
Matthew James Van Nortwick
Kevin Blake Vanier
Nadia Arielle Vedhapudi
Pradheep Chander Velusamy
Daniel Vergara Ramirez
Nandita Vaishnavi Vijayaraghavan
Jean Violette
Ernesto Federico Maria Johannes von Wachter
Gabriella Marie Vozza
Paul Michael Wagner
Marley Ellen Waldman
Sohail Walia
Robert Oden Walker
Megan Elizabeth Walsh
Anab Waris Rathore
Charnlon DeAndré Washington
Alice Wastag
Dorothy Mary Watts
Jason Weeks
Sean Christopher Welsh
Brooke White
David Allen White
Joshua R. Whitt
Charisse Wilkins
Zachary Wilkinson
Jack Williams
Tiffany Estel Williams
Andrew John Wills
Victoria Allison Wilson
Joseph Patrick Wiseman
Alan Michael Wsniewski
Erik Charles Wolfe
Darryl Eric Won
Victor Yuanda Wong
Jose Francisco Wong Bonilla
Adam Paul Woodruff
Le’Asia Imanne Wright
Clinton Wu
Kelsey Madeleine Wyatt-Mair
Tommy Wydra
Bryan James Wysong
Su Xu
Edison Xu
Shimpei Yanagi
Fengming Yang
Mingyang Yang
Xiaoke Yang
Justine Toldera Yapyuco
Mariana Moscovich Yazbek
Brandon Max Yelen
David Yen
Douwe Theodore Yntema
Bradley Brown Yosaitis
Sok Min Yu
Mei Yue
Rob Zaebst
Natasha Zaveri
Jenny Zhai
Junyi Zhang
Siqi Zhang
Yilin Zhang
Sunny Zhang
Zhang Zhang
Zheng Zhang
Yujin Zhao
Yihua Zhong
Wei Zhou
Zoey Zuo
Katie Zurales
Artur Erik Zysk

Master of Management

Mugdh Agarwal
Abigail Marie Barrera
Andrew Myles Blumenson
Nicholas Jacque Boesel
Juan Borjas
Alexander M. Bourdeau
Emily Marie Cain
Jordan Marc Camina
Hanna Casperson
Hsiang-Yu Chao
Yi-Ning Chen
Lynn W. Chou
William Davidge Colmery
Harry Dunreith Conkey IV
Jack Patrick Cronyn
Roma Flora Casumano
Jeffrey Alexander Day
Celina Monique DeFigueiredo-Dusseau
Caroline Bates Denney
Brock David DuCion
Shaoli Dutta
Sakinah Hadiyah Echols
Alexander Samuel Edwards
Avery Laine Evenson
Joseph M. Farber
Emmund Justin Fannon
Mollie Anne Fox
Tanner Fraser
Darrell Shaji George
Zachary Alan Gerndt
Kartikeya Ravi Gouthi
Alec Griffin Hall
Kathryn Marie Hall
Leah Frances Hirsh
Liam Patrick Houlihan
Alexandra Jeannotte
Terrell Johnson
Alex Marie Jones
Chaney Renee Jones
Darricle Armando Charles Jones
Daniel David Kahn
Yiyan Kang
Grace Ellen Kendra
Thomas Walter Kidd
Sarah Yeon Ju Kim
Rory Patrick Liesman
Alessandra Lualdi
Kristina Zoraya Lyons
Theresa Emily Manfredini
Lucas Anthony Mata
William Christopher McCormack
Mason Mills
Clara Leah Moskowitz
Mallory Rose Moss
Brian Cole Nelson
Ronak P. Patel
Justin Cole Princer
Samantha Haley Ressler
Matthew Gary Riedel
Austin Taylor Rivera
Tyler Robinson
Taylor Rochelle Roos
Connor Austin Schram
Maham Shaikh
Andrew Ross Shlafmitz
Allison Kate Silberman
Gursimran Singh
John Charles Strainer, Jr.
McKenzie Hope Todd
Cody James VanderHagen
Jacqueline Anita Vierra
Antoinette M. Wade
Rachel Wainz
Nikki Lynne Wald
Arielle Paris Walters
Ryan David Wilkie
Zachary Williams
Yuexiao Wu
Alexander Anthony Yaldo
Ereni Barbara Zervos
Kunqi Zhang
Jillian Paige Zurdosky
Master of Supply Chain Management

Julie E. Aho
Nikhil Bahl
Pakhuri Bajaj
Ryan Brink
Hsin To Hung
Rang Jin
Sumanth Reddy Kanreddy
Nithin Dinesh Karunakaran
Eric Li
Cong Liu
Kyle Terese Meagher
Baylee Weston Miller
Amit Mishra
Rahul Patnam
Paige Petrosky
Viswanathan Raghu
Arun Ramanan
Rashmi Ravindranath
Shivani Saklani
Ashutosh Singh
Vikram Subramaniam
Heerak Thakar
Aarthi Thirumalai
Shea Thomas
Jiao Wang
Claire LeFort Whitesell
Xinbo Xie
Yiyi Yao
Nathaniel Charles Zyren

SCHOOL FOR ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY

Founded in 1927, Jonathan T. Overpeck, Samuel A. Graham Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Jessica Elaine Ankley
Timothy D. Arvan
Samuel Jameson Avery
Abigail Bass
Brett Andrew Boehman
Rowan Brady
Robert Newman Brewer
Natalie Sturtevant Burr
Melanie Kay Chasseur
Makenz, Mary Cochran
Lilly Ann Coryell
Amanda Kay Guarnio
Meghan Elizabeth Gutknecht
Sarah Elizabeth Hall
Alona Henig
Rachelle Ignace
Kyra Jamison
Raquel Jimenez
Tegwyn Eleanor John
Claire Rozann Kaliban
Connor Graham Kippe
Ivy Klee
Taylor Lass
Sophia Abigail Leon
Julia Lauren Lindner
Ingrid Ita Lindquist
Bridget Eileen Lockman
Matthew Mansour
Sophia Claire May
Robert Kieran McMahon Gibson
Karly Frances McMorrow
Maggie Marie Mianecke
Miranda Rebecca Miley
Rio Mizuno
Kayla Rae Musil
Jonah Daniel Newman
Pablo Jaime Nunez
Katya Tita Obrez
Charlotte Rose Reader
Olivia Rollinger
Carly Rosenberg
Delaney Ryan
Kellan Muriel Sawyer
Peining Shi
Margerie Louise Snider
Jessica Mary Thomas
Gabe Lee Tishman
Paige Elizabeth Tornow
Emily Lewis Wolfe
Holly Marie Wood

Bachelor of Science

Anna Harrington Bahle
Cassidy Louise Behnke
Emily Michaela Brines
Julie Marie Carter
Alan Ching
Gregory Adam Cogut
Tatiana Marie Cuevas
Erica M. Desjardins
Elizabeth Paige Drippe
Daniel John Dubek
Matthew Robert Finnigan
Elena Maria Folgueras
Hannah Rose Fuller
Andrew Heinrich Greidanus
Erica Ray Gumkowski
Leslie McLaren Hamar
Josephine Anais Hamilton
Margaret Baines Hammond
Benjamin Matthew Harshberger
Joseph Boyden Hazelton
Brandon Tyner Herman
Kayla Pearl Hobby
Chloe Jewel Hypes
Emily Ethel Jameson
Sebastian E Kasparian
Haley Renee Kerner
Brendan Thomas Killian
Patrick Graham Lewis
Kyle Joseph-Dugliss Lough
Bethany M. Louria
Jianella Dino Macalino
Tansy Anna Massey-Green
Hannah Inglis Miller
Ellie Rae Marie Olds
Maxine Pak
Olivia Ross Perfetti
Naomi Sima Perlman
Robert Perrone
Brooke Emily Propson
Elizabeth Ann Roy
Cory Russell
Grant Richard Simons
Amir Ali Soleimany
Tiffanie Diane Totten
Miller Vaughan
Lydia Whitbeck
Claire Lillie Yerman
Shannon Nicole Zandee
Certificate of Graduate Studies

Sustainability
Lauryn Rebekah Lin
Alissa Jolie Paquette

Master of Landscape Architecture

Landscape Architecture
Muyao Li
Xuehan Li
Zonghao Li
Lingzi Liu
Shruti Soni
Wona Sung

Shannon Marie Sylte
Andrew Raymond Graves Tillinghast
Xinyi Wang
Kangyu Yu
Liwan Zhang

Master of Science

Environment and Sustainability
Leona Liu
Chuying Lu
Caroline Murray Holt Lucas
Lauren Lutzke
Carol Maione
Delia Mayor
Caleb McCollum
Kirby Mills
Chigozie Okwu
Daniel Harold Partin
Benjamin Douglas Pollins
Gabriela Yvonne Porras
Sara Prendergast
PrinceJonathan Pruitt
Benjamin Daniel Rego
Eloise Macmillan Reid
Iris Saraeny Rivera Salinas
Jessica Robbins
Brett Rolf
Jacob Henry Rumschlag
Dayna Caroline Sason
Harrison Wakefield Smith
Trey Snow
Michael Benjamin Stacey
Kaitlin Alyssa Vapenik
Ardra Venugopal
Allison Rose Voglesong
Abhijeet Suhas Walchale
Xuewei Wang
Ari Matthew Weil
Erik Charles Wolfe
Daniel Xie
Nancy Ye
Brett Zeuner

Natural Resources and Environment
Leona Liu
Chuying Lu
Caroline Murray Holt Lucas
Lauren Lutzke
Carol Maione
Delia Mayor
Caleb McCollum
Kirby Mills
Chigozie Okwu
Daniel Harold Partin
Benjamin Douglas Pollins
Gabriela Yvonne Porras
Sara Prendergast
PrinceJonathan Pruitt
Benjamin Daniel Rego
Eloise Macmillan Reid
Iris Saraeny Rivera Salinas
Jessica Robbins
Brett Rolf
Jacob Henry Rumschlag
Dayna Caroline Sason
Harrison Wakefield Smith
Trey Snow
Michael Benjamin Stacey
Kaitlin Alyssa Vapenik
Ardra Venugopal
Allison Rose Voglesong
Abhijeet Suhas Walchale
Xuewei Wang
Ari Matthew Weil
Erik Charles Wolfe
Daniel Xie
Nancy Ye
Brett Zeuner

Shidong Zhang
Huayun Zhou
Weiqi Tori Zhou
Xiaodan Zhou

Laura Cristina Aguilar Esteva
Kelsey Rene Blongewicz
Marlotte de Jong
Emily Anne Doyle
Emily Lolin Finch
Ellie Lauren Flaherty
Kathryn Fleming
Zach Friedman
Karen Ann Goldburg
Laura Brookshire Grier
Alexis Kristan Heinz
Sean Jesse Wright Heyneman
Michael James Ildari
Monika Rae Johnson
Kathryn Marie Kirkpatrick
Kaitlyn Elise Klingensmith
Rachael Grace Kluba
Saachi Das Kuwayama
Dorthea Jeanne Leisman
Xuehan Li
Elizabeth A. McLaughlin
Harold D. Rice
Hannah Morgan Schaefer
Maanya Umashanker
Rong Xu
Liwan Zhang
## Bachelor of Fine Arts

**Dance**
- Sophia Minouche Allen
- Maria Michaela Celine Cruz Esteban
- Madeline Joss
- John Burt Matthews III
- Sheli Keren Ruffer
- Emily Soong
- Izzy Wayner
- Kiara Williams

**Interarts**
- Sunsae Renee Davis
- Russi (Rosalie) Li

**Jazz Studies**
- Emma Lee Aboukasm
- Eli Christopher Bucheit
- Peter Goggin
- Daniel Kenji Lee
- Samuel Dylan Ross
- Jesus Lee Sanchez

**Musical Theatre**
- Benjamin Paul Ahlers
- Liam Edward Allen
- Leanne Jenelle Antonio
- Griffin Binnicker
- Blake Roman Bojewski
- Cydney Corinne Clark
- James Andrew Colburn
- Lorna Annetta Courtney
- Spencer LaRue Croy

**Performing Arts Technology**
- Christopher J. Walker

**Performing Arts Technology: Media Concentration**
- Katharine Anna Derringer
- Benjamin Joseph Roberts

**Performing Arts Technology: Music Concentration**
- Timothy Lewis Everett
- Oren Levin
- Harrison Lourim
- Heather F. Schmidt

**Theatre Design and Production**
- Sarah Elizabeth Adams

## Bachelor of Music

**Composition**
- Stuart Carlson
- Sawyer Denton
- Jacob Wayne Rogers

**Music Education: Choral**
- Julian James Goods

**Music Education: Instrumental**
- Amanda Taylor Blackson
- Lydia Riess de Leeuw
- Alexandra Bean Deamant
- Daniel Kenji Lee
- Jesse Maxwell Sacks
- Madeline Warner
- Jiaqian (Jane) Ye

**Music and Technology**
- Utku Gürkan

**Music Theory**
- Cullen June Coty O'Neil

**Musicology: Ethnomusicology**
- Timothy James Brewer

**Performance: Bassoon**
- Alexandra Bean Deamant
- Ezra Samuel Gans
- Trevor Ambrose King
- Audrey Camille Shepherd
- Maddy Neol Curtis Wildman

**Performance: Cello**
- Nicole Chung
- Lydia Riess de Leeuw
- Jessica Yue Hu
- Cullen June Coty O’Neil
- Lindsey Diana Sharpe
- Nathan Noah Walhout

**Performance: Clarinet**
- Allison Chu
- Emily Broer Hinojosa
- Gyu Hwan Hwang
- Bum Namkoong
- Katherine Elizabeth Thomas

**Performance: Double Bass**
- Conor Faherty Flynn

**Performance: Euphonium**
- Kevin Joel Broom II

**Performance: French Horn**
- Rebecca Claire Epstein-Boley
- Brianne Julia Ihasz

**Performance: Harp**
- Celia van den Bogert

**Performance: Oboe**
- Julian Huth Amberg
- Laurel Elizabeth Young Wellman
- Arielle Jordan Wolf

**Performance: Organ**
- Matthew Skylar Durham
- James Renfer

**Performance: Percussion**
- Conner Mark Darling
- Tanner Robert Tanyeri

**Performance: Piano**
- Rong Sui
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Bachelor of Music

Performance: Saxophone
Charles Frederick Lilley
Connor Patrick O’Toole
Matthew D. Rader

Performance: Viola
Zola Madison Hightower
Patrick Nicholas Marsh
Aimée Morgan McAnulty
Madeline Warner

Performance: Violin
Stuart Carlson
Zola Madison Hightower
Benjamin Jackson
Abigail Kathryn Schneider
Sarah Catherine Straw
Allison Taylor
Yu Chao Weng
Tiffany C. Wilkins

Performance: Voice
Eliana Barwinski
Kurt Allen Clare
Hailey Sara Cohen
Samuel Kidd
Francesca Patrice Napolitano
Kristine Michelle Overman
Camille Elise Primeau

Bachelor of Musical Arts

Multidisciplinary Studies
Rasika Raghavan
Maxwell Tsao
Gregory Francis Werd III

Performance: Piano
Amanda Rachel Liu

Performance: Voice
Jahbreil Anderson Campbell
Patrick Flynn

Bachelor of Science

Sound Engineering
Socrates Dimitris Kyprianos Papageorgiou

Bachelor of Theatre Arts

Amelia Grace Dahmer
Tessa Hoerst
Kellan Elizabeth Kryak
Emma Nicole Kuske
Isabelle Sara Molnar
Emma Genevieve Somers
Natan Zamansky
Performing Arts Management Concentration
Grace Frances Barron

Master of Music

Chamber Music
Colleen Darragh Bernstein
Nigel Casal Fernandez
Caleb Georges
Danielle Lynn Gonzalez
Isaac Hopkins
Hyunjoo Jung
Yi-Hsuan Lee
Elizabeth Anne Kunert
Xinzhu Ma
Maguette Ndiaye
Benjamin Thomas Pochily
Jingjing Wan
Jacob Valentine Warren
Peiyao Yu

Conducting: Band
Lindsay Elizabeth Bronnenkant

Conducting: Choral
Thomas Arthur Koenig Burton

Conducting: Orchestral
Charlotte Politi
Regulo Jose Stabilito-Garcia

Improvisation
Max Steven Bowen
Aidan Patrick Cafferty
Jacob Valentine Warren
Kaleigh Michele Wilder

Music Education
Molly Elizabeth Evans
Katelyn Marie Gilbert
Caitlin Mihalko-Guar
Gary Nathan Prince

Performance: Bassoon
Daniel Jonah Fendrick

Performance: Cello
Aaron Alexander Baker
Benjamin Anthony Francisco

Performance: Clarinet
Mary Elizabeth Anne Fortino
Taylor Marie Isberg
Jordan Arthur Kauffman

Performance: Double Bass
Thomas James Hawthorne

Performance: Flute
Kaitlin Elizabeth Jones
Maguette Ndiaye
Neil Trevor Robertson
Kaitlynn Marie Rodriguez

Performance: French Horn
Thomas Charles Miletello, Jr.

Performance: Harp
Amber Joy Carpenter
Bethany Malchuk Lancaster
Master of Music

Performance: Harpsichord
Nicola Saraceni Canzano

Performance: Oboe
Ion Seng Fong, Ryan

Performance: Percussion
Colleen Darraugh Bernstein
Nigel Casal Fernandez
Danielle Lynn Gonzalez

Performance: Piano
ShunFu Chang
Hyunju Jung
Emma-Johanna Koponen
Hoyeon Lee
Hsin-Jou Lee
Yi-Hsuan Lee
Xinzhu Ma
Hikari Nakamura
Chiao-Yu Wu
Wenyi Xiong
Peiyao Yu
Yi Jia Zhao

Performance: Saxophone
Matthew Robert Koester
Elizabeth Anne Kunert

Performance: Trombone
Luis Enrique Huerta-Freyre
Scott Vanderbilt

Performance: Trumpet
Isaac Hopkins

Performance: Viola
Caleb Georges
Benjamin Thomas Pochily
Amber Lan Wang

Performance: Violin
Sarah Abbott
Rose Claire Fecteau Brown
Laura Isabel Gamboa
Mina Hong
Dana Kathryn Johnson
Harry Rayner
Jiayi Zheng

Performance: Saxophone
Lucas Ramon Alvarado
Anjani Sethuram Briggs
Molly Britta Bruner
Brent Doucette
Jennie Judd
Sedona Rose Libero
Andrew Charles Glass Lipian
Bryce Ridley McClendon
Madison Montambault
Allison Lee Prost
Erika Anne Thompson
Madison Joy Warren
Stephen Wynn
Antona Condic Yost

Performance: Voice
Rachel Yu Chen
Ceren Su Sahin

Specialist of Music

Collaborative Piano
Kayoko Miyazawa

Performance: Cello
Kamyron Miles Williams

Performance: Violin
Brian Jeremy Allen

Performance: Voice
Zachary Crowle
Joseph Derrick Johnson

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Arts Entrepreneurship and Leadership
Elizabeth Anne Kunert

Master of Arts

Media Arts
Matias Andres Vilaplana Stark

Music Composition
Duncan Michael Petersen-Jones

Master of Fine Arts

Dance
Megan Adele Hillman Bascom
Lenard J. Foust
Nicole Katherine Reehorst
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Founded in 1941, Patricia D. Hurn, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Lindsey Acker  
Alison Kristen Agemak  
Juan Enrique Aguirre  
Jessica Lynn Alexander  
Sarah J. An  
Jane Elizabeth Ballard  
Sean Balnaves  
Paige Bartuch  
Jennifer Battaglia  
Kara Rae Benner  
Madeline Elise Binz  
Emily Black  
Emma M. Brant  
Madeleine Lee Bredin  
Natalie Breuer  
Alex J. Briggs  
Josephine Brown  
Natalie Ann Burke  
Katie Ann Burmester  
Abigail Carrier  
Kristi Casale  
Abigail Evelyn Casterline  
Abigail Celt  
Yeannah Cha  
Katie Chan  
Haley Cicero  
Erin Elizabeth Clark  
Katrina Marie Coley  
Allison Shea Conway  
Elizabeth Marie Coolidge  
Josephine Mara Coury  
Kaycee Crist  
Lindsay Rose Cromwell  
Jameya Chantell Crosley  
Alea Crowley  
Brittany Curran  
Olivia Belle Darany  
Lilly Katherine Deerin  
Christopher Joseph Demers  
Danielle Derderian  
Haley Christine Diedrick  
Tanja Dimovski  
Caroline E. Doll  
Kathryn Monahan Dvorak  
Lauren Elise Edmonds  
Elise Eginton  
Mads Pearl Farmer  
Kelsey M. Flanagan  
Arione S. Foster  
Merideth Freiheit  

Marissa Jae Frent  
Alexa Galernik  
Katherine Elaine Geffken  
Anna Mikal Getz  
Peter Ralj Capati Goco  
Elizabeth Ann Grabis  
Paige Hall  
Nicole Hallacy  
Kathleen Marian Halvorson  
Olivia Agnes Hamilton  
Miranda Ashley Hartman  
Paige Hawkins  
Jacqueline O. Helland  
Rachel Hersch  
Breanna Joy Hinston  
Kara Hoffman  
Olivia Holmberg  
Julia Noelle Humenny  
Natalia Jablonski  
Sarah Anne Johnson  
Rosemary Kaloustian  
Jonah Kazmierski  
Breanna Lynn Keeney  
Darcy Ann Kimberlin  
Savanna Kirk  
McKenzie L. Klee  
Gabrielle Eva Kogon  
Izabela Kosiba  
Kathryn Margaret Krause  
Alicia Ann Krebs  
Christina Lynn Kuhnmuench  
Sydney Lastegee  
Mimi Le  
Samantha LeFevere  
Abigail Rose LeMerise  
Joan Levleit  
Christina Lindsey  
Casi Margaret Lisecki  
Reagan Marie Maisch  
Zoe Balsam Martin  
Elise Kay Marvin  
Alysha Maurey  
Ashley McKeown  
Robert Jacob Moore  
Lauren Nasiadka  
Zoë O’Connor  
Megan Anne O’Rourke  
Caroline Pale  
Rachel Parisi  
Anne Catherine Peper  

Maria Petrusha  
Emily Marie Plave  
Sylvia Plaza  
Sophia Reaume  
Allison Reiser  
Caitlin Nicole Richardson  
Alaina Rose Riker  
Grace Roberts  
Mackenzie Roggenkamp  
Madeline Roty  
Madison Joy Sabbath  
Rachel Fay Sabin  
Katie Scudder  
Matthew Selleke  
Megan Victoria Sensing  
Nicole Shim  
Caroline Shuart  
Allison Elise Silverman  
Lauren Skidmore  
Lehna Smallwood  
Clare Marie Smydra  
Surina Anna Sood  
Samantha Soren  
Adriana Soria-Hawkinson  
Karina Joyce Souksay  
Vibha Sreenivasu  
Shena Sung  
Katherine Rose Swartz  
Jenna Marie Swets  
Amber Sword  
Betsy Tanenbaum  
Chandler Tarrant  
Mia Townsel  
Michelle Nicole Tuyo  
Samantha Rachael Tyson  
Meredith VanEssen  
Alina Anna Varghese  
Melissa Rose Vranicar  
Madeleine Kathleen Walsh  
Anna Hunter Weber  
Kimberly Wong  
Taylor Yendick  
Woong Je  
Matthew Zamiska  
Sarah Elizabeth Smith Zdrodowski  
Jacqueline Ann Zielinski  
Mackenzie Stephanie-Ann Zierau  
Annaliese Zwiers  

Master of Science in Nursing

Adult Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Youmin Cho

Nurse Midwife
Kathryn Blackport  
Xinyi Chen  
Nichole Hughes

Nurse Midwife and Family Nurse Practitioner
Rosa Lee Avila

Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Joel Greco  
Emily Pichan
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Master of Science in Nursing
Systems, Populations, and Leadership
Julia Morrissey

Jessica Swanson Southwell
Brooke Szymanski

Doctorate of Nursing Practice
Tonyie Andrews-Johnson
Angela Asimakopoulos
Sarabjit Bhullar
Emily Chapin
Nora Drummond
Lisa Fields
Lei Hou

John Inthavongsai
Janey Jubas
John Knight
Elina Li
Kylie Lin
Andrea Matsumoto
Alexandria Pawlikowski

Andrew Plaza
Ayshia Rafig
Terence Thompson
Terri Vrooman
Megan Warren
Shannon Young
Teresa Zawacki

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Founded in 1941, F. DuBois Bowman, Dean

Bachelor of Arts
Christina Noelle Alaniz
Chloe Eden Bakst
Kendra Griffin Berry
Jacob Michael Cutler
Savannah Nicole Downs
Amani Danielle Echols
Abagail Jeanne Edwards
Claire Elana Fendrick
Jason Randall Golec
Cassandra Louise Granville
Wyatt James Hicks
Cassidy Brooke Johnson
Lysette Kathryn Kessler

Ji Hyun Kim
Jaren Alexander Kirkland
Emily Elizabeth Koptyra
Riya Kumar
Lloyd Levell Lyons
Kelly Frances Martinek
Charlotte Gaddis Masucci
Ishani Mathur
Anjali Nemorin
Christian Corpuz Paneda
Elizabeth Lauren Paver
Faith Marrone Reynolds
Scott Richard Rola

Cailey Rullman
Aries Vanean Rutledge
Ali Safawi
Kylie Ann Schafer
Natalie Claire Stillpass
Morgan Rachel Suntken
Ayako Wakabayashi Takai
Allison Claire Tuohy
Cristal Valle
Madison Elizabeth Van Epps
Chanho Yoo

Bachelor of Science
Caroline Elizabeth Adams
Hussain Mohammad Ali
Nicholas Duane Amato
Lily Renee Carlson
Ermionia Sofia Carr
Saisuwita Chandrasekharuni
Laura Marielle Dent
Kelah Dos Santos
Zoe Ruth Finer
Korin Marie Fletenier
Leixa Marie Giragosian
Kristine Terry Green
Nehanda Gyan-Apenteng
Thomas M. Hardy
Khang Vinh Huynh
Omar Syed Ilyas
Afeefah A. Khan
Khadeejah Mahnoor Khan

Lyric Quentin Kleber
Sydney Rayna Aurora Korsunsky
Wing Yeung Lam
Nuha Mahmood
Katrina Daisy Mansour
Laura Ashley McGrath
Nicholas Darrol Miller
Julia Tress Lou Montag
Kayla Marie Muschong
Lahari Nandikanti
Madeleine Claire Nicholas
Halimat Shadia-Owolabi Olaniyi
Princess-Amanda Onyeka Onwenu
Madison Pearl Polay
Madeleine Elizabeth Schmitter
William Alexander Henry Schwartz
Monica Smolinski
Jeffrey Nathan Sondheimer

Caroline Ella Spartin
Janna Caroline Stabile
Molly Stachurski
Kayla Elizabeth Stanek
Sheridan Tobin
Paloma A. Tracy
Spencer Garrett Walz
Doria Leah Weiss
Roen Micayla Wheeler
Claire Geralynn Wixon
Ashley Wu
Danya Nicole Ziazadeh
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Graduate Certificate

Global Health
Ayousha Acharya
Sukhmani Kaur Bedi
Beth Moran

Health Care Infection Prevention and Control
William John Benjamin IV
Luke Draper
Erin Elizabeth Finn
Cameron Griffin
Ergest Isak
Gregory Kruse
Akash C. Patel
Nicholas James Polakowski
Clare Frances Shanahan

Injury Science
Stephen N. Oliphant

Public Health Genetics
William John Benjamin IV
Amanda Grace Fakih
Kashvi Gupta
Dehua Han
Tyler B. Kratzer
Maureen Malloy

Risk Science and Human Health
Alexia J. Armstrong
Emily Armstrong
Xenia Chan
Courtney Lee Crawford
Farah Kader
Edward Pete Lo
Keith Murphy
Zachary Patrick Nan
Jennifer Nguyen
Margaret Helen Rubens
Kyle P. Sullivan
Steven Vanderlaske
Andrea Winne

Master of Public Health

Environmental Health Sciences
Jennifer Nguyen

Environmental Health Sciences – Environmental Health Promotion and Policy
Farah Kader
Kyle P. Sullivan

Environmental Health Sciences – Environmental Quality and Health
Alexia J. Armstrong
Edward Pete Lo

Environmental Health Sciences – Industrial Hygiene
Emily Armstrong
Michael James Begin
Xenia Chan
Courtney Lee Crawford
Abilene Louise Emerson
Claudia Nicole Meyer
Adam Richard Overgaard
Sophia Marie Ridl
Steven Vanderlaske

Environmental Health Sciences – Occupational and Environmental Epidemiology
Robert Fernandez

Environmental Health Sciences – Toxicology
Zachary Patrick Nan
Margaret Helen Rubens

Epidemiology
Edward Arenas
Olivia Lauren Barth
Latifa Bazzi

Marjorie Plumridge Biel
Kelly Broen
Camera Dockery
Brenna Nicole Eder
Erin Elizabeth Finn
Jennifer Proto Gondhi
Allyson Greigore
Christa Clara Guest
Gaorui Guo
Stuart Henry Hammond
Hannah I. Kass-Aten
Lilah Khoja
Tomohiro Michael Ko
Tyler B. Kratzer
Madeline Kaye LeVasseur
Xiang Li
Gladys Martinez
Beth Moran
Keith Murphy
Aruna Muthukumar
Akash C. Patel
Vindya Suvedhika Perera
Jeremy Jan-Marc Raisky
Raha Lois Richardson
Danielle Shauna Rittman
Randell Varnesi Seaton II
Vidhi Verma
Andreia Winne
Jiayu Xie
Xiaoran Yang
Dian Zhang
Harry Zhen

Epidemiology – Global Health Epidemiology
Kyle Russell Busse
David Colston
Kallisse Rhyvannah Dent
Clayton Patrick DesJardin
Jarrod Lynn Eaton
Kashvi Gupta
Michelle Iqbal

Epidemiology – Hospital and Molecular Epidemiology
Hasan Hosame Abu-Amara
William John Benjamin IV
Elyse Dominique Davis
Luke Draper
Sydney Leigh Foote
Amy Getz
Julie Gilbert
Cameron Griffin
Jessica Therese Heimonen
Gregory Kruse
Nathan Joseph Leishman
William Henry Marshall II
Matthew John Peters
Nicholas James Polakowski
Clare Frances Shanahan
Katie Elizabeth Tiseo
Alexandria Tricoche
Jason William Weaver
Alex Katherine Wells

Epidemiology – Occupational and Environmental Epidemiology
Daniel John Brandt
Juliana Eva Pucinari
Jessica M. Yaser
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Master of Public Health

Global Health Management and Policy
Priya Chidambaram
Anne Marie Cleary
Emily Kaye Downes
Jong Hye Rha

Health Behavior and Health Education
Julia Guðrún Aspelund
Ross Anthony Baiers
Jasmine Amber Bell
Liliane Roberts Bentley
Samantha Boerner
Brianne Faith Brenneman
Erin Renee Detiote
Rylee Sue Doucette
Brianna Dumas
Maria Gabriela Gaiser
Jennifer Proto Gondhi
Jennifer Gonzalez
Shelby Gort
Dana Andre Greene, Jr.
Lello Konno Guluma
Fatima Hassan
Laura Hollander
Nushat Islam
Brianna Danielle Jacobs
Gabriel Lee Johnson
Nolan Matthew Kavanagh
Lilah Khoja
Gielle C. Kuhn
Lauren Leslie
Lauryn Rebekah Lin
Shirley Loi
Kayla Anne Mandel
Alaya Niko Martin
Ashley Camille McBride
Melanie Meisenheimer
Allante Moon
Mackenzie Nicole Mosera
Alison Virginia O’Brien
Shivani Pandya
Ariana Paredes-Vincent
Jordan Leigh Pond
Rory Jade Price
Clare E. Rauch
Hurley Oshae Riley III
Nicki Sanii
Amelia Francine Schmid
Claire Grania Schorin
Karnik Shah
Samir R. Shalabi
Varick M. Shute
Emily Elizabeth Smale
Austin Smarsh
Nicolas Alfredo Suarez
Natalie Waligorski
Meghan Jacqueline Watkins
Bianca Jane Winward
MacKenzie Lauren Wyant

Health Management and Policy
Adelyn Margaret Beil
Susan G. Bornstein
Alexandra Christine Dulin
Jennifer Marie Edwards-Johnson
Rachel Eryn Goodman
Alison Elizabeth Granger
Mariam H. Jalloul
Grace Catherine Keeney-Bonthrone
Jean Lee
Joanna Lu
Jordan Tyler Mizell
Tianna Morgan
Sean F. O’Hara
Courtney N. Poopat
Sarah Eve Rubin
Myra Saed
Mary Elizabeth Smyth
Sarah Bouchard Sugar

Nutritional Sciences
Ayousha Acharya
Emily Katherine Champoux
Kelsey Marie Galang
Rachel Durham Lowry
Landon Ian Wood

Nutritional Sciences – Dietetics
Dhaara J. Antani
Krystina Jo Aube
Monica Wren Babcock
Periha Bilgen
Marie-Helena S. Bitar
Caitlyn Campbell
Matthew Carmen-Wijenga
Rachel Dawn Cohen
Julie Anne Colbath
Kathleen Anne Corcoran
Mieko T. Diener
Natalie Emerick
Elise Gahan
Swathi Gopala Krishna Shetty
Jenna Gorlick
Lauren Eve Herty
Ellen Renee Hill
Eliza Rae Jarman
Shadi Amanda Larson
Jiaying Li
Anyi Liu
Di Liu
Christian Noah Mackey
Marissa Ann Natzke
Amelia Kathleen O’Brien-Combs
Cristian Ordoñez
Natalie Joycelyn Reid
Melissa A. Robinson
Kelsey Leigh Rose
Carly Lamb Runge
Gina Caterina Sellinger
Alison Sheets
Brooke Lacey Turner
Lea Michelle Wright
Daniella M. Youhan
Wen Zhou

Master of Health Services Administration

Global Health Management and Policy
Andrea Maria Arathoon
Zechariah Hasan Attar
Aida Mustafa

Health Management and Policy
Lamah Hareem Asadullah
Chanan Raghav Kumar Batra
Katherine Bissen
Hilary Broussard Bragg
Jasmine Patrice Brown
Taylor I. Clark
David Jeffrey Cook
Marguerite Crandall
Rebecca Ashley Cray
Madison Alma Cripps
Amgded Hassan Eidelsafty
Amanda Grace Fakih
Sunina Gaddipati
Artur Galecki
Rox Ibrahim Glatia II
Peter Jamison Geppert
Jonas Goldstein
Sunil Srimat Gollamudi
Michael V. Gratson
Tyler Kevin Gregory
Lauren Guerra
Robert Michael Henehan
Marguerite Crandall
Rebecca Ashley Cray
Madison Alma Cripps
Amgded Hassan Eidelsafty
Amanda Grace Fakih
Sunina Gaddipati
Artur Galecki
Rox Ibrahim Glatia II
Peter Jamison Geppert
Jonas Goldstein
Sunil Srimat Gollamudi
Michael V. Gratson
Tyler Kevin Gregory
Lauren Guerra
Robert Michael Henehan
Marguerite Crandall
Rebecca Ashley Cray
Madison Alma Cripps
Amgded Hassan Eidelsafty
Amanda Grace Fakih
Sunina Gaddipati
Artur Galecki
Rox Ibrahim Glatia II
Peter Jamison Geppert
Jonas Goldstein
Sunil Srimat Gollamudi
Michael V. Gratson
Tyler Kevin Gregory
Lauren Guerra
Robert Michael Henehan

Chanel Marie Heslop
Dean H. Hommer
Dane Jacobsen
Neeharika Jaladangki
Matthew Alan Johnon
Esha Kamath
Mariam Khan
Sayali Khare
Clara Bohyun Kil
Tae Kim
Austin Kokoruda
Morgan Kelly Leske
Kathryn Li
Elizabeth Lin
Tanvi Uday Mahajani
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Master of Health Services Administration

**Health Management and Policy**
Christopher Martin
Andrea Marie McAuliffe
James Patrick McEvoy
Cristina Muñoz
Andrea K. Nguyen
Kemi A. Omotoso
Skyler F. Patrick
Sundeep Singh Rai

Jeremy Jan-Marc Raisky
Mou Rakshit
Emily Elizabeth Reasoner
Priyanka Ripley
Isabel Julia Rouse
Sarah Rubin
Nikhil Sahai
Sami R. Shalabi
Shaina Julianne Shapera
Rebecca Solheim

Ben Stevenson
Ayesha Pillai Stuart
Zakiya Anisa Suleiman
Rachel Elizabeth Tisdale
Martha Mary Walsh
Micalah M. Webster
Jodi Rebecca Woerle
Anthony C. Wong
Jeffrey Zakem
Ryan Joseph Zayance

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

**Biostatistics**
Devin Joseph Aberasturi
Aubrey Childs Annis
Yunwoo Jang Burton
Lap Sum Chan
Sharanya Chandran
Elizabeth Crenshaw Chase
Ina I. Conrado
Kaitlin Anne Cornwell
Douglas Ford Hannum
Kexin Jiang
Yuan Jin
Yue Jin

Jitao Wang
Yi Zhe Wang
Yizhuo Wang
Mandy Wong
Wanqing Wu
Yue Wu
Chang Xu
Yanwen Zhai
Yuhua Zhang
Yujing Zhang
Wenxuan Zhao
Lingjie Zhou

Neena Ishwari Marupudi
Girish Balachandran Nair
Mio Nakamura
Qais Radaideh
Andrew Joshua Read
Julie Megan Rosenthal
Sonja Gabriele Schütz
Eman Shaban
Aarti Shakkottai
Jamie Sue Votava Sheth
Adina Turcu
Afifa Uzzaman

**Clinical Research**
Sydney Elizabeth Behrmann
Kristian Black
Toby Philip Keeney-Bonthrone
Lauren Elizabeth Merz
James M. Mosnner

**Clinical Research Design and Statistical Analysis**
Fadi Alali
David Bernard Altshuler
Robert Russell Ehrman
Jessica Rachel Golbus
Hassan Jadid
Kanishka Thiran Jayasundera
Lilit Karapetyan
Karen Meekyong Kim
Matthew Christopher Konerman
Wassim W. Labaki

**Environmental Health Sciences**
Yang-Ju Chen
Maureen Malloy
Nan Yan
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<td>Jessica S. Herek</td>
<td>Christina Neirinck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony DiLoreto</td>
<td>Valeriah A. Holmon</td>
<td>Stephanie L. Olson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronda J. Dickinson</td>
<td>Susan S. Hudson</td>
<td>Rochelle K. Raymond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa R. Doring</td>
<td>Soua Kue</td>
<td>Jessica R. Thick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen L. Douglas</td>
<td>Susan Littler</td>
<td>Amorena L. Tompkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula L. Ellsworth</td>
<td>Samantha LoGrasso</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN

Founded in 1958, Domenico Grasso, Chancellor

COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND LETTERS

Bachelor of Arts

Dylan Taylor Abbott  Mohamad Elmasri  Nabeel Christo Karapatsakis
Malak Hani Abdallah  Wassim W. El-Sayed  Ramy Y. Karnib
Maha Abourarabi  Alicia Facey  Jacob Douglas Kempton
Aya Sami Abusalah  Halimeh Izzat Farhat  Sathe Sami Ali Hiram Khaldi
Husn Mohamed-Saleh Ahmed  Christopher Brian Fenrich  Aiaah Abdelnaser Khalil
Annahita Akbarifard  Carlos A. Fernandez  Gagneet Kaur Khangura
Ali M. Al Fanharawi  Ryan C. Feroni, Jr.  Leslie Marie King
Zahra Alattabi  Albert J. Ferris  Shelby R. King
Hala M. Alazzawi  Austin J. Finnerty  Ashleigh Klimkiewicz
Naghem Yabya Albeer  Jesse James Fisher  Elise R. Kwansiewski
Hala A. Al-Humadi  Emily Catherine Fitzgerald  Kaylynn Nicole LaBean
Olivia Alidinaj  Matthew R. Fleming  Linda Laree Lankford
Kelly Alter  Destiny Ann Flowers-Fayad  Daniela Lara-Guzman
Rafaela Antoniadou  Amanda Nicole Flynn  Konstandina Laskaris
Malak Hani Abdallah  Jayci Elizabeth Forster  Olivia Kathryn Lazarски
Maha Abouarabi  Halee M. Fustini  Christian James Ledford
Aya Sami Abusalah  Youmna H. Gabr  Nancy Lee
Husn Mohamed-Saleh Ahmed  Chelsea Marie Garrison  Zahara Jane Madahah
Annahita Akbarifard  Stefanie Lee Gates-Lewis  Shadi Ammar Mahfouz
Ali M. Al Fanharawi  Kevin Cletus Gavin  Ghaida Makki
Zahra Alattabi  Tyson Gersh  Mona Hussein Makki
Hala M. Alazzawi  Matthew A. Gillespie  Brady Cassidy Malone
Hala A. Al-Humadi  Maria Aparecida Girao  Daniel Stephen Mano
Olivia Alidinaj  Dylan Allen Girdley  Carmen Elizabeth Marquez
Kelly Alter  Robert G. Glover  Rachael Olivia Marzone
Rafaela Antoniadou  Karina Gonzalez  Sahar H. Mashhour
Malak Hani Abdallah  Imari D. Graham  Matthew M. Mason
Maha Abouarabi  Abigail Gralewski  Colin Darryl Matthews
Aya Sami Abusalah  Tyler Joseph Groat  Desiree Joan Mattia
Husn Mohamed-Saleh Ahmed  Alondra Ivette Guevara  Raiven ChaVon McDaniel
Annahita Akbarifard  Julia Soumar Habhab  Amari Allyce Marie McLean
Ali M. Al Fanharawi  Sabah Hadous  Lucas P. McLeroth
Zahra Alattabi  Amane A. Hammoud  Erica M. Mehrhof
Hala M. Alazzawi  Aiaah Abdelnaser Khalil  Brenden Jerome Menefee
Hala A. Al-Humadi  Alia Harb  Kayla Danielle Miller
Olivia Alidinaj  Mohammad T. Harp  Peyton Elizabeth Miller
Kelly Alter  Reem Hassan  Kehlood Moflehi
Rafaela Antoniadou  Chandana Giita Haynes  Dana Mohammad
Malak Hani Abdallah  Helen M. Henderson  Bayan M. Moheisen
Maha Abouarabi  Robert Lawrence Hendricks  Jeramey Joseph Mullins
Aya Sami Abusalah  Jordan Herrmann  Ilham Muthanna
Husn Mohamed-Saleh Ahmed  Tracy L. Herron  Mariam H. Nasser
Annahita Akbarifard  Robert Lawrence Hendricks  Zeinab A. Nasser
Ali M. Al Fanharawi  Jordan Herrmann  Michael Lante Nesbitt
Zahra Alattabi  Tracy L. Herron  Gina Marie Nogueras
Hala M. Alazzawi  Robert Lawrence Hendricks  Mitchell David Nusbaum
Hala A. Al-Humadi  Jordan Herrmann  Leah Catherine Oldham
Olivia Alidinaj  Tracy L. Herron  Janet Marie O’Leary
Kelly Alter  Jordan Herrmann  Teresa M. O’Malley
Rafaela Antoniadou  Jordan Herrmann  Allyssa Michelle Palazzolo
Malak Hani Abdallah  Jordan Herrmann  Dominic Perrin
Maha Abouarabi  Jordan Herrmann  Steven Mohamed Phillips
Aya Sami Abusalah  Jordan Herrmann  Sharon Rose Piwang
Husn Mohamed-Saleh Ahmed  Jordan Herrmann  Nicholas Stephen Pobutsky
Annahita Akbarifard  Jordan Herrmann  Pierce James Polasek
Ali M. Al Fanharawi  Jordan Herrmann  Sarah Amanda Prashad
Bachelor of Arts

Tara Marie Quigley
Emily Lynn Rader
Natalie Radosевич
Paul M. Rains
Cecilia Ramirez
Natalie Radosevich
Len Rammlouni
Miranda Elizabeth Redman
Harmony Joy Rhodes
Brittany Nicole Richmond
Bridgett LaFrice Robinson
Guadalupe Rodriguez
‘Andy Tyler Ross
John Rubin
Brookelynn Marie Ruggirello
Savona Safaoui
Diego A. Salas
Ashleigh Marie Schoeninger
Julianne Marie Sersen
Hira Raza Shahid
Naja Shamy
Amanda Morgan Shapiro
Zachary A. Shay
Mahdi Mohamad Shukr
Dylan James Stiwick
Eva Symone Smith
Jacob Russ Smith
Katherine Mary Smith
Tamiko Monique Smith
Natalie A. Spala
Azairia Tashara Spears
Farah A. Sour
Miri Sour
Jacob Daniel St. John
Aubree Patricia Stamper
Faith Elizabeth Stewart
Andrew C. Stout
Marie Suerer
Gwendolyn Doreen Taylor
Gina Lee Telega
Sarah A. Thomas
Alexander James Thornton
Carlo R. Tonarelli
Giselle Torres-Villa
Jacob C. Tracer
Sydney Marie Tripp
Alyssa Morgan Turner
Chase Cameron Turner
Jazmin D. Turner
Loren Noelle Tyner
Alejandra Vazquez-Garcia
Omar Vega
Marissa J. Voiles
Amelia Frances Ward
Erin Wane Wasson
Kiel M. Watson
Rebecca Elise Watters
Katherine A. Wheeler
Micah Esperanza White
Zariea Milton Williams
Alexis Marie Wilson
Rebekah Michele Wilson
Thomas Wayne Winkles
Erin Kathleen Wolfe
Alexander S. Woodliff
Michael T. Wright
Amal S. Yafai
Sarah Yassine
Samantha Elizabeth Yax
Jacob D. Yesh-Brochstein
Claire E. Young
Jordan Kennedy Yunker
Zarghoona
Nancy Zieah

Bachelor of General Studies

Hassan Alsaudy
Primavera Tonatzin Flores
Julie Beth Sparkman
Barbara Vernon

Bachelor of Science

Ghinwa A. Sater
Rachel A. Adkins
Mehak Ahmed
Uddin Faheem Ahmed
Zainab Q. Al Kushaly
Hdeel A. Alhadi
Danya Alkahwaji
Hawra Alsafi
Ola Hamid Alathan
Momina Amin
Kassem H. Amine
Eryn Patrick Arble
Esraa Hassan Awad
Ali I. Awada
Nicholas Harout Aznavour
Anjali Elizabeth Batra
Taylor Alexis Bejma
Akhoy T. Bhaktawara
Samantha Joy Bower
Johnny Dwayne Bryant
Troy A. Busch
Bryan Catalano
Raaa F. Chemali
Xin Chen
Katherine Elizabeth Conrad
Amanda Lynn Cowell
Andra Cristiu
Jessica Cristiu
Alexander J. Danke
Matthew Sean Daratony
Quinlan A. Doctrove
Kara Lynn Dohnal
Zobida Elamine
Diane A. Elhorr
Shadya M. Essaia
Arslan Fahim
Ali K. Farhat
Ali H. Fawaz
Kurt Vincent Fernando
Youmna H. Gabr
Hallea Josephine Garcia
Hannah Tear Gaudette
Christopher Craig Goodis
Dhyanu Guntur
Linda Mazhar Haidar
Nora Niles Haji
Randy A. Hallam
Mohamed Jay Hammoud
Aishwarya Handa
Emily Ann Heinrich
Chelsea Louise Hill
Allyson Lynne Hoag
Daja ReAnne Hollis
Fatme A. Hourani
Megan Hoangvi Huynh
Ali Ibrahim
Kristina Vana Ivanovic
Anjani Jampana
Fatima Fadel Jassem
Zain-Eldeen N. Jawad
Daniel G. Jernigan
Kelly Johnson
Jamal Jomaa
Scott Thomas Jones
Lasana Karva, Jr.
Farkhanda Khalid
Adam N. Kanafer
Desiree Beth Krzywodziński
Mark Kiraly LaFreniere
Magnolia Landman
Matthew Lang
Daniel Stanley Lank
Noah B. Leonardo
David Evan Levy
Joshua Alan Lothringer
Hussein M. Makled
Ulyana Malovana
Courtney R. Marshall
Cedric Lavar Mayfield
Moaz Tariq Mian
Celestine Rose Miller
Bachelor of Science

Ahlam Mohamed
Inaam Mohammed
Islam Ahmad Muheisen
Hiba B. Mukhal
Anna Alicia Nelson
Alisa Fionnuala O’Brien
Diana Vanessa Paicu
Taylor Elaine Passucci
Danni Michelle Portman
Aruba Qamar
Mandra Quassis
Alejandra Nayeli Quiroz
Dina Nezar Rabeeah
Hussein H. Raychouni

Master of Science

Applied and Computational Math
Afrah Hanek
Nicole Grace Hayes
David E. Like

Criminology and Criminal Justice
Hawraa Rahi Al-Aridhi
Megan Marie Laesser
Michelle Lynne Lishin

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Public Administration

Nicole Renee Holtz
Anthony J. Merolla

College of Business

Bachelor of Business Administration

Gaadeh O. Abouarab
Umar Abrar
Mamdud Ahmed
Yahya M. Aiyash
Ashraf Alhaj
Bakeel Jibr Almaweri
Mohamd N. Almothafer
Mary Alsawi
Taka A. Alsebti
Salvador Andrade, Jr.
Sara Aoun
Rachel Marie Arnold
Akeem A. Ashaif
Daniel D. Ayyash
Erica A. Bartoszyk
Mahdi Ibrahim Baydoun
Mouhamed Samir Bazzi
Ali Beydoun
Thomas Patrick Brady

Nicole Ann Desmond
Rose M. Dobek
Rachel Victoria Dolland
Vishruti V. Dungri
Jessica Edwards
Joseph Atef El-Sayed
Hassan Kassem Elsibai
Haylee S. Englehart
Galia Espinoza
Connor J. Fedoruk
Kamira K. Felton
Chad Ryan Fick
Devin B. Flack
Maria Elizabeth Gajda
Joseph-Vincent Suelan Gaton
Mauricio Gonzalez
Ryan F. Guckian
Ryan Hannon
Juwan Lawrence Harper
Bachelor of Business Administration

Kyle Ryan Hepburn
Hussien S. Hider
Michael K. Hodges
Tristan T. Hosier
Nicholas Sean Hotea
Maryann Hurtado
Pamela Eva Jablonski
Carla L. Jackson
Jay Michael Jarouche
Sarah Kabalan
Mirvat Kadouh
Thomas Brett Kays
Jacob Douglas Kempton
Sana Ismail Khan
Austin Waad Konja
Maya Korogodsky
Brendan Patrick Landwehr
Joseph Padraig Lapum
Chad Peter LeFevres
Jinlu Liu
Lukas Lorincz
Nicholas Lucchese
Gary James Madej II
Malak M. Majed
Jenan Younes Makki
Marli Ann Marano
Mark Anthony Marra
Abigail Lohmar Masters
Mohamad Mazloum
Jillian A. McDade
Chelsea Jane McWilliams
Salvador Medina
Lucas F. Michna
Spencer J. Mikols
Victoria Milanowski
Patrick Carleton Miller
Judith Alejandra Montelongo-Saldana
Nicholas H. Montoya
Trevor Daniel Mulready
Genaro Murillo
Klea F. Myttari
Jose Edgar Naime Garcia
Christopher S. Nally
Jessica L. Neckel
Samira Niazi
Terence William O’Keefe
Brigette D. Oliver
Parina Girish Patel
Jared Lee Pelfrey
Athena Goike Petrouleas
Quinn V. Phan
William A. Pierce
Waal Rabbat
Sari Alyse Rakowicz
Christian Joseph Ramage
Kyle R. Ray
Renee Kristine Reed
Lisa Marie Rich
Guadalupe Rodriguez
Andre M. Rogers
Nicholas A. Romanauski
Kendall Rose
John R. Roth
Carl John Rugenski
Yousef A. Saab
Sahar H. Saad
Mitchell Andrew Sadowski
Yousef Salim Safah
Aida Said
Michael J. Salter
Mara Louise Santiz
Anthony R. Scala
Michael J. Scarpello
Matthew Stephen Scheppele
Joshua Clyde Schiesler
Nicole Marie Shaver
Hadeel Shkoukani
Julia Grace Skrobowski
Casey Varnetta Smiley
Kiefer Ryan Snell
Daniel Lawrence Speck
Jessica L. Spisak
Julie Elizabeth St John
Keesa Anne Stamper
Dylan T. Stankovich
Holly Athena Stebbin
Amber Lynn Steciak
Amber Nicole Steelman
Benjamin Mark Szmataula
Aida Talab
Joshua Anthony Talarek
Mohamad Othman Tamim
Dominic Luke Terhaar
Anurag Tummala
Zachary James Van Gorp
William Edgar Vlasic
Jeffrey W. Wilson
Susan Yaseen
Michael Yazbek
Feris A. Younis
Vosta Angela Zaia
Farah Zayat
Fadei Mohammad Zeidan

Master of Business Administration

Salman Maher Ammoun
Daniel John Arment
Kassidy Ann Belcher
Kevin James Bukowski
Colleen Ciske
Brooke Cline
Brianna Lee Duncan
Brandon T. Fagnani
Natalie Joan Godfrey
Jewel M. Grange
Emma Grace Hare
Sarah A. Haws
Samuel C. Hays
Jill Capehart Hayes
Nick Herbert
Katie Humphries
Conor V. Jenkins
Kennedy J. John
Andrew S. Jordan
Brynn A. Jordan
Evan W. Keilly
Patrick David Schradle
Lauren Christina Stevenson
Joseph A. Sullivan
Bradley Taylor Thomas
Jacqueline Lee Vesey
Brandon Wisnieski
Tahreem A. Zahid

Master of Science

Sneha Agasthya
Shreyaa Alse
Moeez Aslam
Omar Bah
Mohmmadi Begum
Derek Q. Belote
Prashanth Burugupalli
Chi Ning Chiu
Paola Cobani
Yogesh Amrutlal Dholariya
Manish Reddy Gudi
Paul Mitchell Gustek
Steven Henry Karpownik
Rami Reddy Karri
Tsuyoshi Kondo
Andrew J. Kubinski
Thomas James Mehall
Subrahmanya Srinivas Mellacheruvu
Vaishali Oga
Antonio Michael Pacifici
Pooja Rani
Ashwini Ravi Shankar
Gyan Shanker
Vicky Manohar Shenoy
Shuaiyi Shi
Rajesh Reddy Suram
Siva Kali Krishna Varrai
Wenchung Wang
Boxin Xie
Yinglian Yang
Chakrapadeep Yedida
Master of Science in Accounting

Megan Nicole Cranston
Kristen Toni Domez
Xiaojing Hu
Harsimran Kaur
Robert Campbell Preston Miller

Master of Science in Finance

Darin S. Andren
Aung M. Hein
Robert Campbell Preston Miller
Arti Patel
Brian Steven Sheahan

Bachelor of Arts

Safiyah Aimen
Zeinab Aabaid Aljebury
Olivia Louise Buk
Fatima Chamas
Khadije Charara
Jennifer Marie Cloke
Kimberly Lynne Cole
Jenine Letitia Conners
Razan Daoud
Jacqueline Diana Lane
Alisar Mike Faraj
Donya Haidar
Aya Mwafak Hariri
Anthony Aaron Hinojosa
Christina Anne Hinojosa
Alia A. Homayed
Majedah Fakhri Hussain
Rana Ismail
Reem J. Jouni
Shannon Alyssa Kilpatrick
Chante Chanell McClaine
Samantha Patricia Michalak
Bayan M. Moheisen
Batoul B. Nasser
Jensen Helene Pecora
Lottie Katherine Reyes
Staci Denise Ridgeway
Stephanie Lynn Rupp
Ryan Nicole Samonek
Kori K. Schmidt
Kara Danielle Snyder
Fadia S sour
Elizabeth Stevens
Dorian Miguel Whaley
Kimberly Monique Williams
Carolyn Judy Wood
Lubna Qassim Yaghmour

Bachelor of General Studies

Sarah Abdulhakem Alsadah
Tierra Monique Fuller
Ashley M. Israel
Nicole Rose Lane
Bushra Mohamed Ali Morshid
Zeinab Mohamed Nasser
Hebah Abbas Ouza

Bachelor of Science

Andrew C. Boardman
Catherine Irene Bohl
Madeline Anne Duesterberg
Adhem H. Elbeza

Education Specialist

Kelley Lynne Michels
Susan M. Wardle

Master of Arts

Early Childhood Education
Lisa Marie Alawie
Mesha M. Green

Educational Technology
Scott A. Campbell
Christina Ann Ruszczyk
Jacquelyn Levenette Solomon
Tonya V. Thomas

Program Evaluation/Assessment
Nicole Rayshaune Swift
Master of Arts in Educational Leadership

Angela Altomonte
Zahara Attia
Jasmine D. Bates
Lauren Elizabeth Chammout
Laila Lily Hamid
Serien Ezzat Makkawi
Kimberly Ellen Ray
Craig Michael Wolowiec

Master of Arts in Teaching

Jessica Loren Jaskot
Hannah Evelyn Sells
Nina Lynn Stockman

Master of Education

Michelle C. Skowronski

Master of Science

Health Information Technology
Daniel Varbet Tamba Pawa
Ashwini Sonawane

Doctor of Education

Jennifer Leigh Hiller

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Nora Alata
Mariam Burhan Albachachy
Sharifi Bazzi
Wanesha Latrice Daniel
Cristina A. DiCarlo
Lauren Ashley Jacobs
Amanda Lynn Klos
Michelle Christine Linderman
Rana Makki
Nicholas Anthony Margo
Tara Lynn Purcell
Lisa Younce
Jenan Zeghir

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

Bachelor of Science

Computer and Information Science
Moznur Badhon Ahmed
Travis Harold Bates
Rakshit Jayaram Bhatt
Saratchandra Dheeraj Bondada
Jonathan Costandino Cardasis
Jeremy Temple Chao
Omari Amir Chatman
Jacob Denson
Austin Robert Fell
Max Burton Gordin
Kevin M. Gutzman
Anirudha Hadagali
Adriana S. Haddad
Jacob Jeffery Hasenau
Dwight Alexander Herman
Evan Lawrence Joseph
Akshita Joshi
Robert C. Larabell
Lucas McIntyre
Hassan Mehdi
Mitchell H. Monarch
Kevin Patrick Murdock
Peter Francis O’Donohue
Ayesha Saleem
Daniil Sergeevich Shmerko
Evan W. Shriner
Jourdan Kristine Watson

Data Science
Carrie Lynne McClanahan
Craig A. Weaver
Bachelor of Science

Digital Forensics
Sean Marcus Downham

Software Engineering
Heba Emad Abu-Kwaik

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Bioengineering
Ali Abdel-Salam
Ali Nawfal Al-Sammarraie
Zachary David Bustamante
Maya Jamal Choukair
Firas Adnan Farran
Murtadha Ghassan Ismail
Justin T. Kandah
Aaron Stanley Marciniak
Jacob Andrew Pauley
Adam Richard Plocharscyk
Valeria Reyna-Altamirano
Ali Mohamad Rida
David Brian Spiegel II
Ryan Thomas
Clinton Adam Waldrop

Computer Engineering
Russell C. Andres
Athanasios Nikolaos Argyris
Krista Marie Arrasmith
John Michael Barlow
Mohamed Bazi
Stuart Castle
Darren J. Cicala
Brendan Joseph Ferracciolo
Ammar Jamal Eddin
Kayleigh Marie James
Michael C. Leich
Nathaniel C. Lenze
Raul F. Lockhart
Siddharth Mahesh Mahimkar
Donald John McLellan II
Ethan Pellegrini
Joshua Maddumba Quejadas
Garrett Schwartz

Electrical Engineering
Travis Justin Adkins
Mohamed Ali Ahmed
Zainab M. Al Hachami
Alhamza Maher Alaamili
Saif A. Alghathie, Jr.
Jamal Mohammad Alhajmooussa
Essam Nasser Aljahmi
Haidar Almuthafar
Haroon Khaled Alshohatee
Krista Marie Arrasmith
Ian Andrew Balnaves
Hussein Bazi
Brendon R. Bergstresser
Ahmed Ali Bitar
Mohamad Z. Chaito
Jordan Michael Delaney

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Bioengineering
Adam B. Hamade
Abraham Khalid Hassan
Mohamad H. Hassan
Trevor A. Hood
Brian Glenn Kaatz
Ethan Joseph Korte
Curtis Valentine Krawczyk
Tai Duy Le
Raul F. Lockhart
James Joseph O'Brien
Dhruvin K. Patel
Paul Daniel Peralta
Ryan James Perkins
David P. Petkov
Michael Joseph Raad
Joshua Edward Richardson
Casey Joshua Saenz
Hassan Salman
Aaroh Michael Schmid
Garrett W. Sculthorpe
Paul Douglas Standtke III
Mariam Mostafa Tolba
Nicholas James Young
Nicholas Andrew Zachar

Industrial and Systems Engineering
Namariq Nasser Saif Al Riyami
Alina Hussain
John William Lauch
Youssef Mabchour
Nina Simone McDaniel
Josie Marie Palazzolo
Amy Nicole StefanoFSki
Gregory S. Stille
Sarah Demerise Walworth

Manufacturing Engineering
Amy Nicole StefanoFSki
Sarah Demerise Walworth

Mechanical Engineering
Ali Abdel-Salam
Mohammed Hassan Agbaria
Ali Nawfal Al-Sammarraie
Samaya Abdallah Bitar
Alexandra Brandt
Madison Phyllis Brinkman
Justin J. Bruck
Susan Y. Burnham
Joshua R. Bylund

Engineering Mathematics
Brandi Christina Wingate
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Robotics Engineering
Ammar Jamal Eddin
Trevor Lerner
Konstantinos Risvanis

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Computer and Information Science
Sameera Ahmed
Dhanyata Balakrishna
Jennifer Kaye Darling
Tejasri Kanukuntla
Abhijot Kathuria
Blake Alexander LaFuente
Vignesh Manivasagam
Radhika Moradiya
Shilpa Surakanti
Masayuki Tanaka
Velam Thanu
Harsha Sri Vundavalli
Jeffrey Jonathan Yackley
Fan Zhang
Yating Zhou

Data Science
Oladipo O. Oyeleye
Jitha Raj
Cooper Mayan Stansbury

Engineering Management
Husam Eddine Hamza Abugroun

Information Systems and Technology
Anthony M. Agius
Kelle Marie Balsamo
Casey Taylor Dunn
Devin Joshua Dye
Amr M. Geissa
Matthew Michael Glaser
Rashiker Jovana Jeyasingh
Rashik M. Minir
Saraf Moustard
Kyle Thomas O’Hara
Amuj Rawat
Juatia Sheree Samuel
Nolan David Saneholtz
Manan Prashant Shaftora
Steven H. Shannir
Adam Shepp
Eric R. Spenceley
Zachary Stephen Taranto
Jason Russell Trout

Program and Project Management
Tiffany Kiara Clark
Tiffany L. Frederick
Soujanya Jayathirtha
Hassan Nawaz
Asokkumar Kantilal Patel
Daniel Patrick Schneider
Eric James Seiflerlein
Ashwini Selvarasu

Software Engineering
Mumina Alhaidar
Karl Anthony Knohlach
Hadi Nasser
Radha Parameshwarappa
John Pryor Reese
Brian Wirsing
Evan Raad Yousif

Master of Science in Engineering

Automotive Systems Engineering
Arun Joshi
Harsh Ketan Acharya
Joaquin Joseph Affonso III
Sriniath Amanaganti
Tejaswini Anne
Rateesh Babu Bangalore Keshava
Parag Prashant Bhosale
Rajath Cariappa
Sandesh T. Chaskar
Jin Bum Choi
Abhraneel Dam
Mani Vivek Varma Dhanthuluri
Surya Vamsi Devineni
Radhika Dravid
Harish Ganapathy
Tushar Pandurang Hirave
Suprith Jaganathan
Devesh Harsh Jain
Gowtham Jayarama
Xin Jin
Madhusudan Kabra
Umang Kamra
Rathin Sanjeev Karhu
Chandran Shu Kher
Kishan Kotresh
Deepti Devdas Kudav
Thomas Andrew Ludwig
Niranjan Mahender
Suriya Ganapathy Manoharan
Karan Mittal
Jeremy Everett Moore
Rahul Reddy Nagavally
Varun Venugopalan Nair
John Nguyen
Varaha Venkata Satya Deepak Paila
Sanjana Pareek
Parth Biplabha Patel
Nikhil Balaso Patil
Karan Patair
Rahul Bhargav Pingle
Sunny Pinnam
Ani Mukeshbhai Prajapati
Karan Puri
Tony Puthussery
Anirudh P. Rajasekaran
Aakash Kumar Reddy Ganesh
Kumar
Ravi Saini
Anirudha Sharma
Soham Raj Shetty
Bharath Sivanandham
Avaeeesh Srinivas
Sriramjeevi Srinivas Raghavan
Shobhit Srivastava
Robert Clay Thomas III
Nishanth Upendram
Venkata Kameswar Vallabhasyula

Bioengineering
Jessica Anne Hallgath
Eric M. Rosiek

Computer Engineering
Zhe Feng
Tyler Scott Howell
Wei Li
Ruiqi Mao
Master of Science in Engineering

**Computer Engineering**
Heather M. Peurasaari
Aaron Gregory Romain
Arpitha Savalagi
Sree Likith Tummala

**Electrical Engineering**
Mustafa Tareq Abdulqader
Ahmed Faiz Al-Alawy
Matthew V. Alessi
Juliana Chen
Xin Chen
Vincent Chui
Timothy Dunbar
Jiaxing Gao
Jonathan Richard Gohl
Ethan William Gross
Michael Leppang Gruesbeck
Ahmed Hassouna
Mahmoud Jamal Irbash
Mark L. Keranen
Justin J. Khami
Christopher Elles Luman
Jirjees Jamal Matti
Bhanu Chaitrika Meka
Dhanush Mysuru
Manu Kashyap Nagesh Rao
Xuecong Nie
Ajay Paudyal
Jiayin Qi
Karthik Raghupathy
Steven Ristovski
Vaishali Bijay Sahu
Sukhmeet Kaur Sohi
Zhechen Wang
Zhongjin Xu
Cong Zhang

**Energy Systems Engineering**
Megan Mackenzie Gould
Isaiah Olufemi Oyewole
Eric Pavlov

**Industrial and Systems Engineering**
Vipul Vidyutkumar Atitkar
Nihal Mustak Attar
Ameya Ramesh Bhoir
Sri Sushmitha Bramhakanti
Wen Chen
Shubham Mukund Chipade
Manohara Darinayakanapalya
Sudheendra
Lalith Kumar Dharmarajan
Benjamin James Donoghue
Agil Abd Elmatihl
Prasanna Sai Galla
Kutessa Marie Garnett
Aona Geng
Nicholas R. Hedrick
Shashank Honawar
Jonette Corinne Howell
Nikhil Kishor Jangle
Archan Ketan Jani
Pratik Nanasheb Kale
Kartik Sanjay Kalmani
Onkar Suresh Kavitake
Omar Kheir
Shantanu Vivek Kulkarni
Erica Susan Lee
Shruti Margudri
Huimin Miao
Amrut Jagannath More
Shichao Mu
Aayush Nalwarya
Nitish Panati
Drupad Pankajbhai Patel
Kashyap Kaushik Patel
Ketan S. Pawar
Akshay Rahul
Arun Govind Ramesh Kannan
Hao Ran
Sandeep Sairam
Abhilash Siddamallappa
Amev Sonar
Yiqiao Song
Prathamesh Tiwari
Jolene Shaiva Vas
Ke Wang
Yuting Wang
Yumei Ye
Jialun Zhang
Zhaonian Zheng

**Manufacturing System Engineering**
Abhista Paddillaya

**Mechanical Engineering**
Mandar Nandu Ahir
Jesus Arriaga
Sai Sandeep Bandi
Anup Bhalchandra Bapat
Nouhoun Aboubakary Barry
Matthew Joseph Campbell
John Edward Castellini, Jr.
Krish Mukes Chhatbar
Revati Rajendra Chitnis
Mark Joseph Coughlin
Kyle Kenneth Culek
Akila Narayana Rao Dhayapulay
Shivani Dubey
Justin Michael Engwis
Safwan Ul Ferdous
Ryan John Ferguson
Pratik Bharat Gaikwad
Sudhan Hebse Gangadhar
Sarthak Gupta
Joseph William Hendrickson
Sara Imitiazuddin
Kelly Cole Johnson
Sanket Nilesh Joshi
Shahzan Iqbal Khaja
Karthik Vasudev Rao Kunjoor
Fujiang Liu
Nick Jacob Loedeman
Wardah Sabah Kamil Mahdi
Rebecca Jane Maj
Randy Tyler Mathiesen
Calvin P. McKinney
Marcus Patrick McSweeney
Sree Sruthi Modala
Mickey Vernon Monroe II
Aadiseh Nallappa Sampath
Anthony Charles Ochs
Saikanth Paruchuru
Varun Ravichandran
Justin M. Sekula
Kyle Andrew Smolarek
Akshay Kumar Sohanlal
Mayur Dhula Tele
Ganesh Varma Thotakura
Matthew Steven Tilashalski
Geoffrey Mavian Todd
Sharath Chandar Velpanur
Ramaswamy
Ryan Kristian Villarosa
Yian Wang
Nicholas M. Zochowski
School of Information

Founded in 1969, Thomas A. Finholt, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Information

Dania Abdulhamid  
Emma Aboukasim  
Nicole Ackerman-Greenberg  
Francesca Antenucci  
Madi Atkins  
Ankita Avadhani  
Sanika Babtiwale  
Kevin Barlow  
Emily Behnan  
Adam Benson  
Hana Bezark  
Ilma Bilic  
Zachary Blitz  
Mia Bonanno  
Rachel Brandes  
Michael Braunstein  
Phillip Brown  
Julie Burke  
Amelia Cacchione  
Christina Calceterra  
Rachel Chang  
William Chatterson  
Rhea Cheeti  
Dingan Chen  
Hope Chen  
Aaron Cheng  
Audra Christophersen  
Danielle Colbert  
Benjamin Crabtree  
Shafer Drew  
Harrison Dvoor  
Samuel Ehnis-Clark  
Andrew Ehrenberg  
Bianca Emde  
Kyle Essenmacher  
John Falcone III  
Morgan Feeney  
Sean M. Flanagan  
Paco Gallardo  
Olivia Gardella  
Gabriella Gazdecki  
Michele Gee  
Demery Gijsbers  
Sindhu Giri  
Amanda Gómez  
Kamden Hafke  
Zi Huang  
Sydney Hunt  
Autumn Jacob  
Nicole Janosi  
Kevin Jiang  
Jaren Johnson  
Alex Kahan  
Jordan Kaplan  
Hallie Kaufman  
Mehrunisa Khan  
Maheen Khan  
Michael Kim  
Margaux Klein  
Jacob Kreinek  
Shameel Latif  
Won Seok Lee  
Haemin Lee  
Hanheum Lee  
Shane Levine  
Brian Liggio  
Taylor Lundeen  
Vinh Luong  
Suhas Maganti  
Miguel Martinez  
Malcolm Maturan  
Carly Matz  
Katarina Mazanka  
Austin McCall  
Arielle Metaxas  
Keely Meyers  
Danielle L. Meyerson  
Libby Murray  
Priscilla Nunez  
Roy Okerstrom  
Chalse Chibuzor Okorom-Achuonye  
Catherine Olson  
Cathy Park  
Brendan Paul  
Julia Pezzullo  
David Piper  
Brandon Punturo  
Sara Ramaswamy  
Rachel Richardson  
Mallory Robbins  
Allyson Rosenberg  
Kevin Rothstein  
Madeleine Sabo  
Rachel Sartori  
Bradley Scharf  
Daniel Schorin  
Stephanie Schouman  
Mariel Setton  
Alexander Shell  
Lilian Sheu  
Gillian Shields  
Jessica Sickles  
Lauren Sigurdson  
Anne Slabotsky  
Sadie Staudacher  
Joseph Stempel  
Hagan Surkamer  
Lauren Tahari  
Mingda Tang  
Jamie Tanzer  
Prashant Toteja  
Lauren VanVlierbergen  
Lindy Villeponteau  
John Glenn Voorhess  
Jessica Vu  
Keyaria Walker  
Joshua Walker  
Hanshen Wang  
William Waters  
Ava Weiner  
Emma Margaret Welch  
Kayla Williams  
Madison Willihnganz  
Sierre Wolkostin  
Taylor Wynn  
Hannah Yen  
Scott Zabrowski  
Taha Ziad  
Jacob Zimmer

Graduate Certificate

Health Informatics

Elyse Dominique Davis  
Jennifer Gonzalez  
Lello Konno Guluma  
Tomohiro Michael Ko  
Kayla Anne Mandel  
Shivani Pandya  
Katie Elizabeth Tiseo  
Bianca Winward

Master of Health Informatics

Joel Adu-Brimpong  
Anjan Banerjee  
Andrew Charles Barber  
Aegean Buenafe  
Michael James Cantley  
Julia Marie Castellano  
Dima Leila Chaar  
Viktortiya Gulko  
Margaret Ann Guth  
Ben Henig  
Dane Jacobsen  
Yasemin Karbasian  
Maryam Khodadost  
Heidi Chiu Li  
Yuanting Lin  
Jinghui Liu  
Johan Mosquera  
Adharsh Murali  
Ivie Voke-Igadhe Okieimen  
Veena Vikraman Panicker  
Marissa Santana  
Ashley Schoonover  
Shruthi R. Subramaniam  
Wajeeh Zulqarni
Master of Science in Information

Stephanie Afshar
Hussain Alafaireet
Vidhya Aravind
Rugved Arte
Denise Christine Baran
Pallavi Benawri
Jacob Berman
Rahul Bonnerjee
Christopher R. Bredernitz
Emma Brennan-Wydra
Peter Callahan
Alexandra Lynne Carey
Yea-Ree Chang
Yu-Cheng Chang
Pai-Ju Chang
Kyle Kisun Chang
Hannah Chen
Jannie Cheng
Shaun Cheng
Xinyue Cheng
Seonghwa Choi
Michelle Chung
Wyatt Clement
Matthew Grant Cloutier
Meaghan Cox
Tori Grace Cox
Wei Cui
Tori Culler
Shelby Daniels-Young
Tim Declonie-Maclennan
YeZhi Deng
Neha Dhawan
Wendi Ding
Sonal Doorma
Jordan A. Earnest
Lauren Elbaum
Andrew Geddes Engel
Sangho Eum
Emily Finch
Chaitrali Kiran Gandhi
Mengyuan Gao
Han Gao
Mingyu Gao
Alicia Ge
Julie Gilbert
Jordan Gabriel Gorzalski
Ethan Max Grier
Qing Guo
Marcus Hall
Elizabeth Hanley
Caroline He
Mu He
Penghao He
Emelia Hennessy
Pekuan Ho
Caroline Hodge
Joshilyn Mikaela Hoisington
Natalia Holtzman
Chuhan Hou
Benjamin Charles Houston
Yun Hsiao
Shirley Hsu
Xusheng Hu
Yaojia Hua
Jackson Huang
Huiyi Huang
Visakan Nadaraja Jayakumar
Siyu Jia
Bej Jin
Akio Kakishima
Marley Samantha Kalt
Andrea Kang
Marble Karu
Chetan Keshav
William Kim
Jelena Knezevic
Anndao Ko
Xiaochuan Kou
Kesava Karthik Kota
Praful Lesmond Ku
Saebom Kwon
Bonnie Lee
Erynn Lee
Ming-Li Lee
Colby Lewis
Xi Li
Yuan Li
Yuan Li
Linya Li
Jingyu Li
Xinchun Li
Young Liao
Mengdie Lin
Sophie Alexandra Linn
Zhiyi Ma
Katy Madier
Jessica McCauley
Sophia McFadden-Keesling
Vaidehi Merchant
Christina Min
Akshat Mishra
Anant Mittal
Garrett Morton
Wenyang Mu
Liangyi Munrung
Nicholas Murray
Denver Nash
Oshin Nayak
Innocent Ndubuisi-Obi, Jr.
Amy Newman
Thanhthu Nguyen
Florence Noel
Ruchi Ookalkar
Kelly O’Sullivan
Olivia Oudsema
Mengzhu Ouyang
Jun Ha Park
Jillian Peacock
Aaron Michael Pearson
Huyen Phan
Sergio Ponce de Leon
Elizabeth Popiel
Vladimir Potiyevskiy
Yu Qin
Kolli Vishal Reddy
Dana Reijerkerk
Phillip Charles Robinson
Koki Sasagawa
Angela Schopke
Samuel Sciolia
Dominic Scola
Lauren Elisabeth Seroka
Hilary Severyn
Romil Shah
Yu-Yin Shen
Mandy Shen
Lauren Sheridan
Bomi Shim
Jasmine Alexia Smith
Larissa Stenzel
Nicole Sype
Sonali Tandon
Luke David Thompson-Kolar
Kathyh Abigail Topham
John Traylor
Keunho Uhim
Ambika Vohra
Caroline Rose Wack
Blake Wagner III
Yue Wang
Jing Wang
Zhen Wang
Piaoang Wang
Xindi Wang
Chuyao Wang
Dora Yi-Chen Wang
Nico Wenstrup
Amy Whitesall
David Williams
Kylie Marie Wojciechowski
Novia Wong
Tiffany Wu
Yi Xiao
Linying Xie
Wen Xin
Xuenan Xu
Duo Yang
Han Yang
Mengdan Yuan
Fanpan Zeng
Yuanze Zhang
Mengying Zhang
Yifan Zhao
Lihan Zhu
Yihui Zhu
Kallie Ziemann
Jane Frances Ziolkowski
Yikai Zou
PENNY W. STAMPS SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Founded in 1974, Gunalan Nadarajan, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Art and Design

Meghan Elizabeth Baumhardt
Andrea Sydney Rudolph Bush
Joanne Estrada Castro
Katrina Pei Shan Cheung
Eryka Richele Collick
Laura Desimine
Tarik Octavio Dobbs
Robert Larson Dunne
Sara Elizabeth Eskandari
Charlotte Jane Feldman
Anna Irene Ferguson
Kelly Elizabeth Fin
Emily Rose Ladd Fitzgerald
Sindhu Giri
Amandha Goriparthi
Cameron Lyndsay Hunt
Kate Elizabeth Johnson
Olivia Thompson Kinker
Paul Christopher Kubicek
Sally Lee
Xiang Li
Chelsea Anne Markus
Sarah Abigail McNamara
Holly Huckins Meers
Frances Rose Miller
Elena Anna Odulak
Yeaeun Park
Elizabeth Louise Post
Andrea Regos
Noah John Rick
Manuel Rodriguez
Stefan Amuru Savoy
Alexa Lauren Smith
Tess Elizabeth Speiser
Tiffany Teng
Yang Tian
Tara Noelle Wilkinson
Howard Zhang

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art and Design

Claire Elise Abdo
Layla Mohammed Abdul-Jabbar
Eunjii Bae
Kory Touré Barksdale II
Blake Charles Bellistri
Rowan Susan Borninski
Daniel Scott Caldwell
Thomas James Callahan
Kara Joy Calvert
Dana Weston Campbell
Eunheoa Cho
Cheyenne Jasmine Couture
Natalia E. Cuevas
Emily Ann Cutting
Giovanna Maria Del Duca
Yazmon Santoi Ector
Elizabeth Ann Feldbruegge
Jordyn P. Fishman
Yiyi Gao
Courtney Ann Geist
Alexa Rae Gordon
Robert Owen Gotham
Srishi Gupta
Derek Michael Hackert
Carson Liam Hart
Anna Jane Herscher
Courtney Ignace
Bonnie Antioinette Jiang
Olia Laura Keener
Emma Jane Killeen
Una Koh
Cassidy Jessica Komorowski
Tyler Phillip Krantz
Adrianna Maria Kusmierczyk
Emily Legleitner
Maddi Marie Lelli
Elizabeth Kerrie Leung
Julia Ellen Meade
Madeleine Caroline Messinger
Chase Middleton
Robin Miller
Perry Stella Margaret O'Toole
Henry Isaac Olstein
Emanuel Papageorgiou
Irene Perez
Duncan Reitz
Nathanael Edward Rieger
Kelsey Segasser
Stephanie Noelle Sim
Katie Spak
Yuqian Sun
Tatum Olivia Thornton
Fiona Elizabeth Berns Tien
Anna Florence Vanderberg
Alicia Mae Vanderpool
Paige Allyse Wilson
Yiwen Yang

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Interarts Performance

Sunsae' Renee' Davis
Ruosi Li

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Design

Integrative Design
Prachi Shridhar Bhagane
Bruna de Souza Oewel
Kady Jesko
Katherine Jones
Hyeryoung Kim

Master of Fine Arts

Art
Masimba Marshall Hwati
Laura Kristin Magnusson
Bridget Frances Quinn
Rowan Renee
Mayela Alejandra Rodriguez
SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY
Founded in 1984, Lori Ploutz-Snyder, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Sport Management
Caroline Ellory Abrams
Melanie Allan
Samantha Savides Andrew
Jason Christopher Angus
Andrew William Barnes
Chase Searle Barnett
Michael Roy Benedetto
Breanna Alexis Berka
Maggie Bettez
Katharine Dale Bohlmann
Asher Jordan Bond
Gian Mathieu Bonello
Julie Kaila Boris
Peter Daniel Brown
Sophie Leigh Brown
Tyler Ezra Bunderson
Faith Suanne Canfield
Benjamin Canvasser
Delaney Nicole Cleveland
Andrew Thomas Coleman
Meghan Rose Cotant
Henry Peter Crosby
Donald Curran IV
Nicolas Andrew DeCaprio
Daniel Lucas Dideriksen
Jack Bradley Dunaway
Adrian Eacker
Okpalefe Oluwatobi Edevbie
Emiljan Elezi
Bennett Thomas Howard Faliski
Christopher Michael Fcasni
Jake Michael Fleshner
Devlin Joseph Francis
Jacob Seth Freed
Grant Froling
Gunner Logan Garn
Caleb Michael Gerschick
Damon Anthony Gilbert
Kelsey Aileen Gillhooley
Alex Ross Gitkin
Lucas Cole Glassman
William Donald Hennessy
Emily Catherine Herard
Lee Mitchell Hochheiser
Maxwell Cole Hodgkinson
Bryan Horn
Jacob Roy Ignsiaik
Yuliya Ivanova
Elan Madison Johnson
Brendan Jonathan Kandel
Justin Kaplan
Benjamin Scott Keizer
Alison Beth Koff
Lindsey Marie LaForest
Shayla Marie Lamb
Kaylee-Marie Margaret Landers
Emily Tullis Latham
Alexander David LeMire
Ciara Lynn Lesko
Cooper Maxwell Lev
Noah Linder
Kendra Kellie Lohan
Kathryn MacRae
Salim Hassan Makki
Jonathon James Markwort
Shira Massey
Dante Lorenzo Mauricio
Maggie McQuade
Benjamin Meyers
Danielle Maria Miles
Athan William Miller
Steven P. Moskowitz
Matthew Nadler
Jonathan Michael Ohlrich
Adriana Lauren Pendino
Elana Pinto
Samuel Lewin Popper
Samantha Lea Pratt
Justin David Quam
Courtney Lynn Richardson
Daniel Rafer Rosenbaum
Sam Taylor Rosenblum
Caleb Samuel Rosenfeld
Derek Michael Rotter
Abigail Kathleen Ruch
Myles Schalet
Gregory Haas Schwartz
Peining Shi
Alexandra Simon
Carly Skjodt
Andrew Robert Vazquez
Jeffrey Joseph Wachler II
Jacob Tyler Wakai
Brendan Michael Warren
Martin Frederick Wilder
Abigail Jean Zacharias
Jacob Jeffrey Zupancic

Bachelor of Science

Athletic Training
Justin Robert Bockholt
Kailey Danaher
Mohan Dong
Jennie Drazin
Alice Yunjin Jeong
Brianna Shiree Kennedy
Kayla Nugent
Shaylyn Rose O’Keefe
Madeline Paige Reyes

Health and Fitness
Kathleen Erin Alexander
Katherine Margaret Bradley
Lillie Caroline Butkovich
Ashley Blair Cicurel
Adena Nicole Gabrysiak
Marli Gitles
Maria Milske
Isabella Rebecca Puig
Megan Reiss Remer
Cydney Charisse Rogers
Jill Hayden Shifman
Paulina Rachel Vokulich

Movement Science
Max Barry Adamo
Tasneem Ali
Matteo M. Althoen
Sydney Elyse Badger
Myles Walter Barlow
Audrey K. Belf
Christine Noele Benson
Samanthan Danielle Bober
Audianna Renee Bornmann
Isabel Rose Brickman
John William Bridenstine
Regan Britt
Leah Pauline Cardarelli
Michael Abraham Casden
Evie Chodock
Erica Frances Colton
Joseph Dalecke
Meg Ann Darmofal
Lauren Ashley Dougherty
Hanna R. Drake
Jesse Dana Ehrlich
Alyse Dawn Farrar
Scott Joseph Feldpausch, Jr.
Claire Parker Ford
Molly Elizabeth Forrest
Leah Brooke Frankel
Sarah Quinn Fried
Katherine Esther Fuller
Madeline Rose Goodson
Madison Anne Goon
Ellie Anne Grupenhoff
Christina Joy Hanson
Nina Marguerite Hendler
Brianna Marie Holt
Allison Rose Honet
Caitlynn Amber Hudlow
Ali Hussain
Madeline Patricia Jackson
Jasmine LePearl Jeffers
Jaelyn Mae Jennings
Kendra Bevjon Jones
Alexandra Maria Kalabat
Jacob Kamm
Jessica Sydney Katz
Megan Eileen Kraus
Joeli Marie Krieger
Janice Kwan
Tina Lam
Katherine Marie Lamb
SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY

Bachelor of Science

**Movement Science**
Hannah Gale Landman
Annalise Kathryn Lane
Stephanie Liu
Ian Alexander Harris Lustila
Carli Shea Meyerson
Fellipe M. Mikami
Zarine Minwalla
Jonathan Michael Mitchell
Rebecca Rose Mitchell
Julia Frances Nevison
Shanzé Noorani
Jacqueline Ruth O’Gorman
Daniel David O’Neill
Kathryn Elizabeth Owens
Emma Louise Pahl
Sarah Panone
Lindsay Yee-Leng Patterson
Jack Payne
Neelesh Sai Peddiretty
Catherine C. Persad
Seraphina Gabrielle Provenzano
Benjamin Adam Reinheimer
Benjamin M. Roskiewicz
Cameron Francis Rubino
Nicole Elizabeth Ruprich
Río Sacco
Kikelomo Naomi Sekoni
Joseph Nathaniel Sharp
Thomas Joseph Sheppard
Beth Ann Shrosbree
Erica Lynn Slawski
Alyssa Nicole Sloan
Tryn Elizabeth Smith
Carina Maria Sola
Alexandra Grace Stellon
Kelly Ann Sweeney
Astrid Marilyn Swensen
Natalie Marilyn Taylor
Diana Ngoc Trinh
Aaron Paul Van Horn
Caroline Joan Walsh
Elizabeth Marie Weeks
Nicole Wehner
Colleen Ann Marie Willson
Lauren Alexandra Withrow
Noah Michael Witus
Nathaniel William Wright
Fred Lee Wright-Jones III
Danil Gary Young

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

**Kinesiology**
Alvin Jalen Pearson IV
Indica Sur
Claire Danielle Tewksbury
Dara Zakiya Talibah Watkins
Casey Alexander Klein
Robert B. Lucas II
Bedar Awad Noor
Raebekkah Pratt-Clarke
Jennifer Ryan
Lingqi Shangguan
Steven Michael Smith
Drew Johnathon Stapp
Kenneth Lester Viera
Jeffrey David Walker
Han-Fei Wu
Chongbin Zhai

**Movement Science**
Christine Elizabeth Callahan
Alex Nicole Denton
Meghan Erin Gatward
Nicole Alexandra Johns
Maya Nicole King
Rachel Logue
Austin McBees
Elena Maria St. Onge

**Sport Management**
Bailey Warner Baker
Malia Nychole Bates
Andrew Jesse Bowman
Mariah Danielle Collins
Marissa Nanling Day
Esther Harrison
Yuyan Jiang

GERALD R. FORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY

Founded in 1995, Michael S. Barr, Joan and Sanford Weill Dean of Public Policy

Bachelor of Arts

Thomas Michael Aiello
Maitreyi Anantharaman
Darine Bailey
Riyah Amina Basha
Allison Kathryn Berry
Julia Margaret Berthel
William Guy Biel
David Charles Bluhm
Paige Valélye Brogan
Allison Sydney Brown
Madeline Elyse Carter
John William Chambliss
George Laughman Davidson
Marena Jeanette Dieden
Grace Dunn
William Henry Feuer
Samuel Harris Finn
Jeryne Indira Fish
A’ndre Wilhelm Gonawela
Daniel Charles Greene
Alexandra Greer
Samuel Jack Griffiths
Daniel Joseph Grossman
Nicholas Paul Guisinger
Summer Harrison
Anna Noelle Haynes
Sacha Heymann
Andrew Hiyama
Ethan John Hopper
William Wayne Horne III
Kyra Alyse Hudson
Talia Gabrielle Katz
Caroline Hope Kelly
Samantha Caitlyn Kennedy
Nicole Katherine Kozlowski
George David Lancaster
Caleb James Lee
Chen Liang
Tiffany Eilin Loh
Bachelor of Arts

Kellie Mackay Lounds  Caitlin Elizabeth Reedy  William Macaulay Solmsen
Christopher James Mayer  Grace Perille Riordan  Alexandrea Lovice Somers
Benjamin Seth Mazin Atfield  Grant Gilbert Rivas  Alana Rachel Spellman
Gabrielle Fox McFarland  Stephen Anthony Robards  William Bruce Stewart
Denis Jei McGrath  Matisse Floresa Mae Rogers  Kevin Sweitzer
Molly Catherine McNerney  Theresa Marie Ross  Ashley Danaa Huijen Tjhung
Ian Matthew McKenny  Orion Tse-Yu Sang  Emma Renzi Wise
Lydia Murray  Lauren Rita Schandevel  Alexander Hollan Wood
Yvonne Guadalupe Navarrete  Sang Ha Seo  Eric McCord Wriston
Sarah Pielli  Sophia Pearl Sherry
Zoha Qureshi  Jordan Alexander Silverman

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Science, Technology, and Public Policy

Anuj Dharap  Saachi Das Kuwayama
Christopher James Fitzpatrick  Joseph Edward Paki
Kelsey Rene Blongewicz  Chrystopher Luis Garzón Rivera
Marlotte de Jong  Laura Brookshire Grier

Master of Public Administration

Paula Dafne Avila Palomares  Jason Thomas Morgan  Elizaveta Rakhmanova
Jessica Hannah Chantal Kaplan  Taketo Muroya  Brook Jaclyn Sinclair
Christopher Paolo Lezama  Yusuke Namiki  Steven Michael Smith

Master of Public Policy

Ozan Alkan  Marcus Hall  Diana Orozco Castro
Katie Rose Allan  Stuart Henry Hammond  Abigail Orrick
Ammara Tameez Ansari  Tia Monique Hicks  Thông Phan
Christopher Askew-Merwin  Perry Holmes  Morgan Brune Polk
Lindsey Nicole Barrett  Sharon Sara Hu  Jonathan Stuart Poser
Ryan Scott Bartholomew  Yuichi Ikeda  Benjamin Daniel Rego
Heath Andrew Bergmann  Annabel Simone Jouard  Molly Elizabeth Robertson
Richard Thomas Bicknell II  Takuya Kanamori  Eric Rodriguez
Lior Bruckner  Marble Njeri Karuu  Danielle Margarita Santos
John Dalton Bryan  William Christopher Ching Kim  Ryan Patrick Schaitkin
Nitya Sarah Chandran  Anne Amelia Kolesnikoff  Jonathan Charles Schellin
Samantha K. Chu  Phillip Sang Woo Lee  Stephanie Scott
Karen Cuenca  Derek Alexander Lief  Ariba Naunehal Shah
John Henry Cumming-Meininger IV  José Javier Lujano  Jai Singletary
Sarada Naga Dhulipala  Pedro Felipe Magana Sáenz  Megan Denine Souders
Matthew Shawn Dobson  Leila Malow  Rachel Madison Torres
Amelia Threefoot Esenstad  Andrea Matei  Jessica Troe
Reginald Jamar Ferrell  Daniel Lewis Messner  Timothy Ray Fritz Trolley
Corey Elizabeth Fitzgerald  Hira Muntaz  Kelia Washington
Anthony Lance Fowlkes  Jacob Thomas Murray  Allison Krispin Waters
Gregory Gervase Froelich  Kara Ariel Naseef  Charisse Wilkins
Emily Futcher  Elizabeth Nelson  Jessica Wunsch
Harry Gao  Megan Ashley Nestor  Kazuma Yamamoto
Christopher Luis Garzón Rivera  Shen Ni  Anna Catherine Zinkel
Maxwell Edward Gigle  Logan Dean Norton  Hanna Zlotnick
Augusta Jane Gudeman  Chigozie Okwu
Paola Guerra Guevara  Stephen N. Oliphant
August 2019

The following is a preliminary list of the candidates for degrees to be granted upon completion of formal requirements.
Certificate of Graduate Studies

Museum Studies
Rashun J. Miles

World Performance Studies
Kelly Ann Hirina
Bachelor in General Studies

Victoria Theresa Bankowski
Alec Bluestine
Brendon Cho
Bradley Ross Freeman
Brian J. Ignash
Mahmoud Issa
Michael David Lavine
Travis David Maezes
Sarah Marie Mays
Mackenzie Grace Nemitz
Michael Brandon Peters
William Rea
Wenyu Shi
Alasia Dureau’ Tardy
Charvez Wesley

Bachelor of Arts

Xavier Patrick-Smyth Adams
Anna Maria Alvarado
George Henry Amos IV
John Andrysiak
Madeline Rose Arkin
Sidney Lynn Arrington-Ashford
Hector Humberto Arvizu Mata
Matthew K. Bates
Samuel J Bonney
James Phillip Borgman
Haley Alexis Breckenridge
John Martin Raymund Brockway
Jena Brooker
Kyla Cristina Tuñacac Canoi
Andrew Benjamin Canvasser
William Scott Carter
Zachary Allen Chartrand
Ie Jin Choi
Rachel Clementine
Sarah Elizabeth Costello
Mandy Coterrillo Sosa
Taylor Crosby
Kristen Cross
Meryl Elizabeth Davis
Jacob Anthony Delorge
Michael Andreas Demetriou
Jordan W. Depew
Lizbeth Diaz
Tanner Jay Ellis
Jude Young Eyamba
Chelsey Foster
Joseph Orion Fraley
Ashley Nicole Garity
Mathilde Panayota Geannopulos
Jessica Marie Glick
Lauren Claire Goldhirsch
Danielle Groendyk
Juan Carlos Gutierrez
Zachary Tyler Hall
Lauren Nicole Halter
Michael Roy Hardy
Kayla Alexis Hatcher
Julissa Hernández
Alan Hernandez-Solis
Jacob Ben Hertzberg
George Hewitt
Jo Margaret Hummel
Sabrina Aleksandrovna Ivanenco
Hidetaka Kanazawa
Jane Kim
Jong Hwan Kim
Yeoyeong Kim
Evan Michael Kolm
Bonwon Koo
Raphael Korosko
Katherine Kreshke
Kathryn Anna Regina Kugler
Moses Narayan Levich
Sara Elizabeth Lewis
Matthew Jared Libo
Kai Liu
Gabrielle Nomi Lowenthal
Hannah Leigh MacDonald-Campbell
Kaley Helene Makino
Stephanie Maltese
Emily Nicole Mann
Meda Maweja
Paige M. McCurdy
Gwenevere Alice McKee
Maria Alexandrovnaya Mikhailova
Maia Nichole Morgan
Musaab Muhammad
Grace Elizabeth Nagelvoort
Evrard A. Ndongmo
Vivian Amarachukwu Obia
Ryann Nikole Oomen
Angelica Orrellana
Sharanya Rajendra Pai
Evan N. Phan
Nina Sun Puchalski
Christopher Donald Collin Pumford
Yasmeen Iman Raffee
Jeremy Prescott Ray
Noah Maxwell Reiner
Shannon Mariana Roberts
Catherine Rose Robeson
Lauren Rodriguez
Benjamin Michael Roof
Adam Cole Rozenberg
Ossman Alejandro Ruano
Katalin Ann Schmidt
Marilyn Elizabeth Schotland
Shannon Moore Schroer
Ian D. Sharp
James Tomas Shaw
Sophia Shoha
Mark Soleymani
Yena Song
Thomas Paul Sorek
Benjamin St-Juste
Christian Hayes Stephenson
Anthony Christopher Struthers-Young
Sarah Arielle Taback
Benjamin Tan
Julian Hsien Yang Tan
Victoria Sarah Thach
Chelsie Phantaisha Thompson
Sabrina Elise Thompson
Patrick James Tracy
Audrey Paige Vogelsang
Timberlee Whiteus
Sarah Carol Wilkins
Eddie Dion Williams
Shea M. Wittig
Taylor Marie Wolf
Jasmine Renee Womack
Minna Wybrecht
Wen Yu
Sethe Zachman
Ellison Zak
Mikaela Zamarron
Jie Zhu

Bachelor of Science

Rasheed Majeed Abdullah
Muhammad Amin Akhtar
Morteda Abidalhassan Alaamiri
Fatima Almusawi
Glory Ann Brar
Daniela Brito
Sean Callahan
Daniel Si-En Chang
Karmen Cheibli
Patrick S. Chen
Zhendong Chen
Emily Ann Cox
Emma Audree Cozier
Heather Lynne Damman
August Shane Danz
Noah Kristian De Vries
Kristjan Ferdinand Deda
Thiago Echeverria Saliba
Tatum Jean Eddy
Marissa Nicole Engardio
Eleanor Violet Epskamp-Hunt
Bachelor of Science

Allison Sue Fedler
Kelsea Foune
Jack Henry Fry
Taylor Garcia
Dana Genae Giddens
Sarah Nicole Gizzi
Kelsey Lee Golombieski
Danielle Marie Goodvin
Carina Elizabeth Grain
Abrar Habib
Mohammed A. Harajli
Mac Hertz
Isabella Frances Hess
Yixin Hu
Jonathan Dennis Jan
Christopher J. Jasinski
Noah Michael Johnson
Toni Marie Jones
Seung Jun Kim
Caitlin Kolevar
Matthew Robert Kolm
Pieter Laurens Kraayeveld
Max Shau-Yun Kuang
Ari Brett Lew
Emily Elizabeth Luckett
Kajsa Renata Peale Lundeen
Emilia Maureen McCotter
Andrea Elizabeth McNally
Fischer Christopher Meono
Tazia Sultana Miah
Elizabeth McNeil Michaelson
Griffin Murray
Jeethi Nair
Michelle Nguyen
Simon Nguyen
Elliot Edward Nichols
Daniel Nordoff
Jeffrey Ohl
Zachary Isaac Paiva
Ethan Gabriel Parker
Marta Plumhoff
Nicholas Justin Powell
Alec James Reznich
Bailey Alexandra Ritzema
Mackenzie Marie Ritzema
Annie Elizabeth Rodgers
Olivia Joy Rogers
Kate Evelyn Samra
Andrew Gary Sarafa
Eboni S. Sawyer
Nour Sayegh
Kendall Grace Schissler
Alyssa Lucille Schmidt
David Schubert
Max Koji Schugart
Shelby Lee Schulz
Farah Selman
Steven R. Sherman
Alasdair Spitzer
Shelby Rae Stadler
Nadeen Sukhon
Lindsey Marie Sutter
Danielle Lauren Szczesniak
Zhengxi Tan
Hannah Marie VanWingen
Antonia Naomi Vrana
Ivyronna White
Dustin Willenberg
Jessica Williams
Harrison Wood
Lilly Xia
Daniel Xiang
Tianshi Xie

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry

Lacey Patricia Pritchard
Paige Adeline Wallery

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE

Bachelor of Arts

Jonathan Aue
Lisa Michelle Garcia
McKenzie Jean Hyde

Bachelor of Science

Haikel Yohannes Haile
Zaina Nadine Khoury

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Near Eastern Studies
Samet Budak

Philosophy
Mercedes Maria Corredor
Master of Science

**Applied Statistics**
Chang Li

**Chemistry**
Nicolas Alfredo Diaz
Hanjie Jiang
Tieyi Lu
Anna Christina Nevison
Michael McCreery Wade Wolfe

**Ecology and Evolutionary Biology**
Kenzo Emiliano Esquivel

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Founded in 1850, Marschall S. Runge, Dean

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

**Biological Chemistry**
Max Gramelspacher

**Health and Health Care Research**
Andrew John Admon
Ana De Roo
Cathryn Jane Lapedis
Kara Mizokami-Stout
Alexandra Norcott

**Health Infrastructures and Learning Systems**
Brinda Anusri Gokul

**Physiology**
Deema Almansour
Kennedy Jensen Boulton
Noah Brayton
Christine Nicole Buchanan
Katelyn Lyle Eisendrath
Maya Khalil Eter
Abrielle Elise Fretz
Royce Anthony Garmo
Alexandra Jankulov

Kathleen Kramer
Erica Lynn Lydey
Jaslin Riley Musick
Batoul Nasser
Eric Nicolau
Joon-Young Oh
Yanil Victoria Ramirez
Zachery Allen Sloan
Caitlin Elizabeth Urban
Brittany Nicole Vill
Samuel Phyllip Vyortkin
Leland Richard Williamson
Queena Zhao

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Founded in 1875, Laurie K. McCauley, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene

Jessica Nicole Cook
Rebecca Ann Dodson
Colleen R. Freund

Patricia Anne Lapham
Michelle Murdoch
Renata Passman

Kristy Marie Sanfilippo

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

**Dental Hygiene**
Uzma Amtulmateen Arif
Heather Renee Morse
Sarah Niazi

Valerie Kay Nieto

**Orthodontics**
Margaret Therese Anderson

Spencer Bernard Crouch
Alexis Leigh Gallagher
Allison Greenberg
Julia Kim Jeong
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Master of Science

Orthodontics
Jessica Lauren Perry
Alexandra Pischke Thomas

Periodontics
Sajjad Ashnagar
Ali Bushahri
Anusha Reddy Etikala

Restorative Dentistry
Osama Alshammari

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Founded in 1876, James T. Dalton, Dean

Doctor of Pharmacy
Kevin Allen Sparks

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Founded in 1895, Alec D. Gallimore, Robert J. Vlasic Dean of Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Caleb Glen Goldstein

Biomedical Engineering
Megan Elizabeth Miller

Chemical Engineering
Jason Yang Ji
Christian Paul Wire

Computer Engineering
Hector David Dominguez

Computer Science
Dwight David Brisbin
Josie Hazel Paz Elordi
Jeremy Michael Hepker
Akshay Swaminathan Kariakar
Jalen Bryan Key
Daniel LaBruna
Christina Yan Liu
Robert Arthur Pakko
Wesley Matthew Pederson
Wenyi Wu

Data Science
Federico Esteban Kulyckyj

Electrical Engineering
Nathan Herschel Block
Baldeep Singh Munday
Elena Stefanko

Engineering Physics
Jeremy Michael Hepker
Alexander Hardy Mieth

Environmental Engineering
Kristen Lee Ailsworth
Tiffany Marie Raetzel

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Jack Olson Claucherty
Jason Patrick Comstock
Almira Ebru Doğruyol
Robbie Seth Greenberg
Stephanie Christine Hoglund
Michael Andrew Kalmus
Murray Panzer
Petra Marina Romano Lieber

Material Science and Engineering
Tianxiang Lu
Charlie H. Moore
Benjamin Serratos, Jr.

Mechanical Engineering
Bilal Mohammad Al-Kahalah
Rajesh Anand
Jose Carlos Jarquin
Kayla Rose Malehorn
Aman Shah
Chad Thomas Wilson

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
Brian J. Shen
Master of Engineering

**Automotive Engineering**  
Brandon Evans Armstrong  
Gregory Todd  
Lauren Westbrook  
Steve B. Xiao  

Global Automotive and Manufacturing Engineering  
Efren Armando Dotor Nava  
Jay S. Meldrum  
Kayla Murphy Owens  
Robert Andras Short  

Jason Lee Thelen  
Evan Thomas Yoder  

**Manufacturing**  
Karan Tushar Harilal Shah

*Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School*

Master of Science

**Biomedical Engineering**  
Natalie Ann Deering  
Cassandra Sue Ellen Woodcock

Master of Science in Engineering

**Biomedical Engineering**  
Carlos Josue Anaya Ramirez  
Morgan William Bolger  
Nicole Erin Friend  
Kritika Iyer  
Beomseo Koo  
Nicholas Schott

**Chemical Engineering**  
Tatyana Eleanor Saleski

**Construction Engineering and Management**  
Qin Yin

**Electrical and Computer Engineering**  
Rachel Caron  
Boyang Zhang

A. ALFRED TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

Founded in 1913, Jonathan Massey, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Architecture

Asem O. Abuhalam  
Eliud Celis  
Junjie Tan  
Jonah Zimet

*Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School*

Master of Science

**Architecture Design and Research**  
Hong-Fen Lo
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Founded in 1921, Elizabeth Birr Moje, Dean

Bachelor of Arts Education

Tess Elizabeth Adams
Paxton Vivian Brown
Tamara Edwards
Nicholas George Ellison

David James Grad
Katherine Mary Hicks
Jazsmine Denise LaCaze
Dania Long

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Educational Studies
Katherine Maria Abuchaibe
Jess Ackerman
Fatima Al-Raishouni
Jennifer Ashley Natividad Asong
Rebecca Anne Baril
William Jerome Bell
Alyssa Ann Black
Kayla Rae Bomeli
Nathan Edward Booms
Bianna C. Borrello
Tawnee Brodie
McKenzie Taylor Campbell
Natalie Lyn Capatina
Natalie Marie Caramagno
Sarah Lyn Chirichigno
Ashley Hailea Christopherson
Kennedy Clark
Salima Evangeline Clark
Rachel Lauren Cohen
Taylor Coleman
Brian D'Auteuil
Olivia Anne DeLucia
Alison Scott Denomme
Beth A. DeRosier
Kevin Charles Dlugos
Morgan Sonya Ebright
Whitney Simic Finch
Bayan Founas
Amanda Marie Frerichs
Daniel Garcia-Archundia
Allison Elyse George
Yazmin Aimee Gerardo

David Goff
Brandon S. Gregg
Erin Elizabeth Gregoire
Jeremy Guardiola
Murphy Catherine Hansen
Anniegrace Marie Heise
Keandra Danay Hollis
Shanna E. Johnson
Jacob Francis Judd
Amanda Caitlin Juntunen
James Patrick Kelly
Anna Rose Kinzie
Raven Knudsen
Loujain Kouider
Kelsey Marie Lafferty
Daphne Li
Kassia Claire Massey
Jonathan James Sung Mayers
Sasha Cely Mejia
Reem Mikha
Emily Keane Mills
Aileen Molina
Iona Amber Mukherjee
Jonathan B. Penn
Neena Faye Pio
Suzannah Browning Prepsky
Chengzhi Qiao
Nikole Racicot
Naheem A. Rida
Geoffrey Robinson
Jacqueline Elizabeth Roche
Taylor Danielle Ryan
Lia Hannah Sacks

Shubha Sarode
Karin Therese Scott
Derek Milton Seidl
Allison Michele Shaune
Rachel Sherwin
Ignacio Silva Figueroa
Stephan Gregory Soloman
Ennis Soubani
Kelley Elizabeth Stearns
Jordan Jahmen Tafari
Ociel Torres
Ryan Aaron Trauger
Mary Catherine Turner
Elizabeth Jeanne Tyburski
Lia Ann Vallina
Evelyn Marie Ventola
Dana Celeste Walker
Noreen McLeod Walls
Jessica Ann Wells
Juliya Gilburt Wicklund
Sarah Josephine Wiest
Madeline Lorraine Wicklund
Nichole Yang
Natalie Jill Zimmerman

Higher Education
Maureen Fausone
Ryan Alexander Henyard
Jay Shunnar
Megan Noelle Taylor
STEPHEN M. ROSS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Founded in 1924, Scott DeRue, Edward J. Frey Dean of Business

Bachelor of Business Administration

Kow Boi Amoagor Bedu-Addo  Rebecca A. Chase  Alina Haque

Master of Business Administration

Andrew Thomas Amato  Ching-Yuan Hsu  Anjana Ramani Sastri
Anyada Assavabhokhin  Veerin-on Jelatianranat  Chikashi Senda
Aditya Bagmane  Sonia Jose  Rashi Nilesh Shah
Dilbagh Singh Bewli  Karan Virendra Kankriya  Yukihisa Shibata
Suchit Bhargav  Shigeru Kiuchi  Pratama Nursafarul Suprayogi
Andrew Cha  Hwa Young Lee  Maruay Tangmitrphracha
Insang Choi  Monica Michele Lee-Griffith  Thanaporn Tangtragulcharoen
Junghyuk Choi  Yuichiro Miura  Atit Thamrongvarangkul
Ryan Walter Concienne  Jane Nguyen  Wartya Thaweekitkasem
Chuenchom Durongbhan  Sira Polpanumas  Takayuki Ueyama
Lee Kyle Ger  Audrey Danielle Ross  Jiaxue Yan
Jeonghyun Gil  Yuki Sampei  Chen-Huan Yu
Shohei Goto  Hendra Saputra

SCHOOL FOR ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY

Founded in 1927, Jonathan T. Overpeck, Samuel A. Graham Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Jena Brooker  McKenzie Jean Hyde  Ian D. Sharp
Juan Gutierrez  Moses Narayan Levich  Shea M. Wittig
Gabrielle Faraci  Adam Cole Rozenberg
Lauren Nicole Halter  David Schuberth

Bachelor of Science

Glory Ann Brar  Andrea Elizabeth McNally  Shelby Rae Stadler
August Shane Danz  Marta Plumhoff
Kelsey Lee Golembieski  Carley Virginia Postma

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Environment and Sustainability
Sarah Elizabeth Kalikow  Hana M. Qoronfleh
Jesse Thomas McCarter

Natural Resources and Environment
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SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE
Founded in 1940, David A. Gier, Dean

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Dance
Celina Lindland
Grace Elizabeth Nagelvoort
Kandis Terry
Audrey Vogelsang

Jazz Studies
Kasan Belgrave

Theatre Performance: Acting
Lauren Juliette Balone
Eddie Dion Williams

Theatre Design and Production
Christopher Michael Simko

Bachelor of Music

Composition
Grant Mitchell Rossi

Music Education:
Instrumental
Sam Silverman

Bachelor of Musical Arts

Multidisciplinary Studies
Tyra Chanel Overby

Master of Music

Music Education
Grace Rebecca Demerath
Emily R. Morgan-Booth

Tiffany Ou
Millie Gregory Shiflett
Geoffrey Robert Smith

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Dance
Kelly Ann Hirina

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Founded in 1941, Patricia D. Hurn, Dean

Master of Science in Nursing

Acute Care Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Diana Bischer
Kaitlyn Gordon
Rachel Rooke
Kelsey Vander Wiere

Megan Clarke
Gagan Dhalival
Megan M. Gabler
Megan Hardy
Michael Hildebrandt
Kelly Hodges
Rachel Kelly
Sabastan Knight
Matthew Lamore
Joshua Ledezma
Michelle Mallory
Jenna Mark

Lena Mathena
Jason Patterson
Alessandro Ramirez
Briana Ranzel
Miranda Ruhlien
Lauren Shailor
Puneet Sidhu
Jia Tang
Rachel Vandercook
Lisa Wilson

Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Habib Aleid
Dana Carthron
Hami Chaboya

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School
Doctorate of Nursing Practice
Mary Ann Cherenzia
Michael Cochenour

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Founded in 1941, F. DuBois Bowman, Dean

Bachelor of Arts
Olajumoke Jasmine Omolayo Jegede
Narmeen A. Rehman
Nia Willis

Master of Public Health
Epidemiology
Lillian M. Fineman

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science
Clinical Research
Katharine E. Asta
Brian Chang
Michael Joseph Kirsch II
Megan McLeod
Alan Paniagua Cruz
Ari D. Schuman
Cameron Reed Thompson Strong

Epidemiology
Claudia Villatoro

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Founded in 1951, Lynn Videka, Dean

Master of Social Work
Abigail Jo Allman
Kathryn Grace Anderson
Kiera Lashanae Banks
Kelsey Grace Barnes
Abigail Sarah Bartlett
Kendra Dee Beasley
Alexandra Yao Berg
Elizabeth J. Bonham
Hanna Moussa Boussi
Lindsey Ashley Brabb
Jessica Brasher
Sarah Marie Bricker
Grace Elizabeth Campbell
Dillon Alexander Cathro
Samuel Joseph Chamberlain
Jeremy Victor Chan Jon Chu
Bailey Marie Clark
MacKenzie Renee Combs
Abby Louise Commarford
Maryanne Rosalie Connor
Lindsey Crandle
Maddison Cross
Laura Catherine Darnell
Megan Frances Diebboll
Leah Diebel
Danielle Suzanne Edwards
Claire Perry Efting
Gabriella Elizabeth Erdt
Katie W. Erickson
Kennedy Alexis Ervin
Katrina Marie Fischer
Leah Allison Fossum
Summer Faith Frederick
Lindsay Marie Gaskin
Kelly Jean Geelan
Hector Gonzalez
Jordan Nicole Groover
Sara Lynn Grunkemeyer
Alyssia Chantel Hence
Rosario Elizabeth Hernandez
Tiana Nicole Hickson
Jahi Andrei Hilliard
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Master of Social Work

Amber L. Hoeve
Olivia Grace Hoppen
Alison Catherine Humbarger
Asma Zahrah Huzair
Joanna Adalis Jaimes
Elizabeth Grace Navarra Jenkins
Allison Anne Jevens
Morgan Leigh Julsrud
Katie Nawook Kim
Emily Lauren Koch
Valerie Paige Kowalski
Jessica Nicole Krug
Jase Kai Kugiya
Jessica Morgan Ladd
Taylor Nicole Leathead
Tyler Nicole Lesane
Joy Lynn Long
Naomi Long
Josephine Renee Maples
Kevin Alex Mathew
Rebecca Lynn McCurley
Jenny Mendieta
Krista Lee Mersino
Rashun J. Miles
Jessica Misiolek
Rae Clarese Mitchell
Brittany Nicole Ollie
Marilla Anne Opra
Haley Marie Paperd
Miranda Joy Pearson
Hannah Nasrin Ramlawi
Colleen Sage Reveley
Alyssa Joy Riehle
Ellen Michelle Rizzi
Annamarie Salazar
Jill Schmidt
Alexa Rae Schrock
Claudia Afton Schwenzer
Kari Lynn Sherwood
Olivia Rose Simmons
Brook Jaclyn Sinclair
Ashly Magan Skrok
Abigail Elizabeth Slusher
Tyler Francis Stephen Sly
Alyssa Jordan Smith
Tiera Elea Smith
Rachel Anna Sparks
Morgan Alexandra Spillan
Kymber Nadine Stanley
Emma Stuefen
Max David Sturm
Rachel Anne Sulkowski
Hailey Nicole Terry
Aria Thorpe
Whitney Marie Van Idour
Megan Joanna Van Kooten
Carly Rose Vargo
Bethany Joy Verbrugge
Alyssa Suzanne Wadlow
Nargis Wahid
Melanie Elizabeth Wasik
Elizabeth Hae-Yong Yang
Erin Maureen Yuen

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

Founded in 1956, Susan E. Borrego, Chancellor

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Bachelor of Applied Science

Melissa A. Burt
Letesha L. Cunningham
Crystal D. Kinn
Evan C. Moore

Bachelor of Arts

Ryan P. Alexander
Paige V. Boone
Egypt A. Boyd
Jason A. Briggs
Katlyn P. Compagnoni
Richard D. Dukes
Jada L. Gallery
Abigail E. Gilmore
Kyle R. Harper
Courtney R. Hibbeln
Caleb T. Holloway
Shonda R. Jack
Julie M. Kemp
Imani A. Knox
Yousra A. Mohamed
Sydney S. Provost
Grant F. Rooker
Afton C. Stewart
Cameron P. Stumm
Jeremy G. Toomey
Rebecca K. Tuuri
Erika A. Warsin
Alexis M. Watkins
Ashinique M. Wesaw
Kereen D. Williams

Bachelor of Science

Ana N. Arce
Mohammad Badar
Ashley M. Breiler
Chelsea M. Collias
Aaron L. Coy
Mohamed T. Elaswad
Greg R. Fruchey
Nautica N. Jackson
Nicholas J. Knoch
Bachelor of Science
Samantha J. Luckett  Savanna K. Mowl  Madison M. Savage
Brandon W. McIntyre  Kimberlyn C. Petty  Anushika Srivastava
Sabrina G. Minasian  Dustin M. Sack

Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Udit P. Shelat

Master of Arts
Applied Communication
Thomas Butler  Elizabeth L. Cohen  Social Science
Alexander Chouinard  Justin J. Shemanski  Bayli M. Ragsdale

Master of Science
Biology
Crisha B. Barrett  Ya’Shica D. Johnson  Stephanie Mansoor
Karen M. Ickes  Bonita L. LeFear-White  David Mausolf

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts
Liberal Studies
Erin Ciesielski  Priya Haripriya Sameer  Matthew D. McDaniel
Chris J. Cutler  Sarah Hesse  Ashley N. Richards
Kelly M. Hurley  Harmony M. Lloyd  Deadrea L. Smith

Master of Public Administration
Marquetta R. Callahan  Ya’Shica D. Johnson  Andrea E. Lowell
Christel Y. Drew  Bonita L. LeFear-White  Anne’ka B. Marzette-Armstrong
Priya Haripriya Sameer  Philip D. Lewan  Brooke E. Olney
Sarah Hesse  Harmony M. Lloyd  Morgan D. Overton
Kelly M. Hurley  Charles K. Ludwick  Ali F. Tunker

College of Health Sciences
Bachelor of Science
Haleemah A. Albashrawi  Hali R. George  Andrea E. Lowell
Monica L. Amberg  De’Zhane’ S. Jackson-Finch  Anne’ka B. Marzette-Armstrong
Alan J. Bannister  Kali B. Jackson  Brooke E. Olney
Courtney J. Biggs  Shanika D. Jamison-Skinner  Morgan D. Overton
Darius M. Buckley  Tyler M. Jones  Ali F. Tunker
Chelsea T. Cross  Zahra A. Kazim  Jillian D. Wamsley
Taylor D. Dzierwa  Stefanie L. Kennedy  Chelsea L. Young
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

Master of Public Health
Jennifer N. Barrett  James C. Freeman  Christine R. Koffkey
Brenna L. Dressler  Srikar J. Katineni  Laura A. Stouffer
Zahera J. Farhan  Meghan L. Kiehna

Master of Science
Anesthesia
Audrey B. Adams  Nathan B. Hanovich  Lauren Patsarikas
Renzo C. Arnold  Sarah L. Hauser  Matt J. Pawlaczyn
Justin D. Bailey  Thomas Hesse  Scott R. Sinclair
Jeremy M. Bliss  Candace L. Hogrefe  Daniel S. Tucker
Connor M. Brancheau  Stacey C. King  Kayla N. Zachary
Drew M. Cooper  Andrew J. Leis
Kevin J. Crawford  Greg McPheter

Health Education
Bernadette E. McCracklin

Doctor of Physical Therapy
Daniel A. Balogh  Daniel S. Gregory  Megan N. Reddy
Emilia L. Bartram  Katelyn E. Harvey  Colin R. Remtema
Grace E. Battista  Lauren A. Hilgendorf  Meghan R. Roda
Steve T. Behm  Garrett M. Howell  Jacqueline R. Rospierski
Ashley N. Bennett  Anna E. Jensen  Kierstin L. Sanch
Zachary J. Billingsley  Taylor M. Johnston  Alejandro R. Sheppard
Brittney M. Briner  Sabrina Khan  Bradley R. Stegmeyer
Carol A. Buis  Mark A. Klamerus  Salwan M. Taila
Ashley L. Carignan  Emily M. Klump  Jonathan M. Taljonick
Hilal Carter  Ashley M. Kretschmer  Keagan R. Tice
Andrew R. Cassidy  Kassandra L. Lewan  Adetipe E. Tomori
Dominic J. Chiantello  Kris S. Lewan  Erin S. Uehara
Michael K. Crinion  Ruth B. Mayer  Adam M. Vliet
Kelly L. Cvetkovski  Kelly A. McCloskey  Lauretta A. Walker
Ally F. D’Annibale  Hillary L. Menestrina  Alicia A. Warrick
Jessica M. Darland  Martina A. Miller  Kenneth E. Wee
John T. Davis  Chelsea A. Patton  Noelle C. Williams
Corey R. DeGaia  Daniel S. Pillivint  Brandon R. Worden
Chukwudi F. Ezeigwe  Kei Cze C. Prentis  Vicki L. Yarbro
Tess February  Lauren C. Racine  Kara E. Zdenek
Austin Gatza  Jordyn A. Rasmussen

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES

Bachelor of Social Work
Jody S. Radon

Master of Arts
Early Childhood Education  Diana Hensley
Educational Technology  Dominique L. Person
Literacy Education  Katie M. Wessel
### University of Michigan-Flint

#### School of Management

**Bachelor of Business Administration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Tawn M. Hill</th>
<th>Gabrielle A. Nichols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert Alessandrini</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kealy B. Belcher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank C. Burnash</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren C. Carr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin M. Crandell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London A. Haught</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Jones</td>
<td></td>
<td>Colleen R. Parkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob D. Kayfes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jay J. Richards, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey J. Lester</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tim A. Roberts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney R. Misener</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sade T. Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collin M. Morse</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chelsea A. VanGorp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master of Business Administration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Ruben Markquez II</th>
<th>Syed. Shah</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad H. Alaiwat</td>
<td>Travis J. Nack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ming-Hsin Chao</td>
<td>Nick L. Niedzielski</td>
<td>Lauren E. Shuler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvin E. Drzewiecki</td>
<td>Shannon L. Pilon</td>
<td>Jennifer M. Thuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah B. Hite</td>
<td>Mathew M. Rojeski</td>
<td>Michael W. Tupper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brantley Johnson</td>
<td>Jeffrey M. Schocker</td>
<td>Aaron D. Vandyke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirstin E. Knag</td>
<td></td>
<td>Avadella A. White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master of Science in Accounting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calvin E. Drzewiecki</th>
<th>Kirstin E. Knag</th>
<th>Robert T. Ventour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hannah M. Gauthier</td>
<td>Jenee C. Price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### School of Nursing

**Bachelor of Science in Nursing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Carlie N. Hyles</th>
<th>Anthony J. Roman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca R. Beechum</td>
<td></td>
<td>Whitney R. Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee S. Cassidy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Teresa A. Sevo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily M. Cesefks</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frankie K. Steele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa A. Dewitt</td>
<td></td>
<td>Heather R. Thornsberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany A. Flatt</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jessie F. Torrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer J. Frei</td>
<td></td>
<td>Colleen M. Viger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney L. Gallion</td>
<td></td>
<td>Francesca A. Vitale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven E. George</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tara L. Wiggins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam G. Hayes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica M. Hemingway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlie N. Hyles</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anthony J. Roman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia A. Koepf</td>
<td></td>
<td>Whitney R. Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel J. Marcahth</td>
<td></td>
<td>Teresa A. Sevo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbey L. Matuszak</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frankie K. Steele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen M. McDonough</td>
<td></td>
<td>Heather R. Thornsberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb E. Migda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jessie F. Torrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin E. Muller</td>
<td></td>
<td>Colleen M. Viger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendra L. Nanasy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Francesca A. Vitale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanna C. Richards</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tara L. Wiggins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea M. Rixner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master of Science in Nursing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Florence Arabia Acebedo</th>
<th>Becky Escobar</th>
<th>Erika L. Leone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ana Apostolina</td>
<td>Sarah L. Flickinger</td>
<td>Katie Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan E. Bajey</td>
<td>Amber M. Fritzler</td>
<td>Gina K. Lopiccolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas A. Beaver</td>
<td>Jamie M. Greenblatt</td>
<td>Tonya M. Lott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy K. Boddy</td>
<td>Renee Haworth</td>
<td>Martha N. Macharia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith C. Bowman</td>
<td>Taylor R. Heimeke</td>
<td>Jaclyn E. Michniak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinclair T. Chapman</td>
<td>Guy M. Hoenke</td>
<td>Lauren D. Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Cooper</td>
<td>Stephanie Irland</td>
<td>Mara C. Nieman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelcie D. Crandall</td>
<td>Alysia I. Kretschmar</td>
<td>Nicole R. Pearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin E. Davis</td>
<td>Shannon M. Laino</td>
<td>Alexander J. Perry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall N. Dorie</td>
<td>Katie A. Lange</td>
<td>Mary Placido</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

Master of Science in Nursing
Ashley D. Plemens
Courtney M. Pratt
Lady Y. Rau
Christine M. Rayyan
Jacob A. Robinson
Julie Rose
Karissa R. Roudebush
Jenna M. Shoemaker
Deirdre T. Tracey
Erin R. Vochaska
Amy L. Wadsworth
Gabriela C. Wilson

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Sonya Gilbert

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN
Founded in 1958, Domenico Grasso, Chancellor

COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND LETTERS

Bachelor of Arts
Fatima Al-Aridhi
Mohamad Ankouny
Mohamad Barada
Amir Ruben Barodi
Kyra Brylinsky
Raquel Dalal
Artemease Degreaffenried
Sarah Driels
Octavio Edwards
Fatme Elchaer
Christopher Fenrich
Kaylin Foster
Paris Freeman
Kirian Gafa
Ammie Gordon
Abigail Gralewski
Ali Diab Hachem
Mariam Harb
Natalie Hogue
Mallak Jaber
Maiaison Joyner
Ali Karnib
Dina Khatib
Samantha LaPorte
Markie McCoy
Erin McDonald
Mary Powers
Manuel Ramirez
Sara Ross
Rachel Routin
Tessa Smith
Kevin Sword
Nabil Syed
Katherine Truitt
Joseph Upshire
Uloma Wachuku
Arthur Watson
Shawna Woodruff
Joshua Young

Bachelor of Science
Nadeen Abdallah
Ayeh Abdelkader
Sama Safaa Alhashimi
Shelby Billens
Ahmed Boomrod
Salman Choudhury
Awatef Dia
Obada A Douglas
Jana Fakih
Belmina Fetic
Hussein Hammoud
Nicholas Colin Holmes
Eirina Leka
Maia Miller
Ahmad Sabbagh
Kevin Sanchez
Zahra Sebolini
Meera Sobh
Whitney Wong
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN

Master of Science

Psychology
Christin Dewit
Katherine Karina Gormcy
Olivia Moquin
Ava Elizabeth Selke
Selena Suttner
Paige Tiedeman

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Business Administration

Hussein Ajame
Iona Alghafli
Fatme Bazzi
Justine Belvitch
Mitchell Berardi
Mohamed Hussein Berry
Kyle Best
Joshua Bronson
Philip Buzenberg
Aya Charara
Stephen Cortelli
Beatriz Diaz-Ramos
Mark Dushkaj
Joseph Gatton
Nicholas Glud
Celia Gonzalez
Alexander Hagel
Farwa Hussain
Rayan Mansour
Mohamed Hassan Moussa
Angelina Noll
Lindsey Oprisiu
Melissa Joan Patterson
Ijon Pojani
Paul Rizqalla
Natalie Stabile
Tarek Tamimi
Imani Tarpeh
Maranda Tolston
Stephanie Tuba
Brendan Willard

Master of Business Administration

Ryan Asper
Asa Joseph Hattar
Amanda Hill
Rayan Saleh
Nauman Bakhra
Kavyashree Hiremath
Pooya Rani
Karen Salma

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH, AND HUMAN SERVICES

Bachelor of Arts

Travis Alber
Fidaa Bazzi
Keyona Dandridge
Niveen Elayan
Charity Godbold
Fahmia N. Mozip

Bachelor of General Studies

Sharesse Denise Turner

Bachelor of Science

Sharesse Denise Turner
Patricia Rios

Master of Arts

Cindy Peck
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

Bachelor of Science

Computer Engineering
James Anderson
Mohamed Bitar
Sedrick Cashaw
Stuart Castle
Hussein El-Souri
Ryan Raphael Galinato
Elmi Habib
Srinivas Simhan

Computer and Information Science
Ashley Baker
Deon Jackson
Christopher Thompson

Electrical Engineering
Mohamed Alhamadi
Wisam Aljebori
Fawwaz Almansoob
Roland Collin Almario
Yasser Altuihaif
Ahmad Anani
Joseph Astorino
Brendan Carr

Aston Drewyor
Eric Gaither
Jasmine Gerrish
Othman Haddad
Zen Hasser
Omer Kassim
Mohammad Khawaja
Y'esha Lester
Motasem Mansoub
Mehde Moubarak
Ismail Musseed
Marwan Nasser
Brian Raymond
Spencer Reggish
Gaurav Risal
Ahmed Saeed
Muhammed Salam

Engineering Mathematics
Joshua Shewmaker

Industrial and Systems Engineering
Anne Therese Roelant

Mechanical Engineering
Kemal Duran
German Estrada Gutierrez
Nicholas Hitchcock
Yousif Khatib
Aya Siblini
Paul Wilkins
Jacob Zadorozny
Soha Zeineddine

Software Engineering
Eahab Abu-Shtayyah
Ali Al-Mugoter
Haidar Almuthafar
Billal Assouf
Constantin Dragos Balan
Sammy Baraka
Ali Abdulamir El-Achkar
Karam El-loh
Steve Karim
Amr Mohsin
Omar Nasir
Ahmed Saeed
Martin Zanaj

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Computer and Information Science
Shruthi Alagashetty
Priyanka Asnani
Nikhitha Bekkanti
Nihar Maka
Sri Sai Krishna Piedy
Shashank Shivarudrappa

Data Science
Meigui Yu

Information Systems and Technology
Sudhindra Desai
Ishani Modi
Balaji Rajendran
Maryam Syeda

Program and Project Management
Nadeem Saco
Fangting Wang

Software Engineering
Gayathri Ganesan

Master of Science in Engineering

Automotive Systems
Hardeep Singh
Harshal Bhosale
Adarsh Srinivas Krishnan
Satyajit Krothapalli
Preeti Negi
Harsh Jayeshkum Patel
Nikhil Patil
Chirag Shivananda
Mohit Prasad Sudarson
Kushagra Uperti

Electrical Engineering
Bhavani Anantapur Bache
Brantley Montgomery
Yunis Zahr

Industrial and Systems Engineering
Lalith Kumar Dharmarajan
Sanket Dhole
Virginia Field
Jayadeep Ram Guttikonda

Mechanical Engineering
Venkatesh Kandregala
Bharat Kotabagi

Software Engineering
Venkata Satya S Agnihothram
Pranav Deshpande
Suparshwa Keerthi
Likith Manjegowda
Deepika Somayajula
Prasanth Kumar Yalamanchili
SCHOOL OF INFORMATION
Founded in 1969, Thomas A. Finholt, Dean

Master of Health Informatics
Chai-Zean Kinney

Master of Science in Information
Corey Schmidt

PENNY W. STAMPS SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Founded in 1974, Gunalan Nadarajan, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Art and Design
Sharanya Rajendra Pai

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art and Design
Olivia Arau-McSweeney
Allysa Benedict
Siena Audra McKim
Ella Ruth Rocker

SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY
Founded in 1984, Lori Ploutz-Snyder, Dean

Bachelor of Science
Sport Management
Joshua Ryan Bender
Movement Science
Madeleine Grace DeClercq
Mallory Lynn Grabill
Carina Elizabeth Grain
Megan Hrit
Rebecca Ann Postoll

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science
Movement Science
Samantha Carli Bauer
Konsuela Shanikka Bolton
Alison Crew
Carina Blei Wilden
Sport Management
Hannah Meier
Dear Graduate:

On behalf of the Alumni Association of the University of Michigan, congratulations on your momentous achievement.

You may be leaving the University of Michigan, but the ties that bind alumni—across the miles and the years—are strong and enduring. Whether you are on the other side of the country or the other side of the world, you are part of something greater than yourself. You are now part of a community of more than 585,000+ Michigan alumni in 180 countries across the globe.

The Alumni Association is your connection to U-M. As a graduation gift, you will receive a complimentary one-year membership to help you maintain the bonds you’ve created over the course of your time on campus. Use it to remind yourself of the place that you hail from, the place that has shaped you into the person you are today. Visit umalumni.com to keep the spirit of U-M close and connect to the powerful global network of U-M alumni.

So as you toss your mortarboard to the sky and venture out into the world, celebrate all that you have achieved, and remember that, with us, you are never far from the University of Michigan.

Again, our congratulations and very best wishes for your future.

Sincerely,

Ellen Agress, ’68
Chair of the Board of Directors
Alumni Association of the University of Michigan

Steve Grafton
President and CEO
Alumni Association of the University of Michigan
Learn more about this ceremony on our website: commencement.umich.edu
• Maps and shuttle routes for after the ceremony
• Inclement weather plans

Contact us at springcommencement@umich.edu with comments or inquiries about lost and found items.

Entry to the field is for graduates and commencement staff only.

At the end of the ceremony, graduates and families are directed to exit up the aisles onto the concourse. To reduce congestion on the concourse, we ask you to exit the stadium and then join your graduate or family.
The Yellow and Blue

Michael W. Balfe

Sing to the colors that float in the light; Hur-rah for the Yellow and Blue!

Yellow the stars as they ride thro' the night, And reel in a rollicking crew.

Yellow the fields where ripens the grain, And yellow the moon on the harvest wain; Hail!

Hail to the colors that float in the light; Hur-rah for the Yellow and Blue!
Statement on Freedom of Speech and Artistic Expression

Thank you for attending this program. The University of Michigan strives to create a truly open forum, one in which diverse opinions can be expressed and heard.

It is the right of members of the University community, speakers, artists, and other invited guests to express their views and opinions at the University. We will protect the right of individuals to speak or perform, and the rights of those members of the University community who wish to hear and communicate with an invited speaker or artist.

Protesters also have a right to express their opposition to a speaker in appropriate ways, both within the confines of this building and outside the facility. However, protesters must not interfere unduly with communication between a speaker or artist and members of the audience.

If the hosts of this event or University representatives believe that protesters are interfering unduly with a speaker or performer’s freedom of expression, those protesters will be warned. If the warnings are not heeded and the interference continues, then the individuals responsible may be removed from the building.

We reaffirm these policies in order to most fully protect the rights of free expression for speakers, performers, and protesters alike, as set forth by our Civil Liberties Board in our Student Handbook, and in accordance with the U-M Standard Practice Guide; Regents’ Ordinance Article XII, Section 1; and state statutes.

Nondiscrimination Policy Statement

The University of Michigan, as an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer, complies with all applicable federal and state laws regarding nondiscrimination and affirmative action. The University of Michigan is committed to a policy of equal opportunity for all persons and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, marital status, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, disability, religion, height, weight, or veteran status in employment, educational programs and activities, and admissions. Inquiries or complaints may be addressed to the Senior Director for Institutional Equity, and Title IX/Section 504/ADA Coordinator, Office for Institutional Equity, 2072 Administrative Services Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1432, 734-763-0235, TTY 734-647-1388, institutional.equity@umich.edu. For other University of Michigan information call 734-764-1817.

Learn more about this ceremony on our website: commencement.umich.edu

This book is printed with vegetable-based ink on paper stock that is certified to the environmental and social standards of the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®).
The Victors

Hail! to the victors valiant
Hail! to the conqu’ring heroes
Hail! Hail! to Michigan
the leaders and best
Hail! to the victors valiant
Hail! to the conqu’ring heroes
Hail! Hail! to Michigan
the champions of the West!